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CHAPTER OD 
DtTRODUC'l'ION 
a - PUrpose and scope 
The writing of Latin verse in claSSical meters requires 
in the first instance a thorough knowledge of the vowel quan-
ti ties, syllable by syllable, of the words to be used in 
composition. To the ears of Virgil and Horace, whose native 
language Was Latin, this differentiation of vowel quantities 
must have been as familiar as is the quali ta ti ve (and 
quantitative) variation of the words il1 and feet to a native 
speaker of English. 
Unl ••• his speech habits have been unusually well 
formed from the beqinning, however, the latter-day student of 
Latin who ambitions metrical composition needs help other than 
his ear can provide to guide him in his efforts. To this end, 1 
scholars and qrammarians have drawn up certain rules to help 
the versifier determine almost at a glance the vowel-quantity 
of various syllables in a word. 
lKnowledge of metrical quantity is at times necessary 
for proper scansion and understanding of a text, as, for 
instance, in the following (note syllables underscored) I 
"tuque ~qls sortes, per te praesentit aruspax." -
Tlbullus-II,5,13. 
"abdita quae anis fata canit pedibus." -~., line 16. 
These rules enable the student to recognize the quantity, 
for instance, of final syllables, be they open-vowel or closed-
vowel, and of so-called increments. Tbey spell out the 
quantities of prepositional prefixes so frequent in Latin 
compounds. They explain how poal tion can make metrically long 
a vowel whose pitch and quantity are naturally short. They 
revie'W the principle that Ha vowel before another vowel is 
short" in purely Latin 'WOrds. And so on ••• 
Concerning the quantity of the stem-vowel of Latin words, 
however, the prosodists offer little encouragement. (For an 
exhaustive resume of their contributions, see the appendix at 
the end of this chapter). In fact, beyond invoking the principl 
(always to be used with caution) that derivatives normally 
retain the stem-vowel quantity of their source,,",,-,ords, they 
usually refer the student to the dictionary or the Gadus ~ 
Rarnassym or to the Husage of authors." 
Yet if, in the first flush of inspiration, our would-be 
poet has to thumb through the dictionary to leam the quantity 
Of the very first syllable of the word he wishes to write, he 
will soon discover that his concern for metrical accuracy has 
literally diSSipated his enthusiasm. on the other hand, if 
patterns of stem-vowel quantity (that is, of the quantity of 
the first vowel in a word) can be discovered which give the 
aspiring versifier the information he needs immediately and 
4 
wi th assurance, then such discovery should be as helpful to him 
as it will certainly be encouraging. 
'l'he direct purpose of this study is to seek such 
patterns and to organize them for ready use. Since the meters 
and vocabulary intended belong to the Golden Age of Latin verse, 
quantitative patterns 'Will be sought in the nouns, adjectives 
and verbs used by the two outstanding poets of the period, 
Virgil and Horace. 
'l'he material here properly includes only those words 
'Which are genuinely Latin in source and form. Proper names, 
'Whether nominal or adjectival, are not included. Since a large 
number of Greek. loanwords had accl1rDa ted themsel vas in Rome by 
the time of our two poets, not a few of these have inevitably 
found their 'Way into this study. Bere again, however, proper 
names are excluded. 
'!'he search for quantitative patterns, it must be 
insisted, focuses upon the stem-vowel of each word, the stem-
vowel here meaning the first simple vowel appearing in the stem 
of a 'Word.. Diphthongal stems (such as lud-eo - 2 and caed-e.) 
quickly declare their long quantity and require no attention in 
this study. Similarly, stems whose vowel is long or common2 by 
v 
- v position (such as ~-.2 - 3 and patris from B-ter) in them-
5 
selves need not enter into consideration. Moreover, since rules 
are elsewhere available concerning the vowel-quantity of 
prepositions which are commonly used as prefixes in compounded 
words, it has seemed generally unnecessary to include prefixed 
compounds in the word lists. Occasionally I however, one or 
another of these has been studied Where completeness or 
thoroughness seemed to warrant or demand inclusion. 
b - Format 
The chapter headings in the Table of Contents will 
suggest clearly enough the procedure of this study. After a 
preliminary review of the quantity of all words in the three 
types whose initial letter 1s a vowel (Chapter Two), there 
follow, in sequence, studies of the nouns, adjectives and verbs 
of the several declensions and conjugations. Nouns of the first 
and second declensions are treated together in Chapter Three: 
those of the third declension, in Chapter Four, those of the 
2The double consonant (mute + liquid) does not, however, 
always make the preceding vowel metrically common: nytrio-4, 
for instance, always shows the -i- long because it represents 
a resolved diphthong < *noutrlo. See page 100 follOWing_ 
fourth and fifth declensions, in Chapter Five. Similarly, 
adjectives of the first and second declensions are grouped 
together in Chapter Six, those of the third declension, in 
Chapter Seven. 
'!'he verbs of the four conjugations and the so-called 
-i.2. verbs are all analyzed in Chapter Eight. But this chapter 
6 
is div1ded, for convenience and clarity, into two parts: Part I, 
treating the stem-vowel quantity of present-tense stemsl Part II, 
the stem-vowel quantity of perfect-tense and supine/past 
participle stems. A final Chapter (Chapter Nine) summarizes 
the evidence of the preceding chapters and attempts an 
evaluation of the conclusions suggested by this study. Several 
appendices are attached (after Olapter Nine) containing 11sts 
of all words Which exemplify the rules stated and briefly 
illustrated in the several chapters. 
In the analytical chapters (Two to Eight), moreover, 
some order is perhaps achieved by studying words in sequence 
according to the syllabic structure they shC* in their more 
familiar fOrmsl that is, in the nominative case singular of 
nouns and adjectives, and in the first person singular present 
tense indicative of verbs. Thus, where they eXist, monosyl-
lables are discussed before dissyllables, and dissyllables are 
7 
followed by trisyllables, quadrisyllables and ~~inquesyllables. 
Moreover, in the nouns and adjectives of the third declension 
(and nouns of the fifth declension) monosyllabic (nominative 
case) imparisyllables (dissyllabic in the genitive case) precede 
the study of dissyllabic parisyllables, and dis syllabic impari-
syllables precede the treatment of trisyllabic parisyllablesJ 
and so on. 
c - Method 
The research involved in this study has made possible 
the formulation of certain rules concerning the stem-vowel 
quantity of the three classes of words under consideration. 
Each chapter contains several rules 'Which are numbered con-
seouti vely from one to thirty-three, beginning 'Wi til Chapter Two 
and completed in Chapter Eight, Part TwO. When only a few words 
are involved or a pattern subordinate to a larger one is 
necessary, rules are numbered alphabetically It..51- 2a, 2b, 2c) 
to indicate the1r dependent character. 
After the statement of each rule, a few examples3 are 
given to illustrate its va11dity, the remaining examples being 
3OcC&sionally, 'When there are only a fe-w eXBDlPles under 
a rule, all 1llustrations are given immediately under the rule. 
relegated to the appendices (assigned respectively to the 
individual chapters), which contain all the words fulfilling 
the requirements of the rule. 4 Thereupon follow the analyses 
of exceptions, of words, that 1s, whose stem-vowel quantity 
violates the rule under which their syllabic structure places 
them. 
Honesty, of course I and thoroughness, demand the 
inclusion of these lists of exceptions. Indeed, their very 
number might. seem to undemine the validity, at least of some, 
of the rules. But \tIhen subjected to etymological analysiS, the 
exceptions seem rather to confir.m the rules. They seem to say: 
HI don't really belong in this classification at all, since I 
am clearly in violation of its principles. It is only my 
historical development on the lips of men \tIhich has thrust me 
into an alien category \tIhere I am not at home." 
Actually, as the following chapters \tIill show, this 
seems to be more often the case 'When there is need to account 
4It has seemed more econOmical and less distracting not 
to include in the body of the text the long lists of illus-
trations of the rule. Ho\tIever, the reader is asked to note 
carefully the importance of the appendices in this studY1 for 
'Without them, the rules would seem to have little practical 
application and less validity. 
8 
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for a longS stem-vowel where a short is expected by the rule, 
than when it is necessary to explain the presence of a short 
stem-vowel where a long is awaited. Most genuine verb-stems, 
II " for instance, are short (sed-eo-2, .Y.2l-.g,-1), yet, that of 
1iid-g,-3 is long because the verb is denomina ti ve from liidus 
whose stem-vowel is resolved from the Old Latin diphthongal 
10i4os. Contrariwise, most dis syllabic nouns and adjectives 
have a long stem-vowel (fam-.!., rUp-a, crUd-l!!., mlt-J:!) I hence, 
it is more difficult to account for the short stem-vowels in 
u .. '" '" focus, fores, bOnus and brevis unless one has recourse to 
etymology. 
d - Sources 
'!'he importance of sound etymology, therefore, has urged 
the use of the well-known Lateinisdhes Etymologisches 
WQ!rterbuch 6 of A. walde (revised by J. B. Hofmann) as the most 
authoritative work in the field. There is occasional reference 
5Lang ("by nature") vowels are al'Ways _rked in this 
study. An unmarked simple vowel is to be considered short. 
6A• Walde and J. B. Hofmann, Lltelntscbes EtY.m9logisches 
Woerterbuch, (3 vols., Heidelberg: carl Winter's 
Universitaetsbuchhandlung, 1938). The third volume was not 
immed1ately relevant to this study. Under the symbols WH, the 
work is constantly cited in the analysis of exceptions. 
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to the OXford Latin Dictiopary,7 edited by Lewis and Short, but 
only to verify Greek loanwords I the Dictionary's etymology is 
often seriously out-of-date. The work of Ernout-Meillet8 is 
not cited here since it is concerned with the semantic, rather 
than the etymological, history of Latin words. Carl Buckls 
11I1POrtant Compaq t1'D GBP'Rr .2.f. Greek and La tin 9 has also been 
put into service1 but only when the chief source 'Was unclear or 
incomplete in etymological explanation. 
For the proper material of this study, namely, the 
nouns, adj ecti ves and verbs actually appearing in the works of 
Virgil and Horace, the two sources have been the Index Verborum 
verqilianuslO of M. N. Wetmore and the COncordance of !hi. Work • 
.2f. Horacell by Lane Cooper. The Oxford texts of the complete 
7 c. T. Lewis and C. Short, A. Latin Dictionary:, (Oxford, 
1962 Impression). 
SA. Ernout and A. Maillet, Qictionnaire EtymolQ9!gye ~ 
lI. LaD9Be L;l t 1Jl" (4e. Edition, ParisI Librairie C. Klincksieck, 
1959). 
9C• D. Buck, COmparat~D GraD9r 2l L!t1p .I.W! Greek, 
(Eighth Impression1 (!bLcago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1962). 
10M. N. Wetmore, Index yerborum Vergilianys, (3e. Auflager 
Hildesheull Georg Olms V,rlagsbuchhandlung, 1961). 
IlL. Cooper (ed.), A. g:?Dc:9rSSince of JhI. works 2! BgDc:e, 
(photographically reprinted, New York: Barnes and Noble Inc., 
11 
works of virgil12 and Horace13 serve as the ultimate source of 
the material of this study. 
e - Methodology 
The writer has been advised to assume that the ordinary 
student-reader may not be familiar with the methodology of 
etymologists and especially with the various symbols and signs 
which they employ to indicate the structural development of 
words. The recent work on the history of the Latin language by 
L. R. Palmer14 might properly introduce such a reader to the 
methods of this science. Though popular in style and intention, 
the work is clear, accurate and attractive in format and manner. 
Por the purpose at hand, however, 80me brief illustra-
tion of procedure may be helpful. lS Among the exceptions 
analyzed under Rule 25 in Chapter Bight, Part One, occurs the 
l2p. A. Hirtzel (racog.), L. 'lergil! MAmn,s Opea, 
(Oxon!!: e type Clarend., reprinted 1959). 
l3B• C. Wi-t. ...... m ( ) t H 1'd G d ( ) ""'-"4Q recog. e .". arro curav., 
~ HoaS! Place! Op!Q (Oxoniis e type Clarend., reprinted 
1959) • 
l4L• R. Palmer, 1.b.!. LJtin ;LAnguage, (London: Faber and 
Faber Ltd. There is no publication date). 
15A glossary of terms and symbols used in this study 
will be found at the end of this chapter (paqe 19 ). 
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verb ceno-l: its stem-vowel, being long against the rule, must 
be explained. The description runs thus: 
ceno Denomina ti ve from cena < *gert-,!!-na, 
/ 
related to *qert - "cut" i compare /(Et/W 
< .J4 .kEf' tV - WH I, 198. 
The analysis states that the verb has been derived from the 
noun (denominative) cana, retaining in the process the latter's 
long stem-vowel. The long stem-vowel of the noun 1s then 
accounted for by indicat1ng its derivat10n from an assumed and 
unrecorded form (indicated by the asterisk), shOWing a bas1c 
root *qert (meaning~) to whiCh are attaChed two nominal 
suffixes: -~ and -n&. The assumpt10n is that d1ff1culty and 
rapidity of pronunciation simplified the original noun-form 
from *gert-~-~ to cana, the short stem-vowel being lengthened 
in the process to compensate for the loss of the three conso-
nants l:.-t-~. A cena, therefore, originally sign1fied a "port1on 
or morsel" of food as English-speakers refer to a "cut" of meat. 
, 
The Greek verb /('i.£fW - "I cut" - is offered as cognate, 
der1ving from the same (assumed) Indoeuropean root. The symbols 
WE I, 196-197 indicate the Latein1sChes EtymologisChes 
!i'0erterbucb, Vol. I, of Walde-Hofmann as the source of the 
etymological analysis. 16 
Other symbols and abbreviations hereinafter employed 
13 
are explained in the comprehensive glossary follawing. But one 
other linguistic phenomenon deserves mention here, namely, the 
development of some nouns suffixing -ulum. In many instances I 
suCh formations developed by inserting the -~- for ease in 
pronunciation, affecting at the same time the nature of the 
IE consonant preceding it. Thus, pabulum developed from 
*pi-dhlom < ~-sCQ - "feed",. etrfculUPl from *perl-tlom 
v - - v (cfr. eer1ty.s),. J22culU!l from pO-tlom (cfr. pOtus). No special 
attention is drawn to these Changes in the word-analyses 
following. 
l6'1'hus, in a true sense I thll!! verb ceno-l is not properly 
a violation of Rule 25, since in its aboriginal form (perhaps 
*ger-.2,) its stem-vowel may also have been short. But it is 
beyond the scope of this study to speculate, as the present 
example suggests, that all aboriginal single-vowel verb-stems 
Appendix to Chapter One (see page 3, middle) 
ConsultatiOn of a wide Sp8ctrua of authors yields no 
general results or comprehensive study (such as this) of st .... 
vowel quantitiesl 
14 
1 - ~ !f.!l! Yenni Latin GD"!!'r (New York, Allyn and 
Bacon, 1920) provides the broadest discussion of the 
metrical quantity of words among all the authors 
reviewed. xt conta1DB forty-two rules, of which 
twenty-nine state the CODIIOnly known princ.t.ples 
and twel va (Rules 13-25) gi va guidance concerning 
the quantity of so-called increments. But no 
consideration is given to stem-vowel qaant.t.ties. 
2 - F. w. W.staway·s Quantity .J.DS. Accent J.a Latin 
(Cambridge. at the university Press, 1930) is 
chiefly concerned -- and thoroughly so -- to 
explain accuracy of vowel pitch and tone, Which, 
of course, affect syllabic and metrical quantity. 
Be gives rules (page 51 sqq.) fiXing vocalic 
quantity before two COftIJonants, among which several 
apply to the stem-vowel. Xn this study, only the 
metrical quantity is sought, so that westaway's 
work is not directly on the point at issue here nor 
does it provide the exhaustive listings and analyses 
here given. 
3 - F. Crus ius , Rgemischl latrik, revised by H. 
Rubenbauer, (Munichz .Max Hueber, 1960), one of the 
finest recently published works, considers the 
quantity of final syllable. ending in a vowel or 
consonant and of syllables other than final (pages 
4-13). Except for a brief reference to mono-
syllabic 1JDparisyllables, there is no treatment of 
ste~elsf for Whose quantity the authors refer 
the reader to the lexicon (number 13, page 8). 
I I 
4 - L. Nougaret' s Trait. 9t. l&. .Metr1gue La,t1pe Classlgue 
(Paris. C. Klincksieck, 1963), although providing 
a rearkably clear and succinct explanation of Latin 
15 
APpendix to Chapter One (continued) 
metres, lIlerely presumes knowledge in the reader of 
metrical quantities and offers no discussion thereof 
(see page 3). 
I I 5 - W. J. W., Koster'~ !Bite .9!. Metr1.gue Greccwe su1yi 
.~ Precis de Metrigu' Latine (third and revised 
edition, Leyden: A. W. Sythoff, 1962), 11ke the 
preceding work, discusses hiatus, synizesis and 
other common prOSOdic problems without specific 
treatment of syllabic quantities in Latin. 
6 - Robert s. Radford' s ll!!! prosody .Q!. Ille« II (A. J. P. 
XXVIII, 1907 I pages 11-33) notices, .!D. PAssant, the 
(long) stem-vowel quantity of monosyllabic impari-
syllables of third declension nouns and adjectives 
(p. 16). 
7 - F. Noel's fillDOUS Gradus ad Parnassum (Paris: 
Librairie La Normant, lSS3) offers the £aaill8r 
general rules of quantity, including those of 
increments in nouns and verbs (pages xxii-xxxiv). 
He is perhaps Yenni's (see above) and Butler's (see 
below) source in the latter point. But there is no 
treatment of stem-vowels. 
8 - Leo T. Butler's Exercises Ja Latin Versification 
(N8'W York: Allyn and Bacon, 1917) gives the 
familiar treatment (pages 14-22) already noticed 
above in Yanni, b'.lt without treating the stem-vowel 
quantities. 
9 - P. J. Llobera's Grlp!9tica Classicae Lati,nit§tis 
(Barcelona: Eugenius Subirana, MOCCIX-MCMXX) gives 
an extensive treatment of syllabic quantities 
(pages 493-530). After discussion of the familiar 
general rules, he introduces the notion of compen-
sating lengthening (p. 498, but with doubtful 
illustrations: casus (*cid-sus). To those who 
know Spanish, his rule tha t the Spanish diphthongs 
-,!§., -ll!, point to short stem-vowels in Latin may be 
useful: ferus < fiero; novem < nueve. He also 
treats the vowel-quantity of monosyllables (p. 500) 
APpendix to Chapter One (continued) 
and of suffixes (p. 524). There is no ~ professo 
atudy of stem-vowels. 
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10 - C. E. Bennett's Latin Grammar (Chicago: Allyn and 
Bacon, 1895) has only a very brief treatment of 
Latin quantity (pages 240-243), including the 
general rules and those regarding final syllables. 
He does not consider increments or stem-vowels. 
11 - Gildersleeve-Lodge's Latin Grammar (Chicago: D. C. 
Heath Co., 1894) offers fourteen rules of quantity 
(pages 444-452), his particular contribution being 
the treatment of final syllables in polysyllabic 
and monosyllabic words. Of stem-vowels, Rule XII 
states that their quantity, "when not determined 
by general rules, is fixed by the usage of authors 
(long or short by authority). It 
12 - A. Harkness' s La tin Grammar (New York: American 
Book Co., 1892) supplies (pages 338-349) the 
general rules and those on final syllables and on 
increments. He has interesting analyses of 
II deri va ti va endings n (-ib:rum I -edo, -i tus I etc.) 
which are helpful. He studies (peculiarly to him-
self) the stem-vowel quantity of -~ verbs and of 
present tense stems whiCh suffix -Y! in the perfect 
(page 346).. But he states (p. 348) that lithe 
quantity of stem-syllables in cases not provided 
for by any rules now given will be best learned 
from the dictionary. By far the larger number of 
such syllables 'Will be found to be short. II 
(Emphasis added). He then adds a list of two 
hundred and sixty words whose It stem-syllable" is 
exceptionally long. This is the nearest approach 
yet discovered to the intention of the present study 
still, it leaves all but a small part of the work 
undone. Indeed, it seems to deny its general 
possibility. 
13 - C. Anthon' s anCient, but reputable Latin ~rosody 
Ind MetE! (New York I Harper and Brothers, 1842) 
treats the rules of quantity at great length (pages 
APpendix to Chapter One (continued) 
16-100), covering very much the same material 
already reviewed above with a special interest in 
compounds. But he does not deal specifically with 
stem-vowel quantities. 
14 - J. Halporn and M. Ostwald and T. Rosenmeyer' s :Du!. 
17 
Mttrls .2f. Greg .IDS Latin Poetl:v (Strand: Methuen 
" co., Ltd., 1963) reaeaables the works of lfougaret 
and Koster (noticed earlier) in presuming knowledge 
of quantity and concentrating on purely prosodic 
and metrical problems. 
15 - J. P. POstgate' s Pmspdia ;t.et1nl (Oxford: at the 
Clarendon Press, 1923) gives a thorough treatment 
not only of the general rules of quantity, but 
also of many individual peculiarities or licenses 
employed by poets (e.g. Virgil's use of conso-
nantal -ll in gema, A.tD,. V, 4321 see p. 47). Very 
helpful is his list of hOlllOnymic forms (pages 
58-66) 'Whose syllabic quantities are unlike (e.g. 
lea - "bronze" as against iia, accusative 
singular, "atmosphere. H) But since he has no 
specific discussion of stam-vowel quantities, these 
"where not determined ~ the principles and rules 
already set forth, must be learned by observation 
or by consulting 9rammars or dictionaries." 
(page 25). 
16 - M. Platnauer's ;tAtin Elegiac Verst (Cambridge: at 
the University Press, 1951) offers a detailed and 
even statistical study of prosodic usage within 
the area of the title. Syllabic quantity 1s not 
examined except insofar as it affects Or may affect 
prosody. He notes, for instance, the elegists' use 
of an open-vowel ending followed by a double-con-
sonant initial which leaves the vowel short 
(J?91;!U,gg! s.xjqdi - p. 62). However, he attempts 
no analysis of stem-vowel quantities. 
17 - Max lfiedermann' s IJj.sW£iss}!e La,utlthre d.es 
Hlte1nischID (Dritte Auflage, Heidelberg, carl 
Winter Universitaetsverla9, 1963) excellently 
18 
APpendix to Chapter One (continued) 
fulfills the purpose of his title. It 1s, in a 
way, more satisfying than Buck, even though treating 
exclus1vely of I4tin. Be does not treat 
specifically the topic here researebed, but could 
be uae.ful in further understanding the etymological 
analyses follOWing_ 
18 - The appendix of P. Althe1m' s Gesch1chte S!!.£ 
Lat.,inischM BPBch' (Frankfurt am Maina Vittorio 
Klostermann, 1951) is written by w. Brandenstam 
and entitl.d "Kuru Phonologie des Late1nischen." 
The trea taent is briefer than the preceding and is 
etymologically helpful for the same reason. But 
1 ts focus is not that of our research topic. 
Terms 
-
Ass1milation 
Dissimilation 
Denominative 
Deverbal 
19 
GLOSSARY 
The process whereby one of two contiguous 
consonants in a word replaces itself by 
assu~9 the Character and sound of its 
neighbor: J.n. + medius im-mediatus. 
The process whereby one of two identical 
noncontiguous consonants in a word assumes 
another character and sound from its 
(original) twin: *Flora.I.ia) Florala. 17 
1) A verb derived from a noun or an 
adjective: dOnum) dono-l, cltrus '> 
2) An adjective derived from a noun: dOs, 
do~is > dOtilis. 
A word (noun or adjective) derived from a 
verb: tego-3 > v 0 teqimen. 
17 See Buck, .2J2.. cit., p. 38. 
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Glossary (continued) 
par1syllable A noun or adjective having the same number 
of syllables 1n the geni t1 ve as 10 the 
IJ y <.I 
nominative case s1ogular: avis, ba.for1s. 
These are dissyllabic parisyllables. 
IlIlparisyllable A noun or adject1ve having more syllables 
in the geni ti ve than in the nom1nati ve 
case singular: u v u '" h2!2, h Om1nis l celer, 
oJ IJ 
eeleria. These are dissyllabic impar1-
syllables, the term d1snllabic announcing 
the fact that, in t.he nominative case 
singular, the word (stem + ending) has 
only two syllables. 
'l'bat part of a word which remains unchanged 
when it is inflected. In nouns and 
adjectives, the stem is discovered by 
l8Xt is very important to distinguish the stem of a word 
from its root. The first term is inflectional in meaning, the 
second is etymological in meaning_ In an individual word, the 
IJ 
root and the stem may coincide: thus in teneo-2) the syllable 
~- is both root and stem, but in its perfect tense tenuj., teP-
.. v is still the root of the word, whereas tenu- is the true 
-inflectional stem. Because the great majority of the words 
studied here have monosyllabic stems, the term stem-vowel has 
been used throughout to indicate the first (or root) vowel of 
eve word. 
Glossary (continued) 
separating the genitive case ending: 
~ ~ ~ v 
homin-i.!.1 miser-i. In verbs I the stem is 
discovered by separating the personal 
ending and/or the thematic vowel: 
v 
teg-,!.-l!,. 
A monosyllabic stem has only one syllable: 
v u 
gy-isr teg-o-3. 
A dis syllabic, stem19 has two syllables: 
v _ " 
coron-a: latesc-o-3. 
stem-vowel The first vowel appearing in a word-stem. 
It may be the initial letter in a word: 
u A,mo-l. More usually it is enclosed between 
... 
two consonants: t-.!t-g-o-3. 
When the word-s tem has more than one 
syllable, the term stem-vowel here refers 
19Distinguish carefully a dissyllab1c stem (for instance) 
from a dis syllabic word (or dissyllable): the first phrase 
denotes the form of a noun or adjective bereft of its genitive 
singular case-ending and of a verb bereft of its first personal 
singular ending1 the second phrase denotes a noun or adjective 
in its nominative case singular and of a verb in its first 
personal Singular (fully syllabled) form. 
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Glossary (continued) 
to the first vowel appearing in the stem: 
oJ - v-
,£Q.-rona1 .!A.-tesco-3. 
consonant-stem Refers to verbs (usually) whose stems end 
u U in a consonant: n-o-17 teg-o-3. 
vowel-stem Refers to verbs (usually) whose stems end 
in a vowels 
" _ v 
f1e-o, £!I.-s, fle-t. Here th 
vowel of the stem supplants or serves as 
the thematic vowel to which the personal 
01 v 
endings are suffixed. Yi,-a, vi-ae is an 
example from the nouns. 
Abbreviations and Symbols 
CL COmpensating Lengthening - lengthening an 
originally short vowel to compensate for 
the loss of one or more consonants 
resulting from difficulty anq/or rapidity 
of pronunciation. Not infrequently it 
involves syncopation as well: vOtum for 
v U 
*vo-ve-tom. 
Glossary (continued) 
DR 
HE 
NaG 
OHG 
OL 
Diphthongal Resolution - the resulting 
monophthongal (long) vowel reduced from a 
diphthong: guaero-3 > (re) gu1ro-3. 
23 
Indoeuropean. Usually followed by an 
asterisk, the symbols indicate the assumed 
common source or root of a word, fabricated 
on the basis of cognate forms in the 
various derivative (from IE) languages. 
The writer's limited typographical 
facilities did not allow the introduction 
of all the symbols demanded by the meti-
culous science of etymology or philogy. 
New English, that is, modern Enqlish 
spelling and form. 
New High German, that is, modern High 
German spelling and form. 
Old High German, in spelling and form. 
Old La tin form for which there is 
historical record. 
Glossary (continued) 
R 
S 
* 
24 
Rhotacism - the process by whiCh primitive 
or arChaic intervocalic -,f!- becomes, in 
II .. v 
Latin, -~-. For instance, genus, generis 
/ f.> V 
, *genesis) • 
Syncope or Syncopation, 'WhiCh is the loss 
of a short and unaccented vowel between 
two consonants, resulting from rapid pro-
nunc1ation and/or emphatic stress: 
OJ U ~ f.> 
repostum for repositum. 
Indicates etymological development and/or 
transformation of a 'Word in the direction 
to which the arrow points. Thus the 
formula 9YI,ro-3 > (re) gulro-3 means that 
0.1 -guaero-3 becomes, by DR, (re)guiro-3. The 
u -formula 1s sometimes reversedl ~)guiro-
(guaero-3. 
The asterisk in WH and in this study pre-
cedes the assumed and unrecorded (i.e. 
pre-historical) form of a word or of its 
root, which is assigned as the proximate 
Glossary (continued) 
2S 
source of a recorded La tin word. Thus 
*cert-s-na is assigned as the pre-
historical Italic source of cena, of which 
the basic root is *qert,meaning "cut.1I 
Occasionally the abbreviation IE precedes 
an asterisk followed by an assumed word-
form: as, for instance, IE *kerd-. The 
latter form is the assumed ultimate source 
oJ I / 
of .£Q.£(cordis) I /('tI"ftfl(a. I NHG Herz, NE 
heart, Russian sertze. Or, perhaps better, 
it indicates the common formula to which 
the various cognate forms may be equated. 2 
Unfortunately, we are not always consisten 
in their use of the simple asterisk and of 
the complex IE*. A t times, they seem to 
employ the simple asterisk to indicate the 
assumed IE root or unit. 
20see Palmer, ge. cit., page 200. 
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Glossary (continued) 
When it is impossible to construct a likely 
assumed form, whether Italic or 
Indoeuropean, WH are satisfied simply to 
indicate certain (sure) cognates in other 
languages, especially in Greek. 
Underscoring in this study indicates 
historically recorded Latin words and their 
cognates in modern IE languages. 
N .1.. The following sequence may indicate in full 
or 
panoply the various symbols and their 
developmental meaning: 
ceno-l < .£ia < *qert-s-na < (IE) *q;rt-
I 
"cut," the root being related to .i'1'.f'V 
<-1: /(f ft W -"I cut. II 
(IE) *q~rt- "cut" > *q~rt-s-na > cena with 
/ 
CL > ceno-l by denomination. /('r ~f..c.) 
(f !(-;flW - "I cut" - is related to the sa 
27 
Glossary (continued) 
(IE) root. Compare also NE shear ~IE* 
u (s) quer- "cut lt and Latin.a.£Q. (carnis) -
Itcut flesh." 
CHAPTER TWO 
WORDS WHOSE INITIAL LETTER IS 
THE STEM-VOWEL 
29 
The initial letter in many words is a vowel. The vowels 
< 
tJ II CI -
of prefixed compounds like ad-!!.Q., !n-£Q" ab-!.Q" ,9!.-.!!:!!!l> have 
their own rules2l and do not enter into consideration here. 
Ra ther , the problem is to determine the quantity of the initial 
vowel which is, in fact, the stem-vowel of the word studied. 
Observa tion shows tha t the simple vowels .i., ,!t, i., £, and y" when 
initial, are generally short. 
Moreover, the pronunciation of the letter h seems to 
have been very slight during the classical period. It Was 
U oJ 
easily omitted in the middle position (n~hil, nil) and sometimes 
inserted there, without etymological warrant, simply to indicate 
the separate pronunciation of adjacent vowels (ahenus, ~~nus).22 
Thus, Latin authors seem to have felt free to use or omit the 
letter h in the initial position <Ih] arena, [h]wnerus) .23 The 
natural consequence is that initial h does not affect the 
quantity of vowels immediately following it, and the pattern 
21see ~ New Yenni 14tin Grammar already cited, p. 322. 
Hereinafter, the work is referred to as Yenni. 
22 Palmer, .22.. cit., p. 230. 
23 Xbid., p. 230. 
30 
observed above concerning initial simple vowels remains true 
here also: 01 U ~ oJ IJ the syllables hA., a, hi, ho, and hu, when initial, 
are generally short. 
A similar pattern is noticeable in words beginning with 
consonantal.! (jJ. Undoubtedly, the sound was very slight, 
_Col 
since it could disappear completely in compound form (deicio 
< - \I .9!t-1icio). In any case, observation shows that the syllables 
oJ .., 01 " lA, li, j&, and~, when initial, are generally short. (There 
is no uncompounded example of a word beginning with i!.) 
Needless to say, there are exceptions to these patterns. 
But it is usually possible to show that long stem-vowels 
represent resolutions24 of original diphthongal roots or com-
pensating vowel-lengthening following the loss of medial 
consonantsJ and their number is not so great as to nullify the 
validity of the conclUSions suggested. 
JOining these observations together, it seems possible 
to formulate the following comprehenSive rule concerning the 
quanti ty of this class of stem-vowels: 
24See Buck, 2,2.. cit., p. 87, Palmer, ,2R.. cit., p. 69. 
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RUle 1 
RUle 1. The stem-vowels A, ~, AI ~, and ~ are generally short 
when initial, and even when preceded by the letter h 
or i. 
i-, h~ -, Ji - initial. Examples are: abies, hlOOna I j ~ceo. 25 
Bxceptions are: 
acer, acris, acre (*ak-, *aq- "sharp, point, stone. 1I 
Development shows a long and a 
.I' 
short root vowel. Compare QA!.f'~S / 
/..1/ u ~ 
raYQ- "1'\'1S and aceo-2, acerbus 
we I, 7. 26 Note that the mute-
liquid jcris, icre cannot here 
give the initial vowel common 
quantity. 
_ v _" 
aer, aeris; aerius 
) I I I ) I 
Greek loan: IJ.. "f(~" I), Ct f fO 5 -
L&S. 
25por further illustrations of Rule 1, see Appendix, 
page 267 • 
26wu refers to the work of Walde-Hofmann already cited. 
Rule 1 - ~-, ~-, ja- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
-'" aio 
_ _ _ u 
ala) ales(alitis) 
alea 
alium 
32 
Thus the Gradus27 and L&S28, but 
Horace seems generally to diph-
thongize the ficst two vowels 
(Cfr~ Epist. 1.16.47). WH (I, 24-
25) derive the form from *agjo and 
~ I "f' 
rela te the verb to~' ,." - "he 
said. II 
< *ag-s-la with CL. Compare NHG 
Achsel and NE~. Ul tima te root 
v u ll- is related to ago-3 - IIdrive ll 
- WH I, 25. 
) ~ I 
Greek loan: 'l11\~05 - WH I, 28. 
allium is a post-classical 
spelllng.. Origin is uncertain. -
WH I, 30. 
27The Gradus (ad Parnassum) of F. Noel alraady ci'ted. 
28L&S refers ~o the Oxford Latin DictionaLJ[ already 
cited. 
Rule 1 - a-' na-, ja- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
anulus I anellus 
ara 
-as, assis 
ater, atra, atrum 
atramentum 
atrium 
(h) abrotonus 
hatitus 
halo-l 
< *anus, i. There is no satis-
factorI explanation of the 
quantity. - WH I, 55 • 
...<.. OL asa, related to the root 
v 
33 
*as- "burn, II with rhotacism, seen 
in areo-2 and the other forms. 
)/~ 
Cognates are a,2 lit) < *u.-d-.iQ.-
"dry" and NHG Asche (*az-gh-, NE 
ash (es) - ,\VII I, 61 under ira and 
65 under area, areo-2. 
< *ass, CL with consonantal loss 
- WH I, 71. 
There 1s no satisfactory 
explanation of the quantity - WH 
I, 75. 
C' ,. 
Greek loan: et/.f() Td yt>t/ - L&S. 
<. *sn.-slo with CL and added 
initial aspiration - WH I, 633. 

Rule 1 - ~-, he-, ~- initial 
E~ceptions (continued) 
eruca 
esurio-4 
evans 
-jE!Junium 
jejunus 
35 
Genitive singular of li, §jl, 1£. 
< *eiius. See Rule la below, 
p. 45 • 
Derivation is uncertain - WH I, 
417. 
Denomina t.i ve from esus, -.!:!,§. < :do-
3 I esus. trn (I, 392-393) give 
also es (s) urio. 
Variant for e'\:4hans, a Greek loan: 
.> I 
EcJC(v - WH I, 423. 
Etymology is disputed: perhaps 
A 
cognate with X"1/05 - "bereftl1 -
WI! I, 641. 
Etl~logy is uncertain. An older 
1i1unus occurs. Perhaps from 
*~- (*jajj-) - WH I, 674. See 
also Buck, .QJ2.. cit., p. 139 and 
Rule la below. 
Rule 1 - SE.-, b&-, 1£- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
3G 
IJ Perfect Indicative of jacio. See 
Rule 29 below. WH (I, 666-667) 
a~e not conclusive on this 
morphological change. 
u tI v \J 
i-, ~~- ini~ial. Examples are: idoneus, hibiscus. 
Exceptions are: 
- -ico-3 , ici - "strike" Perhaps a cognate of Greek: 
.) I 
ti lAJu1-J - "spearll - WH I, 670. 
idus Derivation is uncertain. Old 
Latln spelling was eid - WI! I, 672 
-ilex Perhaps an aboriginal 
ilignus 
Mediterranean loan - WH I, 678. 
-ilia 
~i' 
Perhaps a cognate of Greek: tA(4 
WH I, 678. 
-imus Derivation is uncertain7 perhaps a 
syncopated form of inflmus - WH I, 
684. 
Rule 1 - A-, hi- initial 
E~ceptions (continued) 
-ira 
iracundus 
irascor 
hibernus 
v u cJ 
Older spelling eira, rhotacized 
from *eisa 'With DR. Cognate are 
-;' 
0Y"''' - "iupetuous impulse" and 
" ~ 
()( (f TfdS - "anger. II The common 
37 
source is *e!§l - "quickly moving" 
- WH I, 717-718. 
From *gheim-rinos, 'With -b-
substituted for -m- and DR. The 
root L> a common source of hiems 
/ 
and Xl W V - WH I, 645-646. 
Q-, ho-, jp- initial. Examples are: oJ V c.J ocellus, holitor, jocur. 
Exceptions are: 
obex For ob(j)ex, -icis <-1a~io-3, the 
initial vo'We1 of the prefix 
retaining the long-by-position 
quantity. Contrariwise, note 
~micio-3 < SWl-j 1cio - WI! I, 666-
667. 
Rule 1 - £.-1 ho-, jo- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
DCior, ocius 
edi, -csus 
omen 
apilio 
upilio 
From IE*okus - .. swift," a common 
> / 
source also for wKoS 
WE: II, 198. 
> / 
wKcwv , 
v u 
From *od- 'thatredU (compare odium) 
- WH II, 203. Since classical 
Latin uses only the perfect forms, 
the initial long may parallel the 
perfect-stem developments of 
oJ _ 
.. strong \€: rbs II like .sgQ,-egi, 
oJ -~-edi. See Chapter Elgh t below, 
p. 237 • 
OL osmen, 'Il.'ith CL.. But origln is 
uncertain. - WE II, 208. 
01 .. 
From *ovi-pilio, with CL in the 
initial position. The form in Q-
is dialectical; that in ~- is 
Roman. -Pill0 is from IE *pel-
"drive. II Compare pello-3 and 
:!~rr~\\" 
"" < /1.." ~ -" folk ga thering tJ -
Rule 1 - Q-, ho-, jQ- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
ora (-ae) 
otium 
otior-l 
oro-l 
oracululr. 
orator 
os (oris) 
-ovum 
hora 
39 
From *os-·a (related to OS, oris) 
with R. WH supply ora-l. "border" 
and 2. "hawser, II assigning the 
same source to both words - II, 
218-219. 
Derivation is uncertain - WH II, 
228. 
Probably from a "sound-root II *or-
.! I ~ I 
discovered also in Clf"? , &./4 
~ I 
II prayer ," and ~ ft:( d~4 (. - II pray. , 
Not derived from os, oriS - WH II, 
224. 
From root *,Q£§. with DR and R. 
COmpare ostium - WH II, 224-225. 
From *~-£ml related to 
~OUj-.Q!!l - vm II, 230. 
<.' 
A Greek loanword: oJ fa. - WH I, 
656. 
,. 
------------------------------------------------------------4~,O-, 
Rule 1 - Q-, ho-, 1£- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
jocundus 
v v 
An alternate spelling for jucundus. 
See below. 
" 
v u II y,- , hu-- , .iY.- initial. Examples are: ulula, (h)umerus, juba • 
Exceptions are: 
Uber 
Uber 
udus - "wet .. 
-u11go - "wetness" 
(h)umeo-2 
(h) umecto-l 
(h) umesco-3 
(h)Uinor 
1-
Compare 0 () <9af ' with DR in the 
Latin -WE II, 738-739. Compare 
NE udder. 
Perhaps reduced from uVidus 1 
certainly related to uveo-2. (See 
below) - WH II, 740. 
Denomina ti ve from udus < *ud1so 
with -1- substituting for -d- - WH 
.., 
II, 811. Compare lacrima 
v / ~dicruma: d &t Alu - II tear. II 
Denominative from an adjective 
*Umus <:*U9u-~ and related to 
c. I 
uveo-2. Compare f.) !f05 - llmoist" 
- WH II, 815. 
Rule 1 - ~-, hu-, ju- initial 
Exceptions (continued) 
unanimus 
unicus 
unus 
iipilio 
-uro , us-si 
-urus, -i 
-usus, us 
41 
< OL ~n...2.§!. with DR - WH II, 821-
.> 
823. Compare ot. v,., - lithe ace on 
the dice." 
Alternate spelling of opilie above 
c' 
Related (\vlth DR and R) to ~ () w 
~ < E u<feH *eus-o - "burn" and 
.. () perhaps Vesuvius, vesta - WE: II, 
841-842. 
Germanic loanword: OHG.Y,£-
"ure-ox," itself perhaps related 
to IE root *Y§.,- > uz-, later 
rhotacized. Macrobius thinks it a 
celtic loanword - WB II, 843. 
Perhaps from ut-sus with conso-
nantal loss. See below utor-3. 
But Buck seems doubtful of this 
explanation: 22- ~., p. 94. 
aule 1 - .ll-, lm-, .1l!- initial 
EXceptions (continued) 
utilis 
iitilitas 
iitor-3 
-uva 
uveo-2 
uvesco 
uvidus 
h"iimanus 
hUmor 
42 
OL oitil! and oit!e; sufficiently 
account, with DR, for the long 
initial vowel. '!'he verb is 
possibly denominative from *oitos 
(' 
( () L 70S - Ita going") - WH II, 
< D *oiua - "berry" - with DR. 
>, >, )/ 
COmpare () (;t I 0 ~ , Ot ~, - "berry-
traeR - WH II, 849. 
With <h)\imeo-2, from *ugue-. See 
above. 
From *ougu-idos. COmpare for both 
( I uiros - Itmoist." - WH II, 849. 
Derivation is uncertain. perhaps 
fro. *hoim < D *gdhoi-m-. - WB I, 
663-664. 
See above Umor. 
Rule 1 - J:l-, hu-, .1Y.- initial 
EXceptions (continued) 
jucundus 
jocundus 
judex 
judicium 
judico 
jugera 
jugis, e (1 & 2) 
jiimentum 
43 
Syncopated with CL from 
" v 
*jUVicondos whose root 1s related 
oJ 
to ~-l - "please. It 'l'he 
alternate form was influenced by 
" 10eus - WH I, 726. 
From *ious-dik-s - "he who points 
out the right" - WB I, 726. Both 
DR and CL are operative in the 
first syllable. 
From *lougesa - WH I, 726-111 -
with DR. 
From *iougis related to iun90-3 -
WH I, 727 - with DR. 
From OL jouxmenta < *joug-s-mentum 
- WH I, 729 - with DR and con-
sonantal loss. The root is 
related to that of jugen above. 
RUle 1 - ,Y.- I lm- I iY.- initial 
EXceptions (continued) 
jUnior 
jUnius 
juro-l 
jus, juris - "law" 
jus, juris - "juice" 
juvi 
44 
Probably (syncopated with CL and R) 
from *juuenios - WH I, 735-136 
u u 
under 1 Mvenis. 
The verb is denoDlina ti ve after 
rhotacism. For the noun, OL shows 
*10QS (genitive *ioueses) with 
la ter DR and R. Some compounds 
show a shortened and graded verb-
stem: .ai-ieeo, a-jero - WEI I, 
733-734. 
From *jus (IE *ius, *jo(u)s 
, 
*jeu - "mix. II Compare .5U,/A-'1 
~:5t.1(/'~4. , 3~b'5 - "sauce, 
broth. U In Latin, R is to be 
noted - WEI I, 734 under 2. Jus. 
1.1 
Perfect indicative of 1uY9-l, the 
form is syncopated, with CL , from 
*1ouaui (*juvaVi) - WH I, 736. See 
Rule 28 below on page 234 • 
Seemingly related (but actually not so) to consonantal 
! U) in the initial position is its occurrence in the medial 
position in the words e1us, cujus, major (majus) and pejor 
U!e1us). Actually the forms were originally spelled eiius, 
~iius, etc., the first ~ forming a diphthong ~-, cui-, etc., 
the second being consonantal and later dropped. 29 This fact 
yields the following: 
Rule la. The initial syllables of eius, cujus, major (ma1us) 
and peiqF (pejus), being in reality diphthongal, or 
resolved diphthongs, are long. 
29 Buck, .Q.E.. cit., p. 139. 
L'15 
CHAPTER THREE 
NOUNS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND DECLENSIONS 
47 
Nouns of the first and second declension are very 
numerous, comprising as they do words of two, three, four and 
even five syllables. Rule 2 is framed to encompass the 
dissyllabic nouns whose stem-vowel is generally long. 
Exceptions to this rule are so numerous as at first sight to 
seem to destroy its validity 1 but closer observation will show 
that the majority of the exceptional words are Greek loanwords. 
Rule 2a gives the pattern of five dissyllabic nouns whose 
nominative singular ends in u -~. The stem-vowel of the latter 
is invariably short. 
Rule 3 organizes trisyllables and discovers a consistent 
short stem-vowel in the four classes of nouns gathered 
separately under Patterns A, a, C and D. Here again there are 
notable exceptions in eaCh patternr but etymology explains their 
unusual (long) stem-vowel. 
Nouns of the first and second declension of four and 
five syllables are less amenable to classification, Chiefly 
because their initial syllable is frequently a prepositional or 
nominal prefix whose proper quantity is retained 1n composit1on. 
For this reason, they might have been omitted from this study. 
Nevertheless, since the last three and four syllables of these 
48 
words often repeat several patterns assembled under Rule 3, it 
seems useful to include them in this chapter as a virtual con-
tinuation of Rule 3. 
Words of four syllables are grouped together under five 
classes: 30 ' A, B, C, D, E with subtypes under eaCh of the 
classifications except A. Words of five syllables are gathered 
under two classes: A and B.31 
Rule 2. Dissyllabic nouns of the first and second declension 
have the penult (stem-vawel) long. 
Examples are: baca, clivus, colum (sieve). 
Exceptions are: 
II 
cadus 
II 
casa 
, 
Greek loan: IrA d" s < Hebrew kad -
"bucket" - WH I, 128. 
A dialectical form from *gatla 
<*qat - "twist together" - WH I, 
175. The -ti- softens to -,!..-1 
compare NE condlyon. The root 
suggests a thatched-hut. 
30Rules 3a , 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e. 
3lRule 3f. 
-Rule 2 
E~ceptions (continued) 
~ 
chorus 
\I 
cibus 
II 
colus (distaff) 
v 
coma 
\I 
crocus 
" dolus 
v 
faba (bean) 
" favus 
49 
I 
Greek loan: K () It) 5 - 1&S. 
Derivation is uncertain - WH I, 
210. 
Derivation is uncertain - WH I, 
250. 
I 
Greek loan: I~~ - WH I, 253. 
I 
Greek loan: /rIff) k05 - WH I, 293 
and 150. 
COmpare Greek: J£ ~OS - WH I, 366. 
< *bhabha. Compare Russian and 
I 
Polish l?9l?. The Greek qJ4.(Jfi is a 
Latin loan word - WH I, 436. 
Derivation is uncertain - WH I, 
469. 
Rule 2 
Exceptions (continued) 
u 
£imus (dung) 
~ focus 
II 
forum 
u 
fretum 
" fuga 
50 
i"l1th (suf) f10-4 - "smoke, smell", 
I 
rela ted to ()"/N t1 S I -0 Y - .. thyme If • 
From *dhu-i-mos as (suf) fio-4 -
u 
"smell, smoke" is from *-dhu-ijo. 
I 
Compare e:w , &u( 'w - If brew , 
smell" - but other derivations are 
also suggested - WH I, 499. 
Derivation is uncertain - WH I, 
521. 
Derivation is uncertain1 defin1tel~ 
cJ 
not related to fores - WH I, 529-
530. 
Perhaps from fervo- 2-3, feonentum 
- WH I, 546. 
Bu1lt on the short-vowel stem of 
f~910-3, fugi. Compare fiU!W 
r CfU {O v' • f () /"1' -WE I. 556-557 
Rule 2 
Exceptions (continued) 
fI gena 
(.I globus (sphere) 
OJ gula 
51 
I 
Cognate of it V(J 5 - "chin" and 
v v 
NaG!SJJ:m.. Gena and genu - "knee" 
derive from the common basic root 
meaning "bending, corner." 
r" : () C) 5 -" cheek" is a zero-gra de 
form of the same root -
WH I, 589-590. 
From *g(e)1eb(h) - "pack" with S. 
Cognate is NHG Kolbe - "club" -
WH I, 608. 
Related to the root *ge1-, *guel-
,. swallow. II The Greek d / A ~ 'l 
I 
"bait'· and;J A W~05 - "bite" 
(zero-grade root) are cognates -
WH I, 625-626. 
RUle 2 
Exceptions (continued) 
..J locus 
Cot 
lupa 
IJ lupus 
v lutum (mud) 
oJ 
lyra 
\I 
maga 
01 
magus 
_ Cot 
OL stlocus (compare 11ico -
"there") (*st(h)~l - "place, 
52 
... position" found in stolo(-onis) -
v 
"shoot", stolidus, stultus and in 
(T'r:'A.o s - "bean" I (J"',/ A~ c..U-
"place." The source is *st(h)el-
<: *st(h)a - "stand" -
WB I, 817-818. 
Of disputed origin1 but related 
I 
to A V K05 and NE~. Root is 
*luquos < *wlquos. Perhaps a 
development from *vel-> vello-3 -
"pull", .. tear" - WH I, 836-837. 
< *l~tom > l;strgm, (pol) 1~o-3. 
I 
But A~~ - "dirtll has the long-
grade vowel - WH I I 840. 
Greek loan: A J ft:( - L&S. 
I 
Greek mediation: ~ r tJ 5 from the 
Persian - L&S. 
Rule 2 
Exceptions (continued) 
" melos 
v 
minae 
II 
modus 
" mola (mill-stone) 
u 
mora 
53 
Greek loan: ~ i ~o s 
- I&S. 
< *menae. Basic meaning is 
"overhanging, projecting upwards" 
_ oJ OJ 
seen in cognates emineo-2, minor-l. 
- v ~ (mon-tis) belongs to the 
same root - WH II, 90. 
< *med- "measure" (compare 
'" meditor-l) with vowel-gradation -
WH II, 99-100. 
v < v With ~-3 *melo - "mill II • 
I 
comparerLlA-; - WH II, 104. 
IJ \I 
With moror-l, related to roemor 
(\Ii!! II, 67-68), a reduplicated 
noun-form < *me-s~r < *sroer-. 
I 
Compare/", tf,,)A-11 r0'<) -
"consider" - WB II, 110. 
RUle 2 
Exceptions (continued) 
oj 
nota 
v pedum (shepherd crook) 
v penus , -i (food) 
v 
pirus 
v plaga (flat area) 
v 
polus 
'" pyra 
Perhaps a substantive formation 
from the past participle of 
(9) noscQ < IE *gn~-tos -
oJ 
WH II, 177-178. Cfr. cognitum. 
... 
54 
_ v oj 
Related to pes, pedis and pedo-1 -
"go" - WH II, 274 .. 
< IE *pen- "feed, fodder". Mess .. 
;' 
has lTa Vt'5 - "bread" -
WH II, 283. 
< *pisom, *pisos, with R, an 
aboriginal Mediterranean word -
WH II, 310. 
From *pela-g - "flat". Compare 
I 
1I~ },. I( i b S - "flat sea" -
WH II, 314 under 1. plaqa. 
I 
G reek loan: 7T () A. () S - 1&S .. 
, 
Greek loan: TT tJ/4 - WH II, 394. 
Rule 2 
E~ceptions (continued) 
u 
rogus 
IJ 
rosa 
v 
rota 
v 
rubus (bramble bush) 
\I 
salum 
v 
scapha 
.. 
scopus 
" serum 
55 
Rela ted to IE ""rogos - "heap". 
4: I 
Compare f () (05 - "barn". The 
u 
Latin is derived from rego-3 -
lIerect" - WH II, 440-441. 
C.~I C \ I 
Loan from Aeolic: .ft>:;t::c. <*.10 Ol a 
Cognate of OHG: rad - "wheel" -
WH II, 443-444. 
Probably cognate of OHG: roufen-
"pull, pluck" - WH II, 445-446. 
Perhaps cognate of English: 
(sea-) swell - WH II, 471. 
I 
Greek loan: if I! a r;.", - WH II, 497. 
I 
Greek loan: ([' k () rro 5 
WH II, 497. 
C I 
Cognate of Greek: ()f 0 5 - "whey" 
- WH II, 525. 
Rule 2 
E~ception (continued) 
11 
solum (shoe-sole) 
\I 
sonus 
'" sparus (spear) 
tJ 
stilus 
I.J 
stola 
v 
tholus 
u 
thymum 
v 
torus 
v 
trochus 
v 
Rela ted to solea - "sanda 1" and 
'" solium - "seat" - WH II, 554 
under solea. 
With sono-1-3, perhaps «*suen, 
English ~ - WH II, 559-560 
under ~-3 or 1. 
, 
Greek loan: ~ n a.f 0 S 
WH II, 568. 
lJ 
56 
With stimulus - "goad", related to 
.J 
IE * (s)toi-lo, *sti-lo -
WH II, 592. 
I 
Greek loan: (/" I D '\-a., 
Greek loan: 
- WH II, 599 
- L&S. 
Greek loan: &f. OV - WH II, 680. 
Derivation is uncertain: perhaps 
related to torgueo-2 - WH II, 695. 
I 
Greek loan: TfOX () 5 - L&S. 
57 
Rule 2 
E~ceptions (continued) 
v 
tuba Derivation is uncertainr perhaps 
from *tuibha (and) tibia -
WH II, 712. 
v 
va dum Of the same root as vado-3, vasi 
and NE wade - WH II, 723-724 under 
-
..Y!.9Q.-3. But the noun has a short-
grade stem. 
v 
vola (palm's hollow) W1 th vallus, vallis, valgus, 
perhaps from *uola or *uela 
<Euel - II turn, roll". Cfr. vol vo-3 
- WH II, 825. 
Rule 2a. D1ssyllabic nouns (par1syllab1c and impar1syllab1c) of 
the first and second declension whose nom1native 
v 
singular ends in -.!!E. have the stem-vowel short. All 
examples are given here. 
oJ 
caper 
v faber 
v gener 
c.J 
liber (book) 
c.J 
socer 
n.b. 
-;Yr, v viri 
RUle 3. Trlsyllablc nouns of the flrst and second declensions 
have the antepenult (stem-vowel) short, whether the 
penult be long (by posltion or "by nature") or short. 
~~pattern - with penult long by posltion. 
Examples are: v u v camllla, caChinnus, canlstrum. 
EXceptions are: 
bUmastus (grape vine) I G reek loan: ~o (} /"'" A (T r () 5 
~, (~71"' A05)- 1&8. 
cerintha (wax flower) Greek loan: If/..., f/~ &." - 1&S • 
.; 
Compare cera. 
-
58 
clitellae-arum (saddle) Diminutlve from *clitra (*kleltra) 
fabella 
-
- related to clino-l - WE I, 236. , 
Deverbal from deluo-3 - "wash 
away" with suffix *-dhlom, *dhrom 
- WH I, 388. Supine stem delU'-tum 
suffixes nominal form, -*b-
replacing -*dh-. 
Diminutive of fabula < fari, 
fasundus - WH I, 437. 
Rule 3 - A-Pattern 
E~cept1ons (continued) 
'II 
ludicrum 
-pilentum (coach) 
pupillus 
viburnum 
OL loidos > ludus with DR -
WH I, 829. 
Origin is uncertainf perhaps 
Gallic - WH II, 303. 
-Derivation from pupus - "child", 
itself of uncertain origin. -
WH II, 389. 
Greek loan: 
WI! II, 572. 
59 
Origin is uncertain - WH II, 781. 
A pattern of exceptions is observable in some trisyllabic neuter 
nouns of the second declension ending in -mentum: 
fomentum 
-f rumen tum 
lamentum 
< .., t.J *foue-m- with Sand CL -
WH I, ~ under favilla. 
~frUg-m- with consonantal loss -
WH I, 552 under fruor. 
~la-men-tom, related to latro 
<:*latrom - "barker" - WH I, 754. 
RUle 3 - A-Pattern 
s~ceptions (continued) 
mOmentum 
stramentum 
tomentum (cushion) 
60 
~~vimentum < moveo-2 with Sand 
CL - ~'7H II, 106. 
Formation on the root of stratus 
< st~rno-3. Compare (f'TOf V0'-/ 
/ 
q-rfw rc S - WH II, 590 under 
sterno. 
< v v *toue-mentom with Sand CL as 
in fomentum above. The root is 
related to totus and oJmeo-2 -
"swelln - WH II, 689. 
B-Pattern - with penult long IIby nature. II 
0.1_ 0.1_ v-
Examples are: cicuta, colonus, moretum. 
Exceptions are: 
dumetum From dumus < OL dusmos - WH I I 381 
- with CL. 
fetura From fetus: < *dhe (1) - "suck.le" -
WH I, 490. 
Substantive from perfect parti-
ciple of lego-l - "delegate, send. 
o 
RUle 3 - B-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
lorica 
natrona 
natura 
temetum (wine) 
thesaurus 
61 
Denominative from lorum, a Greek 
loan: )..O~f{)V - WE: I, 822. 
Denominative from mater; compare 
, 
.AA-1? r'1?f J IE *rnater - WH II, 49-50 
Deverbal from (g)natus 
~g)naSCOr-3 - WH I, 497-498 under 
giqno. 
Denominative from rex, regis 
~*regO-3 - WH II, 432. 
Greek loan: <T IT'; A e( ( () II' 
WH II, 572. 
Denominative from spina - "thorn" 
- WH II, 574. 
- Col Related to temulentus, abstemius -
"sober" and probably to the root 
v 
of tenebrae - WH II, 657. 
I 
Greek loan: &'1 ({'fA Uf05 
WH II, 679. 
Rule 3 - B-Pattern 
E}{Cept!ons (continued) 
tritura 
vagina 
- -vesica 
vIne tum 
volaemum 
volemum 
Like natura, deverbal from 
trItus <. t~ro-3, the latter 
, 
I 
related to Tf'ljdW and li'fW 
WH II, 672. 
Deverbal from til tus < tUi,t,us 
< tueor-2 - w'H II, 713. 
Uncertain origin - WH II, 725. 
Alternate spelling vensica; 
perhaps related to venter -
WI! II, 750-751. 
-Denominative from vinum: with 
:-
Greek Ot VOj of Mediterranean, 
Pontic, or West Semitic origin -
WH II, 79L:-'7 95. 
62 
Origin is uncertain - WE II, 826. 
63 
Rule 3 (continued) 
c~pattern - with short penult. 
Examples are: 
ElCceptions are: 
v 
bucina 
(bucclna) 
_ v 
bucula 
(bocUla) 
- u copula 
"oJ f)V uti 
camera, balanus, baculum. 
Apparently from *bou-cana 
boscano-3 - WH I, 121. <-oj 
v 
Diminutive of bos (bovis) -
WH I, 121. Perhaps with DR from 
*bou-cula. 
Contraction of *co-apula ~*aPio -
"seize" - WH I, 270. 
defrUtum (scil. mustum) Deverbal from *def~tum 
<:de-fruO-3, with regular 
quantity of the prefix - WH I, 333. 
- ~ femina Formation from *dhe- "suckle". 
I 
Compare By t Y""1 - lithe suckler". 
Related to fetus, filius -
WH I, 476-477. See also 475 under 
!!.!2.-l. 
aule 3 - C-Pattern 
B~ceptions (continued) 
- v fibula 
_ v 
lamina 
(lammina) 
_ OJ 
machina 
_ \J 
navita 
_ v 
pabulum 
_ u 
pagina 
From *fiui-bula «*fi(g)Ue-bla 
( f190-3 - .. fix, fastenll -
WH I, 492 - with Sand CL. 
Origin is uncertain. Perhaps from 
IE * (s) tla-mena - IIspread out tl 
< *stela - II spread"" latus -
'''wide" and related to *tel- "flat" 
> tellus - WH I, 755. 
I 
Greek loan from Doric:~ct..Kt:i V&'f-
(AttiC:~"'Xa 1/..,' ) - WH II, 4. 
Denominative from navis -
( 
WH II, 149. Compare II, (F) (.) S . 
From *pa-dhlom < Ea-§.£g,-3 -
-WH II, 260. Compare panis. 
From *pag> p~ngo-3, P~pigi and 
~. Compare 7T{!YY.L. 
WH II, 235 and under Eango - 245. 
Note long-grade vowel. 
Rule 3 - C-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
_ tJ 
poculum 
populus (poplar) 
_ CJ 
pupula 
_ tJ 
rapula 
_ u 
recula 
- '" regula 
65 
From *po-tlom: of the same source 
as potio, poto-l - WH II, 329. 
From IE *pe-pol-. Probably 
related to .".Tf A f~) iTt ~l~ 
"elm tree tt - WE: II, 340. Note 
long-g~ade vowel, against the 
Greek. 
Diminutive of pupus, pupa whose 
derivation is uncertain. 
WH II, 389-390. 
Formation from rapum, rapa-
"turnip" whose derivation is not 
clear - WH II, 418. 
A diminutive 
with loss of 
of res> 
-s- - WH 
_ cJ 
res-cula, 
II, 430. 
Formation from rex, regis -
WE: II, 427. 
JUle 3 - C-Pattern 
Sl'ceptions (continued) 
_ oJ 
semita 
- II 
sib1lus 
_ OJ 
specula 
- ... (spescula) 
- CI 
spicula 
- .., 
spiculum 
- .., 
tribulum (thresher) 
- ... 
vipera 
66 
<. *se-m1ta (sa (d) + *m1ta < 
u 
~-l). Confer tri-aes (-mitis) -
WB II, 513. 
< *sui - onomatopoeic root. 
I 
Compare (jl-.JW - WH II, 531-532. 
_ .., _ cJ 
Like recula (res-cula) above, from 
- u 
s,pes-cula - WH II, 573. 
Formation from spica, sprcus -
WB II, 574. 
Deverbal from tr1tum <.. tero-3 -
WH II, 703. 
< *v1vl-p:ra, -P!ra < paurio- 3 -
WH II, 796 - with s. 
D-Pattern - with penult short. 
II ... oJ 
Examples are: cas1a, cynea, folium. 
Exceptions are: 
belua (bellua) From *d(h)ues-loua, related to 
bestia <:*d(h)Ues-tia - WH I, 100 
with consonantal loss. 
RUle 3 - D-Pattern 
s~ceptions (continued) 
caseus 
copia 
cUria 
do11um (vessel) 
f !.l ius 
f1lia 
From *caso- < *qu&t-so. The gy-
£ is not yet explained. 
Compare RusSian kvas' - "sour-
dough" - WB I, 176. 
Denominative from cOp1s 
< *co";p-iS .( -ops, ~P1s 
WB I, 270; II, 215 - with vowel 
lengthening after contraction. 
'" c.I " " From *co-vir1a (co + *v1ro) 
" WH I, 314-315 - w1th S (-~) and 
CL. 
From *del- "bew" related to 
If 
.9.2!2.-l - "bollow" - WB I, 364. 
67 
From *felios < felo-l - "suckle". 
See Rule 3, Pattern C: exception 
- '" femina - WH I, 496. 
RUle 3 - D-Pattern 
S"ceptions (continued) 
glarea (gravel) 
gloria 
gratia 
licium 
lilium 
Dissimilated from *grareja 
;: *gra -ros -
to *ger (e) - > 
"rub" and related 
-gra-num - "seed, 
grain" - WH I, 605. 
Derivation is uncertain, perhaps 
from *gno-ria < gnO-.!S2. -
68 
WB I, 609-610 - with -1- for -n-. 
_ _ v u 
With gratus, grates, from *guera -
"praise". Compare (3fa,~ 
"gift" - WB I, 619. 
Derivation is uncertain, perhaps 
_ u 
from *llqulom, related to 
obllguus - "aslant" - WH I, 798. 
Apparently not directly derived 
from A~t fC DJ! J but 
independently from the Eastern 
Mediterranean baSin - WH I, 801. 
RUle 3 - D-Pattern 
s~ceptions (continued) 
-linea 
mUnia, -orum 
nenia (naenia) 
savium 
69 
From 11num, which together with 
I 
A IVOY} derives from some non-
Indoeuropean source - WH I, 805 
and 810. 
OL moenia < *mei- "exchange, II with 
DR - WH II, 128, I, 254 under 
coupunis (OL comoinem). 
/ 
Greek loan: * vi", tic. 4 from 
(perhaps) some language of ASia 
Minor - WH II, 159. 
Substantive from regius, A, Ym 
< rex, regis - WH II, 432. 
Dissimilated (in children1s 
speech) from suaviom <:*suaviS. 
Compare ->7 JJS ~ (*suadViS 
WB II, 483 and 611-612. 
scoria (scaurea) (slag) Greek loan: ui.'wf/4. ,<rr/(~f 
"dung ll - WH II, 497. 
RUle 3 - D-Pattern 
Exceptions (continued) 
70 
scrlnium Perhaps related to curvus <*(s)qeU 
- II turn, bend" - WH II, 500 and 
I, 318 under curvus. 
-stiria (drop) Perhaps from adjective *stiros, 
so that stilla ~strr(a)la, is 
a diminutive - WH II, 595. 
tibia (shin-bone, pipe) Perhaps from *tuibhia: ll- by 
dissimilation - WH II, 680. 
-vinea Denominative from vinum -
WH II, 794. 
Rule 3a. A large group of quadrisyllables (A-Class) are like th 
trisyllables gathered under Rule 3, D-Pattern, in that 
they have the antepenult and the penult short with the 
first syllable long whether it be a prepositional 
prefix or derived from a noun, adjective, or verb stem 
_ ~ - v v 
Examples are: deliciae, diluvium, lanicium. 
Exceptions occur, especially in the (long) quantity of the 
antepenult: 
canopium (conopium) 
A 
TT<i I. 0 V an Egyptian mosquito-
J 
I 
net: ,f'wV'w'f - WH I, 261. 
71 
RUle 3a 
J~ceptions (continued) 
" -ciconia Derivation is uncertain -
WH I, 212. 
camoedia 
I 
Greek loan: ,.,r w /"'" ~ J l (,( - L&S. 
01 .. 
connubium (conubium) From g;m-nubo-3 - WH I, 268. 
01 Nuptiae shows the short-vowel 
stem inherent in our word. 
contagium 
v 
From S9n + tango-3, tactus -
WH II, 647 (and I, 266) - with 
long-grade stem. 
-convicium (loud shout) From *kom-vequ-iom. Compare vOx, 
vOcis - WH I, 269. 
conv1vium Denominative from *con-viva -
-WH I, 270, -vivo-3 - WB II, 808. 
- -diludium Denominative from dI-1Udus (Old 
Latin: loidos) - WH I, 829. 
Rule 3a 
E~ceptions (continued) 
fastigium 
granarium 
magalia (huts) 
mapalia (huts, tents) 
" -negotium 
v _ 
palatium 
72 
Compounded of *fasti «*farsti-
and 890-3, like fitlqo and vestigo 
/ _oJu oIu 
<-*fati-ago, *vesti-agium-
WH I, 461-462. Note vowel 
lengthening after contraction. 
Denominative from flducus <:fiao-3 
- WH I, 493. 
Denominative from granum -
WH I, 618. 
Of PUnic origin: perhaps related 
to the Hebrew: m a.. Jet I 
WH II, 9. 
Of Punic originr derivation 1s 
uncertain - WH II, 35-36. 
u ) < u Compounded of neg + otium *negi-
"not" - WH II, 157. 
Derivation is uncertain -
WH II, 237. 
Rule 3a 
Exceptions (continued) 
01 -peculium 
v -pecunia 
penuria 
perjurium 
pOmarium 
praetorium 
sIcarius 
73 
Denominative from *p~culiS <. pecu 
WH II, 271. 
Denominative *p~cU-n-ia ~p8cU -
WH II, 272. 
From an adjective *penu-ros 
<:*pe-nus which is related to 
paene, paenitet - WH II, 283. 
From "per-ius (decipere) II. ius 
(iuris) from *ieuos, *iouos -
Wh I, 733 under 1. ius. 
_ < u U Denominative from pgMUS *po-emom 
- "plucked" - WH II, 335. 
Denomina ti va from praetor < OL 
paitor < *prai-i-tor - WH II, 357 
Denominative from srca 
v §.!£Q,-l -
WH II, 533 - with here long-grade 
stem. 
RUle 3a 
s~ceptions (continued) 
solacium 
vesania 
vestigium 
v1narius 
-vindemia 
vIvarius 
74 
Deverbal from solor-l, sOlatus -
WH II, 556. 
Prefix ve- with sanus -
WB II, 740 and 769. 
Derivation is not clear -
WH II, 774. 
Denominative from vinum. Compare 
~ (F) Ol vt) s - WH II, 795. 
From *vino-dem1a Z vlnum + ~-3 
WB II, 793 - with s. 
-Denominative from v1vus -
WH II, 808 under vivo-3. 
aula 3b .. 
75 
A second group of quadrisyllables (B-Class) suffix 
~ v ~ u 
-cula, -culum or -bula, -bulum to a variety of stemsc 
The quantity (long or short) of the first syllables is 
consistent with that of the originalstem-voweli the 
antepenult is usually long- All instances are given 
here. 
First Type - with the first syllable and the antepenult long 
"by nature": 
cUnabulum 
miraculum 
nutricula 
- --plebecula 
Denominative from cunae < * k ot -
/ " 11 a. Compare k'e ( r..., / Ir'l yu a. G > 
* ktl - "lie" - WH I, 306. 
Denominative from mirus 
~*smei-ros through miratus -
WE II, 94. 
Denominative from nutrix (-trlci~) 
OL noutrix - WH II, 191. 
Denominative from plebes, -ei 
WH II, 321. - v See above re(s)cula, 
spies) ~la. So, <... *pleb8 (s) -cula 
here. 
Rule 3b 
First Type {continued} 
spIraculum Deverbal from sp1ro-l < *speis 
II blow ,. through spi;r;a tus -
WH II, 575 - with DR and R. 
venabulum (hunting tool) Deverbal from venor-l, venatus. 
venucula (grape) 
vennucula 
vennuncula 
Etymology is disputed. -
WH II, 749. 
Dari ved from a proper name: 
Venno - WH II, 749. 
76 
Second Type - with the first syllable long "by nature" and the 
antepenult short: 
_ u 
reticulum 
_ oJ 
ridiculum 
- u 
vitecula 
- .., Diminutive of~. Compare 
rarus - WH II, 418. 
Deverbal from rldeo-2 «*urizd-
with CL. by way of *rlditlos> 
u 
*-culos - WH II, 433-434. 
-Diminutive of vitis, related to 
) I 
vieo-2 - "twist" and (Tf.~ -
WH II, 804. 
RUle 3b (continued) 
~ird Type - with the first syllable short and the antepenult 
long "by nature": 
J -
canicula 
.., 
Diminutive of canis. Compare 
, A1. / ~vwll , vV'o 5 - WIi I, 152. 
" -
v -
77 
periculum u -From *peri-tlom. Compare peritusl 
opperior-4, opper1 tus < *p;r -
"throu9'h" - WH II, 288-289. 
sUbucula (tunic) From s~- + *ou-tla < *u-o 
"put on". Compare ind-YQ., eX-YQ.-3 
- WH II, 620. 
Rule 3c. A third group of quadrisyllables (C-Class) presents 
an antepenult whiCh is long by position and a stem-
vowel (first syllable) whiCh is long or short con-
Sistently with the quantity of the original stem-
vowel. All instances are given here. 
First Type - with the first syllable long "by nature. II 
clementia 
facundia 
Denominative from clemens, whose 
etymology is disputed - WH I, 231. 
Denominative from facundus. 
Compa.re fabula <"*bha-dhla (for, 
firi, fatus) - WH I, 444 and 437. 
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RUle 3c 
first Type (continued) 
prudentia Denominative from prUdens 
.., 
~*pro-videns - WH II, 378 - with 
CL. 
u 
stipendium The first syllable is marked short 
in WH, but long in L&S and Noel. 
The word occurs only in Horace, 
Epode 17, line 36, where it is the 
fifth foot in iambic trimeter and 
can, therefore, be long or short • 
... 
It is compounded of *stipi-pendium 
< stips + pendo-3 - WE: II, 593. 
Second Type - with the first syllable short. 
u 
licentia 
v 
potentia 
v 
silentium 
oJ U 
Deverbal from 1iceo-2, l!cens -
WH I, 797. 
Denominative from p~tens < *~teo­
.( *~tiS - WH II, 347 under 
possum. 
u U 
Formation from 811eo-2, s11e8co-3 
oJ 
»@11ens - WH II, 535-536. 
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Rule 3c 
second Type (continued) 
1/ 
superbia u < I Compound of super (compare v 7T~f 
+ *bhuos - "be". Compare 
c: I 
u 7Tff CjJv,., 5 - "wonderfu1 11 _ 
WH II, 632 and 616 under sub 
- - -
(612-617). 
RUle 3d. A fourth group of quadrisy1lables (D-Class) is made 
up of neuter nouns ending in -men~un. The quantity of 
the first syllable (sometimes a st:em-vowel, sometimes 
a prepoSitional prefix) is consistent (long or short) 
with that of the derivand or of the preposition; the 
quantity of the antepenult is apparently controlled 
by no law. All instances are given here. 
First Type - With the first -cwo syllables long "by nature. II 
) 
detrimentum 1/ --Deverbal from d8tero-3, de-tri tus -
- -nutrimentum 
oJ 
sacramentum 
'~m: I, 344. 
Deverbal from nutrio-4, nutritus, 
with DR, ~OL noutrio-4 -
WH II, 190-lj! under nutrio. 
oJ U 
Denominative from sacer (OL sacris, 
... u fJ 
sacrus), sacra, sacrum, perhaps 
" u 
by way of sacratus < sacro-l -
WH II, 459. 
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Rule 3d 
First Type (continued) 
sp!ramentum -Deverbal from spiro-l, spiratus 
<. *speis - v'VH II, 575 - with R 
and DR. 
second Type - with the first two syllables short "by nature. It 
II () documentum v < fI Deverbal from doceo-2 decet-2. 
The -u- is analogous to 
oJ v 
rnonurnentum - WE I, 330-331. 
v " .. oJ u / v 
monimentum (monumentum) Formation from rnoneo-2 ~ *monejo, 
oJ v 
monui, moni tum - WH II, 107. 
Rule 3e~ A fifth group of quadrisyllables (E-Class) is composed 
of words whose first and second syllables are both 
short and whose penult is long by position or "by 
nature." Since most of these words are Greek loans, 
they do not show in their Latin forms a common 
structural pattern. All instances are given here. 
First Type - wit} the penult long by poAition. 
v ... 
caliendrum (headdress) 
IJ V 
coriandrum (a plant) 
Perhaps a formation from the Greek: 
/ 
/( a ,,\ ei 1/ c> f(') ~ - "lark II -
WH I, 137. 
Formation from the Greek.: 
- L&S. 
Rule 3e 
First Type (continued) 
\I " cyparissus 
~ v 
saliunca (Celtic nard) 
tJ <J 
terebinthus 
_ _ u 
(n.b.) tibicina 
J __ 
~) volutabrum 
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Either a Greek loan: 
/ 
A:v ff q /( ~rr() S by Etruscan 
mediation 1 or an aboriginal 
Mediterranean or Asia Minor word -
WH I, 313. 
A Ligurian loan'Word - WII II, 469. 
I 
Greek. loan: Tip ~ /1"; &t!J 5 
WH II, 669. 
Denomina ti ve from tibicen -< tibia 
v (see above) and cano-3 -
WE II, 680. 
" - u __ 
Deverbal from voluto-l, volutatum 
< volvo-3, v~lutum - WH II, 832. 
Second Type - 'With penult long "by nature. II 
cich~reum Greek loan: /(i AO!'( t(.1 R{ )"w'f{ () 1/ 
v v -
crocodilus 
- L&S. 
I _ 
Greek loan: AJooRo Jl A05 
WH I, 293. 
aule 3e 
second Type (continued) 
" " -panacea 
r.> '" _ 
philomela 
r.> " -
medicina (ars) 
/ 
Greek loan: T1 all' - a ,flEe. Q. 
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- L&S. 
Greek loan: ttl A~':'A""t - 1&S. 
v v 
Denominative from medicus 
.( m8deor-2 - "cure" - WH II, 54. 
RUle 3f. Nouns of the first and second declension of five 
syllables (quinquesyllables) are few since their 
very length diminishes their musical potential and 
metrical adaptibili ty. Such as there are, however, 
show the following pattern (With some exceptions). 
the first two syllables are short 1 the antepenult is 
long (by position or "by nature")7 the penult is short. 
All instances are listed here. 
A-Class - with the first two syllables short. 
... " -colocasia 
v " _ 
que r1monia 
C) .... _ oJ 
redimiculum 
IJ V 
sapientia 
t 
Greek loan: ,.f/e> A D k~ 9"( A. 
- L&S. 
cJ 
Deverbal from gueror-3, with 
nominal suffix -mOni- WH II, 403. 
... v ...... -
Deverbal from redimio-4, redimi tum 
/ ~ OJ ~ *red-imio - WH II, 425. 
oJ ~ <.... v Deverbal from retineo-2 ~-teneo 
- WB II, 664-665. 
Denominative from sapiens < S~Pio-3 
- WH II, 477. 
Rule 3f 
~~Class (continued) 
v r.J 
vigilantia 
83 
Deverba 1 from vigiians < viq!lo-l 
<: vigil - WH II, 788. 
B-Class - with the first syllable long by position. 
v 
con tube rn ium 
II _ 
contumelia 
.:: oJ _ 
patrimonium 
L1h. Typeless are: 
_ v 
diligentia 
f.) oJ 
ministerium 
Compounded of con- and 
(reductively) ~berna < *tr~berna 
./.. trabs - WH II, 639 under 
taberna. NotE.:' dissimilation by 
dropping -£-. 
From *contumelis «*-t~meo-2 -
WH I, 267-268 - with suffix -~-is • 
... 
Formation from pater and nominal 
suffix -mOni - WE II, 262-263. 
cJ 
lego-3 - WH I, 351-352. 
v 
Denominative from minister 
~ *m1nus + *t~ros - WH II, 91. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
NOUNS OF THE THIRD DECLENSION 
85 
In contrast to the nouns of the first and second 
declension which are all parisyllabic (except for the genitive 
plurals and the unique example of vir, ~), most of the third 
declension nouns are imparisyllabic. This Chapter gathers 
d1ssyllabic and trisyllabic parisyllables under Rules 5 and 6, 
and the imparisyllables under Rules 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
The great variety of imparisyllables does not, however, 
destroy the stem-vowel quantitative patterns observed earlier. 
Here again parisyllables (of two syllables) generally shaw the 
stem-vowel long: trisyllables (whether parisyllabic or 
impari-syllabic) rather conSistently have a short stem-vowel, 
whether the penult be long by position or "by nature" or short. 
'l'here is an evolving pattern of similarity between the third 
declension parisyllables and those of the first and second 
declensions: 
Declensions - First 
Example a bica 
b 
v 
capella 
" -c camena 
d " .. camera 
v v 
e cavea 
Second 
-ficus 11num 
oJ ~ 
caballus canistrum 
." - ., -colonus palatum 
v " IJ U 
calamus baculum 
Third 
tJ palumbes 
~ -canalis 
" " subOles 
" v (regio) 
rite 
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MOreover, the imparisyllables, both dissyllabic and trisyllabic, 
,bOW a large number of nouns like those in examples b , c, d, 
and e (above). 
This chapter also studies monosyllabic imparisyllables, 
(l. e ., whose genitive is dis syllabic) with a variety of stem-
VOWel quantitative patterns. These are grouped under Rule 4. 
A few quadrisyllabic imparisyllables are analyzed under Rule 10. 
When the further illustrations to the rule are 
numerous, they are relegated to the Appendix, as in the 
preceding Chapters7 otherwise they are all given immediately 
under the several Rules. It is interesting to note that Rule 7 
contains no exceptions. 
Rule 4. Monosyllabic imparisyllables of the third declension 
generally show the stem-vowel long in the nominative 
case, but in the genitive case they show the following 
varied patterns: 
A-Pattern: Nouns whose nominative Singular ends in simple -s 
retain in the genitive case the long ("by nature") 
stem-vowel of the nominative. In many instances, 
increment is accompanied by rhotacism. 
Examples are: ~ (cotis), crUs (crUris), 
dos (dotis). 
-
Exceptions occur in the quantity of the stem-vowel either in the 
nominative or the genitive case or both: 
aule 4 - A-Pattern 
sxceptions 
- V bOs, bov1s 
- ., grus, gruis 
" mas, maris 
_ u 
pes, pedis 
" rhus, rhois 
.. 
sus, suis 
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Perhaps borrowed from the Sabines 
in this form, since the genuine 
Latin form should be: vos. 
Compare the Greek ;1 0 ~ 5 I ;1" (r)/s 
<. *gwous, *gwow-) - WH I, 112 
and Buck, .QE.. cit., p. 203 • 
.( *gru- WH I, 624 - with stem-
vowel shortening in the genitive. 
!!IE crane. 
Origin is uncertain - WH II, 46. 
I / 
Compare .".iPS Attic lToc) S 
I J 
1T() dbS - WE: II, 293-294. 
c: A < I A Greek loanword: JOUS ~f()05 
- L&S • 
Compare 
-stem-vowel shortening as in grus 
above - WE: II, 635-636. 
Rule 4 - A-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
1./ v 
vas, vadis 
oJ V 
prae-ses, prae-sidis 
88 
Cognate with Anglo-Saxon ~ and 
English~. WH (II, 735-736) doe 
not account for the short-vowel 
nominative form. 
wa, 355-356 and 507-508. 
B-Pattern: Nouns whose nominative singular ends in -x show the 
stem-vowel short in the genitive case. 
Examples are: 
Exceptions are: 
frux, frUgis 
lux, lucis 
~ (cruCis) I ~ (d~Cis), 
u fax (facis). 
< *frUguor, the root frU9- being 
long in all forms of the word -
WH I, 552-553. 
< lego-3 - "pick, choose" - with 
long-vowel grade - WH I, 789. 
< *louk-S1 compare A£ uKo'S 
WH I, 823-824. 
RUle 4 - B-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
pax, pacis 
rex, regis 
vox, wcis 
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Zpac-iscor-3 <pa
u
co-3; with 
long-vowel grade as in ~IE *pak -
"make fast" - WI! II, 231-232. 
< r;go-3, with long-vowel grade 
like lex above - WH II, 432. 
v 
Related to voco-l, seemingly with 
long-vowel grade as in lex, but 
WH (II, 824-925) do not give this 
explanation. See also Buck, 
2£. cit., p. 130. 
C-Pattern: Nouns whose nominative singular ends in -lor -r 
retain in the genitive the long stem-vowel of the 
nominative. The only examples are: far (farris), 
fur (furis), sol (solis), ver (veris). 
Exceptions occur in stem-vowel variety caused by the doubling of 
final stem-consonants in the genitive or by stem-vowel 
shortening in the genitive case: 
v 
cor, cordis <*cord <:*corr ~*cors7 compare 
K 4. f J /4.. and IE *kerd-r but 
without CL in the nominative 
singular whiCh WH (I, 27l-272) do 
not explain. 
~ RUle 4 - C-Pattern 
Exceptions (continued) 
v fel, fellis 
tJ 
sal, salis 
.., 
(lac, lactis) 
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.. <.. IE *9h~1-n, compare X; A 0 S 
Fellis was original nominative fro 
u 
*fel-n-f but the form 1.!!. was 
v 
analogized from mel (mallis) -
WH I, 473-474. 
~ IE *mel-i-t, *mel-n-es7 compare 
fo; Al / ~ />", ri». The Latin 
genitive -11- assimilating the n 
tJ 
or analogizing from fel, fellis -
WH II, 61-62. 
probably from *sall <*sa18 like 
cll 
aAS - with spelling simplified. 
Cfr. Buck, ~. cit., p. 158. 
< *lac <*lacc (*glact1 compare 
t:' A.(;.. ,I ~ A6.kT05<~ f'\ «i'T05j 
nominative resolution without CL -
WH I, 741. Cfr. Buck, ~. cit., 
p. 158 and 185. 
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RUle 4 (continued) 
p-pattern: Monosyllabic imparisyllables of the third declension 
whose nominative ends in -bs or -ps show variations 
in stem-vowel quantities in the genitive case. All 
examples are given here: 
II daps, dapis 
gryps, grYPhis 
II 
trabs, trabis 
< *d&-p- < *aa- (i) - "divide". 
Compare d a' ~I S - "portioning" -
WH I, 323. 
Noel gives gryphis~ L & S give 
gryphis~ Virgil uses grypes in 
Ecl. 8, 27 (Hintzel, .Q.P.. cit.) 
< *ple- II f!llll 7 compare planus I 
7rA; &tlS- WH II, 320-321. 
/ 
Compare Tt!~",a (*terabno-) 
"bouse" - WH II, 696-697. 
Rule 5. Dissyllabic parisyllables of the third declension have 
the stem-vowel long. 
Examples are: bilis, buris, ciris. 
Exceptions are: 
c) 
canis 
I <. *sun-ba-ka. Compare /(v wI/, 
,.,fv i/O 5 and Russian sOb;lka. The 
origin of the La tin A. is not 
clear - WH I, 152-153. 
aule 5 ~ceptions (continued) 
" caro 
" cutis 
.. fames 
u 
fides, -is (-ium) 
&.I V foris, fores 
.. 
mare 
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I (.* (s) q~r- .. cut II 1 compare KE,/4.J, 
"'" Ka f'1l1d l - WH I, 170. 
<:. (s) qeut-, compare KG/"" 5 
"hide": but the shortened stem-
vowel is unexplained in we I, 320 • 
Origin is uncertain. Perhaps from 
*dham- "melt" - WH I, 451. 
< * (s) Ph~d- ~sp (h) e (1)-, 
*spi-d- .. stretch. II Compare 
I"/J / J ' I (/'",' OI5 J (TrT't QL C 5' - "cord" 
whiCh, however, are not sources 
of the Latin word - WH I, 493. 
Related to t9tffi ~dhura-
WH I, 529 • 
Related to Anglo-Saxon ~. 
WH (II, 38-29) give no IE root nor 
certain Greek cognate. 
Rule 5 
s~ceptions (continued) 
1/ pater 
u 
rates 
IJ 
scrobis (ditch) 
u 
senex 
v 
sitis 
IJ 
sudis (spit) 
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'" Jup-p1ter confirms the short-vo~el 
oJ r 
stem: compare rr a T"f. IE source 
is *pater ~a(pa) -
WI! II, 263-264. 
«*ret. But the shortening is 
not explained by WH II, 420. 
< IE *sq;r~-bh-< *sc~r - "cut" -
WH II, 500. 
<... *seni-k-s < IE *s~nos - "old". 
, ' 
Compare z v () S / -"') ,-()I/ "old" -
WH II, 513-514. 
/ 
Probably rela ted to (jI () ( \T I 5 
~~thei - "disappear" - WB II, 548 
cJ Source of ~-l - "fix, fasten. 1I 
Fur.ther derivation is not 
indicated by WH (II, 623). 
Rule 5 
Exceptions (continued) 
u 
trudis 
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Deverbal from trUdo-3. Compare 
, 
7 () tV. This word is of 
Virgilian coinage, the short vowel 
probably not representing'an 
aboriginal weak grade of the root 
WH II, 710. 
RUle 6. Trisyllabic parisyllables of the third declension have 
the stem-vawel (antepenult) short whether the penult 
be long by position or "by nature" or short. 
A-Pattern: with the penult long by position. 
v 
The only example is: palymbes. 
There are no exceptions. 
B-Pattern: with the penult long "by nature. If 
The only examples are; u .. - u -CAnalis. gub11e, monile, 
"'_ "'_ t.I-penates, secur~s, sed1le, 
~ _ cJ _ 
soda lis , 9p!te. 
An exception is: 
facale (neck band) Denominative from faux, faucis -
WH I, 469-470 - with diphthongal 
resolution. 
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Rule 6 (continued) 
c-pattern: with the penult short. 
The only examples are: 
vo.J c.)c.J cJ cJ 
steropes, strigi11s, suboles. 
There are no exceptions. 
Rule 7. Dissyllabic imparisyllables whose nominative singular 
suffixes -.!mID. have the stem-vowel ~ong. 
Examples are: crimen, flAmeD, flUmen. 
There are no exceptions. 
Rule 8. Dissyllabic imparisyllables have the stem-vowel short 
whether (in the genitive singular) the penult be long 
by position or "by nature" or short. 
A-Pattern: with the penult (of the genitive singular) long by 
position. 
1.1 u 
All examples are given here: gigas (gigantis), 
An exception is: 
majestas 
oJ u 
parens, Ehalanx, 
c,) <J 
rudens, tridens. 
Denomina ti ve 1. rom rna 10 r, rna jus 
< *ma'jj - WH II, 14. See also 
Rule la above. 
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RUle 8 (continued) 
s ... pattern: with the penult (of the genitive singular) long "by 
nature. II 
First Type - with the long suffix -or as penult. These are 
mostly deverbals. 
Examples are: calor (ciloris), color, aator. 
E~ceptions are: 
clamor 
nldor 
plosor 
Deverbal from clamo-l. The latter, 
.., 
related to calo-l, uses the long 
stem-vowel of clarus. Compare 
-WHI,227. 
~ *cnidos, with R: compare 
, 
kvtv'1 <*t'l/tr!-q-- a.. - "steam, 
odor" - WI! II, 166-167. 
A variant (L&S) of plausor, itself 
deverbal from plaudo-3. P16do-3, 
p10sus is a di:llectical form 
(WH II, 319), since Latin ~ > B. 
normally. See Buck, QE. cit., 
p. 102. 
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Rule 8 - B-Pattern - First Type 
E$Ceptions (continued) 
potor 
rumor 
squalor 
stridor 
sudor 
Deverbal from pOto-l, related to 
" bibo-3 from IE aorist root-stem 
/ "-
*po (i). Compare TTl /f'''''; J 7T~Q. 
WH II, 103-104. 
v Related to ravus - "hoarse" 
< onomatopoeic root *rau-, *reu- • 
.) / 
Compare w _?CJ ~Q.(. - "howl" -
WH II, 450-451. 
Formation from 2. sgualus 
~*squa-los1 Compare squileo, 
-squama - WH II, 482. 
Deverbal from strldeo, strldo-3 
< IE* strei-d - WH II, 603 -
with DR. 
Deverbal from sudo-l, the original 
noun form being *suoidos -
WH II, 623 - with DR and R. 
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Rule 8 - B-Pattern - First Type 
!~ceptions (continued) 
sutor Deverbal from sutum ~6UO-3 
< *suuo- (IE *seu-. Compare NE 
sew - WH II, 631-632. 
second Type - with the long suffix -on as penult. 
... 
Examples are: draco (draconis), d;lo, latro. 
Exceptions are: 
u 
calo (groom) Perhaps related to cala -
"kindling wood" - WH I, 141. 
Secondary development tc lena, 
itself a Greek loan from ~ 'I IIIJ (. 
, 
WI! I, 782. 
mucro The Vowel -u- is doubtfully long 
"by nature." From *muk.-ros, 
~ , ~ ~ 
related to ~()k.tAtH ~ ~ uTrv 
"tear" - WH II, 117-118. 
mUto Perhaps of Etruscan orig1n7 Horace 
writes mutto - WH II, 138. 
~ule 8 - B-Pattern - Second Type 
~ceptions (continued) 
/ 
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Loan-word (with Ta w 5 - "peacock") 
pero (leather bag) 
temo (wagon-tree) 
tiro 
from some eastern source -
WH II, 267. 
~tymology is uncertain, perhaps 
I 
related to 7T"f~ La tin para -
WH II, 290. 
Derivation is uncertain, but 
related to OHG dihsala - "wagon 
pole" < *tenksla - WH II, 658 
under 1. teme. 
probably a loan~ord from 
I 
* Tf 'fw vi - WH II, 685. 
Third Type - with a variety of long suffixes as penult. 
fI '" _ 
All examples are given here: lebes (lebetis), 
n;pos (n~pOtis), 
Col CI _ 
palus (paludis), 
cJ \,.00 -
salus (salutis), 
toral (torilis). 
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RUle 8 - B-Pattern - Third Type (continued) 
J]Cceptions are: 
crater (crater1s) 
nutrix (nutrIcis) 
radix (rad:lcis) 
thorax (thoracis) 
tutrix (tutrlcis) 
/ 
A Greek loanworl<:: kfa. T",!, 
/ 
Kf"JtT"?f - L&S. 
Development from an old feminine 
*noutri ~*sneu- WH II, 190-191. 
From IE *urd-i English ~; 
c I 
compare ./,-.; Q - WH II, 415. 
, 
Greek loanword: q-rrA J, 9 - "torn 
I 
branch" < a-lT a '<.) - "pull, tear" -
WH II, 565. 
Greek loanword: Gifa} - L&S. 
Formation from tueor-2, ~, the 
stem-vowel of the verb being 
shortened: but tutus, tutatus. 
Etymology, however, is uncertain -
WH II, 713-714. 
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ltU1e 8 (continued) 
c~pattern: with the penult (of the genitive singular) short. 
u 
First Type - with the short suffix -~ as penult. 
Examples are: 
g,cceptions are: 
funus 
miinus 
-sidus 
sIler 
U " U " u 
ceres (cereris), cicer, cinis. 
Etymology is uncertain -
WH I, 568-569. 
Archaic moenus < *mei- "exchange" 
with DR - WH II, 128 and 
WH I, 254-255 under communis. 
Probably from some root like 
*suei- or *sueid- WH II, 534 -
with DR. 
WH (II, 536) indicate a short 
stem-vowel, relating it to 
Lucanian S11arus. Compare also 
- \ I 
the loanword silanus < (f" ( 1\ Q "5" . 
Noel and L&S indicate a long stem-
vowel. Vergil makes it long in 
Georgics 2, 12. 
10: 
Rule 8 - C-Pattern - First Type 
s~ceptions (continued) 
suber 
tuber (knot, bulb) 
vO'mis (plough) 
-vomer 
'" Probably a Greek loanword: '-1J?Jet f 
- "wrinkled hide" - WH II, 617. 
Probably from some root: *tubh-, 
parallel to *t~-m-> t~meo-2 -
WH II, 712-713. 
Probably from some form like: 
c' 
*voguhsmis. Compare cJ VY"'l, 
c' cl 
()YlS J () YY/ ~ - "ploughshare" 
~*utsnis and OHG waganso -
WH II, 835. 
II Second Type - with the short suffix -Q£ as penult. 
Examples are: 
Exceptions are: 
frigus 
litus 
oj ... '" II U decus (decoris), lepus, nemus. 
<: 1'1 
From *srigos: compare f (lOS 
WH I, 547-548. 
Etymology 1s uncertain 1 perhaps 
from *le1- "flow" - WE I, 815. 
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RUle 8 - C-Pattern - Second Type 
s~ceptions (continued) 
rO'bur L&S give robus as an older form1 
the latter WH (II, 439) relate to 
rUber, robIgo, stating that the 
-0- of robur is a dialectical form, 
as is also the -0- of robigo and 
robus (II, 438). 
C I 
A Greek loanwork: .1'1 Te..Jf - L&S 
., 
Third Type - with the short suffix -~ as penult. 
Examples are: " .. ~ " u calix (calicis) I carex, cilix. 
Exceptions are: 
clLiex Probably from the root: < *ki-mo 
murex 
pumex 
"dark brown" - WH I, 216. 
Probably from *mUsak-s (compare 
~ J a ~) and rJlated to mus, 
mUsculus - ~1H II, 129 with medial 
R. 
Related to spuma - WH II, 388-389. 
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Rule 8 - C-Pattern (continued) 
oJ 
Fourth Type - with the short suffix -;L,t as penult • 
Examples are: 
E"ceptions are: 
fomes 
limes 
miles 
stipes (log) 
trames 
.J ... oJ ~ ., 
caput (capitis), comes, pedes. 
II 
Deverbal from foveo-2 through 
~ v 
*fove-m - WH I, 466 under favilla. 
Note CL following S. 
-Denominative from limus "aslant" 
and *i-t "g01ng" Genit1ve 
_ t.I 
lim1t-~ - WH I, 803-804. Related 
to lIinen - roid. 803. 
Etymology 1s uncertain1 perhaps 
<.1 l 
related to ~;:" oS - WH II, 87. 
Formation (through stlpg-l) from 
*stia-, *steia-. Compare 
I 
crTltjBW - II tread" , 
-and stiria "drop" - 1m II, 593. 
Compounded of trans and *mi-t 
<~-l. 
_ u 
Compare ~-m1t-~ -
WH II, 699. 
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Rule 8 - C-Pattern (continued) 
Fifth Type - with a variety of short suffixes as penult. 
Examples are: 
EXceptions are: 
u 
gluten (glutinis) 
nema 
_ cJ 
(neminis) 
remex 
_ CJ 
(remigis) 
u ~ ~ u u u 
lapis (lapidis), merops (meropis), 
'" pecus 
oJ ..J (pecudis) • 
From *gloit <*glei- "cleave, 
smear" - WH I, 611-612. 
v u U ~ 
From *ne-hemo (OL ~ for ~ -
v 
WH I, 654 under hQrnQ. Note vowel-
lengthening following contraction. 
-Formation from remus from an older 
::1 I 
re-smos i related to E? [ T~ 5 
"oar" - WH II, 428 under remus. 
Rule 9. Trisyllabic imparisyllables of the third declension 
have the stem-vowel (antepenult) short whether the 
penult of the nominative singular be long by position 
or "by nature" or short. 
A-Pattern: with the penult long by position • 
..; v u 
Examples are: cicatrix, nomisma, potestas. 
Rule 9 - A-Pattern (continued) 
E~ceptions are: 
1ibertas 
venitrix 
1C6 
An abstract formation from 1iber 
(OL loeber ~IE *leudheros, Italic 
.;» I 
*louferos. Compare ~,.\ t () SE,tDS 
- WH I, 791-792. 
Formation from vanor-l, perhaps 
from *ve(i)-na- 1iH II, 749-750. 
B-pat'tern: 'lJ-l1til the penult long "by nature." 
First Type - Witll a long -a as penult vowel. 
Examples are: caaaver, foramen, levamen. 
Exceptions are mostly deverba1s: 
Compounded of dl <-dis becoming 
di before -1 - WH I, 354; and 
-litor <. latus < *tlatos. Compare 
7'>.""';5 - WH I, 483 under fero-3. 
Deverba1 from 1100-1 < *lolbajo 
!.... *loiba, with DR. Compare 
~() if{ - WH I, 794-795. 
lG7 
RUle 9 - B-Pattern - First Type 
EJCcep"l:ions (continued) 
st!pator (attendant) 
solamen 
tutamen 
venator 
Deverbal from stlpo-l - "compress ll 
< *steia-; compare ~rl(~W 
"tread ll - WH II, 593. 
:->everbal from sOlatus < solor-l 
< perhaps, *sele- tI do good to. II 
c l 
Compare lAy' - "am gracious" 
and OHG salis = 
NaG selig - WE II, 556. 
Deverbal from tutatus <... tueor-2, 
-tutus. The etymology of the verb 
is not clear - v1H II, 713-714. 
Formation from velum (through 
denominative velo-l). Etymology 
IJ 
is uncertain. Perhaps from *veg-
"'Weave" - WH II, 745-746. 
Deverbal from venatus < venor-l, 
perhaps from *ve(i)-na-
WH II, 749-750. 
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Rule 9 - B-£attern (continued) 
second Type - with a long -i as penult vowel. 
v - '" -All examples are given here: cupido, libido, 
Sltceptions are: 
caligo 
fuligo (soot) 
lenlmen 
oJ -~titor. 
Related to 2. callidus (better 
calidus) - "pale, white-spotted. II 
I 
Compa re f." A I 5 - II S po t. " 
Ultimate root of both is *qal-
"spot" - WE I,138 and especially 
139 under (2.) callidus. 
I I 
Greek loanword: /(p.", IT( 5, - ( J 0 s 
- WH I, 290. 
< *fiili- <IE *dhu-li- related 
to *dhu-mos. Compare fiimus, 
I f)~()5 - "smoke" - WH I, 560. 
Formation from 2.len1s <:*led-nis 
(*le(i)- "relax" -
~m I, 782-783. 
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RUle 9 - B-Pattern - Second Type 
s~ceptions (continued) 
munimen Formation from moenia (through 
munio-4) < *rnoi-ni) as miirus 
< *moi-ros I 'With DR -
WH II, 100-101. 
v -Related to ruber, the -Q- being 
dialectical - 'tim II, 438-439. 
Third Type - 'I,-vj.th a long u as penult vO"Jel. 
Examples are: 
~ _ .., _ u _ 
bitumep, cacumen, lacunar. 
One exception is: 
lanugo Denominative from lana <:*ulana: 
compare A ~ I/O 5) A'; 1/ () 5 II 'Woo 1 II 
riB I, 756, 757. 
Fourth Type - with a variety of long-vo'Wel penults. 
All examples are given here: v - u-lagois, peloris, 
oJ - '" poema, toreuma. 
An exception is: 
tibicen Formation from tibia <:*tuibhia- + 
oJ 
.ErulQ.-3 - WH II, 680 - with DR in 
stem and CL in the penult. 
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Rule 9 (continued) 
c~pattern: with the penult short. 
first Type - with the nominative penult showing a variety of 
short vowels. 
Examples are: u., .,oJ ~" balatro, ciniflo, columen. 
ElCceptions are: 
OJ / 
_ o.J 
pyramis A Greek loanword: 7TC)/~( S 
L&S. 
- \I 
vinitor Denominative from vinum: compare 
~ (F) o( 11"0 S : both from some 
Mediterranean or Pontic language -
WIt II, 794-795. 
oJ 
Second Type - with the nominative penult ending in -i. 
Examples are: dicio (ditio), legio, natio. 
Exceptions are: 
mOtio 
mUlio (muleteer) 
/ .;, oj 
Deverbal from motum~ *movitum, 
~~veo-2 - with CL after S -
WH II, 116. 
Formation from mU1us ~*mU9h-los 
I 
with CL. Compare /"'" 0 X A 0 oS _"asst! 
- we II, 125-126. 
III 
Rule 9 - C-Pattern - Second Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
natio Deverba1 from natus <.. miscor-3 -
WH I, 597-600 under gigno. 
atelio Also stellio. Related to stella 
~ ~ / ~ *ster-la: compare a q-r""'1f 
WH II, 588 and 587 under stella. 
Rule 10. A few quadrisyl1abic imparisyllables of the tilird 
declension show the first two syllables short and the 
(nominative singular) penult long "by nature." 
The only examples are: 
"c.I_ c"v_ ~u_ diadema, generamen, generator, 
I,) "'_ v u _ 
gladiator, populator. 
Exceptions Show quantitative variations in the first three 
positions: 
" ~ necessitas 
u __ 
valetudo 
_ u v 
vitisator 
\I Formation from necesse 
( *n~-cezd-tis, < *ne-ced-tis-
"no yielding" - WH II, 152-153. 
0) 
Deverbal from valeo-2 -
WH II, 727-728. 
Denominative from vitis < vieo-2 -
'" "twistll - (WH II, 804) and sator 
<: saturn (sero-3 - "sow." 
ltu1e 10 
~ceptions (continued) 
" .. 
sedulitas 
v ... 
semihomo 
112 
Formation from sadulo ~se(d) and 
-dolo (sine dolo) - through 
v 
sedulus - WH II, 509. 
_ v 
Compounded of prefix semi-
C " (compare proclitic~ ,~(-) and 
~ 
homo - 'VVFI II I 512. 
(, 
I I 
:1:1 
1 
: I 
I 
CHAPTER FIVE 
NOUNS OF. THE FOURTH ABD FIFTH DECLENSIONS 
Nouns of the fourth and fifth declensions are com-
paratively few in number (within the scope of this study) and 
for this reason their analyses are grouped under Rules 11 and 
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12 (fourth declension nouns) and Rules 13 and 14 (fifth 
declension nouns) in this Chapter. A short appendix lists 
illustrations only of Rule 11, since these alone are 
sufficiently numerous to warrant special listing. For the other 
rules, all examples are listed in the body of the text. 
Concerning the rules enunciated and illustrated in this Chapter, 
the following observations may be helpful. 
Rule 11 states the first important variation from a 
pattern that has proved quite constant in earlier chapters, 
namely that dis syllabic parisyllables show the stem-vowel 
(penult) long. Indeed, the exceptions to Rule 11 are quite 
numerous. Yet the fact that these exceptions are, in most 
instances, deverbals, seems to suppOrt the conclusion that the 
original and Characteristic stem-vowel quantity of dissyllabic 
fourth declension nouns must have been short. 
Rule 14, treating of quadrisyllabic imparisyllables of 
the fifth declension, is here appended to Rule 13 (which 
analyzes trisyllabic imparisyllables of the same declension) 
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just as the quadrisyllables of the first and second declensions 
were subjoined to the trisyllables of those declensions (See 
RUle 3a sqq. above) and for the same reason: the quantitative 
uU uJ _"" patterns of cavea, clipeus, folium are discernible in deliciae 
_ .. v 
and diluvium, inasmuch as in both types the antepenult and 
penult are short, the quadrisyllables having the first syllable 
CI v_ 
long- In the same way the quantitative patterns of faCies, 
tJ ,,_ tJ ttI__ _ u "- - ~"'_ 
Bl'cies, and macies are discoverable in canities, diluvies and 
.. oJ-
miteries wherein the antepenults and penults are short, the 
quadrisyllable here again shoWing the first syllable long_ 
Rule 11. Dissyllabic parisyllables of the fourth declension 
show the stem-vowel short. 
v V tI Examples are: domus, gelu, genu. 
Exceptions are, for the most part, nouns derived from the fourth 
principal part of verbs: 
-casus 
fetus 
Deverbal from casurus < c1do-3 -
WH I, 128. 
< *dhe (i) - "suckle" found in 
felix, fecundus, filius, fenus -
WH I, 490 and 474-475 under felix. 
llula 11 
J~captions (continued) 
flatus 
lusus 
mOtus 
mitus 
nisus 
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Deverbal from fli tum < UQ-l 
< *bh1e- "blow". Compare f1ibrum 
flamen - WH I, 517. 
Deverbal from fletu)! < fleo-2 
~ *bb1ejo - WH I, 515-516. 
Deverbal from 1usum < 1Udo-3 
Z lii'dus <OL loidqs7 compare 
)..0: dO/f)) - WH I, 829-830. 
Deverba1 from motum < *mOvitum-
Z ~veo-2 - WH II, 116 - with CL 
after s. 
Deverba1 from natus <: nascor-3. 
Compare natio - WH I, 597-600 
under gigno. 
Deverba1 from .D.:ts (8) -us < n1tor-3 
~*nivitor ~*kneiquhetor -
WH II, 171. 
aule 11 
s~ceptions (continued) 
nutus 
pinus 
potus 
risus 
ritus 
-visus 
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Deverba1 from niitum Z m!Q.-3 
<: *neuo, < *nouo - WH II, 189-190 
Origin is uncertain. Perhaps from 
/ 
*pit(s)nos1 compare "CTvs. 
u - _ u-
Related to opimus, pituita -
WH II, 308. 
Deverba1 from potu. ~P§tO-1, 
related to blbo-3 ~*P1-bo or 
, II _ 
perhaps *pi-po. Compare rr( fit..) I 
.. 
7r~ fA - WH I, 103-104 under bibo 
Deverba1 from r1sum.( r1deo-2 
~*uriZd - WH II, 433-434 - with 
CL. 
Derivation is uncertain1 perhaps 
) /J / 
re1a ted to aft l7../'" () .s 
WH II, 437. 
Deverba1 from v~sym ~video-2 
WH II, 784-785. 
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RUle 12. Trisyllabic parisyllables of the fourth declension are, 
for the most part, nouns formed from the fourth prin-
cipal part of verbs. The vowel quantities of the 
antepenult and penult are thus carried over from the 
parent-verbs. The following two quantitative patterns 
can be distinguished: 
A-pattern: with the stem-vowel (antepenult) and the penult long 
"by nature." 
All examples are studied here: 
balatus 
cOnitus 
miigftus 
Deverbal frombalatum «bilO-l -
WH I, 95. 
Deverbal from conatus < conor-l. 
/ 
Probably related to k Q Y t t.V 
"cause to move". Both from *ken-
"bestir" - WH I, 262. 
Deverba1 from mU91tum <: mU9io-4 
(*rriU-g- < *nril- "moo" • Compare 
I ~ ~JJ"V <"*~(){I.W" ~()~OS 
"groan" - WH II, 119-120. 
oeverbal from venatug < yenor-1. 
Source is disputed. WH 11,749-750 
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RUle 12 (continued) 
s __ pattern : with the stem-vowel (antepenult) and the penult 
short. 
All examples are studied heres 
u CI 
crepitus 
cJ v 
cubitus 
u cJ 
fremitus 
" v gemitus 
u U 
monitus 
Deverbal from cr;pitum <:crepo-l 
< *kr-eb- <*ker (compare corn1x) 
"sound rustling" - WH I, 290 under 
J 
crepo-I. 
v" < v Deverbal from cubitum cubo-l 
< *qub- tllle" - WH I, 298. 
Deverbal from fr~1 tum < fr~mo-3 
< *bhremO ~bhrem- or *bherem-
<1rbher- "sound" - POf~(t§ 
"lyre" is perhaps cognate. 
1m I, 544. 
c.)J J IJ Deverbal from gemitum, gemo-3. 
/ 
Compare f~w - libe full" and 
I 
d'~ () .5 - n load" - WH I, 588-589. 
Deverbal from monitum moneo-2 tJ v < .... 
~*~nejo, the causative of 
"" oJ Dl!Jlini - WI! II, 107. 
aule 12 - B-Pattern 
~mples (continued) 
reditus 
sonitus 
strepitus 
tonitrus 
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Deverbal from reditum ~-~-4, 
the supine short ~ in -itum being 
shortened from *ei-
WH II, 406-409 under eo. 
Deverbal from sonitum sono-l & 3 
*suen- "sound". Compare NE 
swan - WH II, 559-560. 
Deverbal from strepitum strepo-l 
& 3 - WH II, 602. 
Deverbal from tonitu~ ~-l 
related to 
"groan" - WH II, 690-691. 
Exceptions to Patterns A and Bare: 
petitus Deverbal from pet1tum ~-3, 
related to - "fly" -
WH II, 297-298 .. 
spiritus Deverbal from spiro-l *speis-
"blow" - with DR and R -
WH II~ 575. 
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~le 12 - B-Pattern 
s~ceptions (continued) 
cJ (tumultus) ... Deverbal from tpmeo-2, compare 
oJ 
tumor - WH II, 716. 
Nouns of the fifth declension are few in number. Only 
twO monosyllabic 1mparisyllables have emerged in this study 1 
their quantitative patterns and etymology are as follows: 
res 
spes 
>J-
spes, spei, spe 
«':m *rei-
~spe(i)-
II treasure, possession" - WH II, 430-431. 
" "strive" - related to spatium - WH II,573-574. 
Likewise there is only one relevant dissyllabic tmpari-
syllable included in this 'study; its quantitative pattern and 
etymology are as follows: 
U IJ u- ,.J_ 
fides, fidei, fide 
II 
fides Formation from fido-3 < *bheidho > 7T1tY;~,uH / 
> L)' /11 
f TTl (7~ 71/ and rrr. TTl C7l t V' however, show also the 
sbort stem-vowel - WH I, 493-495. 
Rule 13. Trisyllabic imparisyllables of the fifth declension 
... >J 
shoW the stem-vowel (antepenult) short. Compare cavea, 
cl~peus, reg,(o. 
All examples are listed here: 
oJ '" 
scabies 
v v 
series 
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JUle 13 (continued) 
sere also belong the third declension ~lier < *nru.lles with R 
CI CI-
and adverbs like toties. 
RUle 14. Quadrisyllabic imparisyllab1es of the fifth declension 
are usually prefixed compounds. They shOW the first 
syllable long "by nature" and the antepenult and 
penult short (like the trisy1lab1es preceding). 
All examples are studied here: 
_ <; \I 
canities 
- v v 
diluvies 
_ " v 
materies 
Denominative from canus ~ *cas-nos 
- WH I, 156 - with CL. 
Compounded of d! < *d1S + -l~vres 
~*lou-ies - ~~ I, 773-775 under 
v 
lavo,l. 
- u .., With materia, formation from 
miter - "mother part of a tree" or 
<*mater - "tree", the latter 
source being doubtful -
WH II, 50-51. 
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Rule 14 
S,camp1es (con1:inued) 
nequities With neguitia, forma1:ion from 
nequiter nequius, nequus 
neguam: !!!. - "not" + .9l!!!! -
"how" = "not in any way useful" -
WH II, 163-164, under neguam. 
pauperies With pauperia, denominative from 
eauper *pauo- + pars, related to 
.em!,-,2,-2!. and parIo-3 -
WH II, 267-268. 
plani1:les Denomina ti va from planus I perhaps 
related to the Gallo-Latin 
"Medio-Lanum" • a flat 
"sacrificial cake" represents a 
dIfferent vowel-grade of the same 
root - }iB It, 318. 
progenies A familiar compound with pro + 
genies genius glgno-3, genu!. 
Compare 
WH I, 597-600 under glqno. 
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RUle 14 
E~mples (continued) 
_ .. 0.1 
proluvies 
.. u 
Compounded of Ere + luyies, the 
latter's derivation being given 
_ v u 
above under diluvies. 
An e:x:ception is: 
u-u-
meridies A nominative formation from the 
.., _ u_ 
locative meridie, dissimilated 
(-r- < -d-) and 'With DR from 
v _ u 
*medeidie, itself from *mediei-die 
'With dissimilation by loss of -i-
WH II, 77. 
CHAPTER SIX 
ADJECTIVES OF THE FIRST AND SECOND DECLENSIONS 
126 
This Chapter organizes adjectives of the first and 
second declensions into patterns, classes and types almost 
identical 'With those discovered in the nouns of the same de-
clensions. Even the treatment of the quadrisyllabic and quin-
quesyllabic adjectives mirrors that of the nouns in these 
categories listed under Rules 3a-f in Chapter Three. 
As in the preceding chapters, the body of the text 
includes a few illustrative examples of the several rules and 
their subdivisions (patterns and types) I the remaining illus-
trations being relegated to an appendix in corresponding 
sequence. Only in three instances (where the total number of 
illustrations is small) are all examples cited in the body of 
the text: namely I the B-Class quadrisyllables (Rule l6b) under 
the first and third types and the adjectives of five-syllables 
(Rule l6f). 
It is interesting to note that the dissyllabic 
adjectives (Rules 15 and 15a) are, for the most part, non-
derivative, 'Whereas the great majority of adjectives of three 
and more syllables are either denominative or deverbal. The 
latter patterns therefore generally retain the stem-vowel 
quantity of the derivands. Even a cursory glance 'Will show that 
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",.ny of the exceptions to the rules are .. caused" by their 
d8rivatory character: an alert student who remembers that mono-
,yllabiC nouns of the third declension regularly present a long 
.t.~vowel will quickly understand why the first vowels in the 
adjectives floridus and tureus are (exceptionally) long. 
aule 15. Dissyllabic adjectives of the first and second declen-
sion (lilte the nouns) have the penult (stem-vowel) long 
Examples are I billus,~, brii tUB. 
Exceptions are: 
~ bOnus < OL duO'nos l duenos - WH II 111. 
oJ Col 
citus From cieo-2, civi, citum -
-
WH I, 213-214. See. Rules 27 and 
28, B-Pattern. 
01 
catus Sabine loanword = "acutus" -
WH I, 183. 
Col 
caws < *cOuos. Compare j(v/w, ~;WJ 
/ j1,;tJ 5 - .. fetus. .. All from 
" v *keu(e)-, *keua-, *ku- "swell, 
arCh" - WH I, 191-192 do not ex-
v plain the substitution of -A-
}tUle 15 
IlCceptione (continued) 
ferue 
tI 
malus 
" merus 
..., 
nows 
~ procus 
.. putus 
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< *ghueros. Compare Greek: &",'p 
with long-grade vowel -
WB I, 487-488. 
Derivation is uncertain7 perhaps 
cognate of Gothic: smale 
"small" - WH II, 19-20. 
< *~r- "sparkle." Compare 
I 
~ ~f~atfW - WH II, 78. 
< *n~uos • I Compare Greek Vi (f)() 5 
- WH II, 181. 
v " f/ &.I Perhaps from proco (in reciprocus 
<:*r~~-pr~co) whiCh occurs also 
fJ 
in procul - WH II, 367 under 
" cJ proceres and we II, 424 under 
v v " 
reciprocus. 
u Deverbal from puto-l: "purify"-
WH II, 393-394. 
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JUle 15 
JlCceptions (continued) 
.. quotus Formation from *quot1 < ~ -
WB 412-413. 
u 
vagus Rela ted to *uag- ·'bend. If Compare 
)1' ~I' _ t\"'V~L J i etta. - "bend, break" 
- WH XX, 726, 727. 
aule 15a. Like the nouns of the same structure (Rule 2a in 
Chapter Three) dis syllabic adjectives (parisyllabic 
and imparisyllabic) of the first and second declension 
whose nominative singular masculine ends in -er have 
the st'!m-vowel short. 
cJ oJ U 
Examples are I bifer, macer, miser. 
IXceptions arel 
criber 
liber 
< *kre-dhro-s- II thickly growing." 
Related to cri'sco-3 - WH X, 286. 
'l'he history of the root runs thUSI 
< *loUb- < *loib- < *leib- < IE
*leudheros. COmpare t AfJ&ff05 
- WH X, 791. 
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ltU1e 16. Trisyllabic adjectives of the first and second declen-
sions (like the nouns) have the antepenult (stem-vowel) 
short, whether the penu~t be long (by position or "by 
nature") or short. 
~_pattern - with the penult long by position. 
Examples are: 
IXceptions are; 
cl11ectus 
fecundus 
friternus 
maternus 
t,/ u U 
b!n1gnUB, colurnus, COruBCUB. 
< *d1s > d1 + lectus < _-3 -
WB I, 351-352. 
Por-. tion on root: fi-l:! < *bha -
WB I, 437 and 444. 
< *dhi (i) .• WH I, 473 and 475 
under filix. 
Denominative from friter <IE 
*bhriter. COmpare ff~ rit 
WB I, 541-542. 
Denominative from miter (IE 
*miter (*nae Compare ~ 47.,/ 
WB II, 49-50. 
RUle 16 - A-Pattern 
E~cept10ns (continued) 
rObustus 
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u 
Formation on root of rebus, -oris-
"oak" - WH II, 439. 
B-pattern - with the penult long "by nature." 
Examples are: 
Exceptions are: 
cllwsus 
crin1tus 
«1_ ""_ u_ 
canotys , coma tus , caducus. 
Denominative from clivus - "h1ll, 
slope," probably from *klo1-uos 
'W1th DR. Cognate 1s clino-l. 
Compare If A ( :." W NE (h) lean -
I 
WH I, 236 under cliygs and 234 
under clino-l. 
Formation from cr1n1s «*cris-n1-s 
'With CL - WH I, 292. 
Deverbal from del[~-l, itself com-
pounded of prefix di'- + lfra -
"furrow" < *lei8a <IE *101s-a with 
R and DR. The phrase "dEi" lIra (ire)" 
was verbalized. WH If 338 under 
deliro-l and 812-813 under lfra. 
RUle 16 - B-Pattern 
s~ceptions (continued) 
dewtus 
d.!lutus 
dfvInus 
dumOsus 
famOsus 
132 
Adjective from p.p. devOtu~ 
< prefix ~ + -votum < *vO'vetom 
wi th Sand CL < wveo-2 < *voguhej 
- "vow, pray" - WB II, 837 under 
" voveo-2. 
Adjective from p.p. di1utus 
< prefix dis- > di + -lutus 
< 1uo-3 <*lUUO or *lujo. Compar 
)..u'w - WH I, 834 under 2 • ..!Y2.-3. 
Denominative from~: «OL 
de1vos, deivinus <IE *deivos, 
deieu(o), with DR - WH I, 359 and 
(under deus) 345-346. 
-
Denominative from dUinus <OL 
dusmus, with CL - WH I, 381. 
Denominative from fama <*~, 
fari - WH I, 450-451. 
Rule 16 - B-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
fu.mosus 
givIsus 
11mOsus 
loratus 
maturus 
Formation from fumus <*dheu-, 
, I 
dheue-. Compare & ~ (JS I 8 cJ "V 
WH I, 561-562. 
Perfect particl.i)le of gaudeo-2 
< *gau1deo; so gi'v[sus by ana-
133 
(J U 
logical formation from video-v1,us 
- WH I, 584. 
Denollinative from 1. limus - "mud" 
< *loimos < IE *leimo - .. stuff" 
with DR - WH I, 804-805. 
Denominative from lorum <*U10ruJUf 
)'\ 
related to ~ u '" 7?ICt - "rein" -
WH I, 822. 
< *mi-tu- "seasonable time. II 
Compare .Hi til ta, !!!m!. -
WH II, 53-54. 
RUle 16 - B-Pattern 
s~ceptions (continued) 
nasiitus 
nodOsus 
primaevus 
134 
Denominative from nisus ~*nasos -
WH II, 145-146. 
Denominative from nodus ~*nOd-os 
WH II, 172-173. 
Formation from (1)..eI!st- "column" 
~*pei-la with DR - WH II, 302. 
Formation from plebes, plebs, re-
lated to *ple-(p1enus) - WH II, 3 
Formation from plerus <:*Ple-ros. 
Compare 71). f /"15 - WI! II, 323. 
Compound formation from (1) primUs 
< *pris1.OO <*pri-is-mo- with 
vowel lengthening (WH II, 362) and 
(2) ,ews <IE *aiu-, i"iuo- • 
.) I .> I 
Compare al fl. J til WV 
WH I, 21. 
Rule 16 - B-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
prOgnatus 
prolutus 
rlmOsus 
rUgosus 
sciititus 
securus 
135 
Compounded of pro and nasco..;:-3, 
situs < *g;~tus 'With Sand CL -
WB I, 597-598 under gigno. 
An obvious compound from p~ + 
lUtus < luo-3, although it is not 
listed by WH I, 834 under 2. ~-3. 
An obvious denominative from rIma 
.( *rei-ma 'With DR (WB II, 435) 
although WB does not list this 
particular adjectival form. 
Denominative from ruga < IE *rug-
(*uerg - .. shrunken" -
WH II, 448-449. 
Pormation from scutu~ ~*sqeutom 
with DR - WB II, 503. 
COmpounded of se (d) and cUra (OL 
~- 'With DR - WB II, 506 and 
I, 314. 
Rule 16 - B-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
semesus 
squamosus 
vicious 
- -vesanus 
vOttVUll 
136 
-Compounded of sem(i)- and -~ 
< ~o.o-3, edi, es (slum: which last, 
with es <:*edSi, 2nd perso~ sing., 
present indicative, has-e-long by 
CL - WB II, 51i-513 and WH I, 392. 
Formation from squama, cognate of 
2. sgualus «*squilos - WH II, 583 
and 592. 
Forma. tion from vfcus ~UOikOS , 
~ 
with DR. Compare YC) 0' /r'd S 
WE: II, 782-783. 
Compounded of -yi- and sanus 
<perhaPs *si- "calm" -
WE: II, 740 under 2. vii and 476 
under sanus. 
Denominative from wtum <*vO~tom 
... 
- WH II, 837 under voveo. See 
above div9tus. 
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RUle 16 (continued) 
c-pattern - with short penult. 
'" " ... .. ~ oJ Examples are: biiu9US, blbu1us, cupidus. 
Exceptions are I 
_ v 
ceteri 
- .... 
c1vicus 
com~cus 
_ v 
conifer 
_ fI 
credu1us 
- .., fag1nus 
Plural of ceterus <compounded of 
v 
*ce- demonstrative (hi-ce) and 
<I 
*etero- (E rffos) - WB I, 208-209 
" under ceterus and 192 under -~. 
Denominative from civis (OL ceivis 
<. *kei-, with DR - WH I, 224. 
/ 
A Greek loanword: ;f~ t k05 - L&S. 
COmpounded of conus, a Greek 10an-
v 
and ~ - 1&S. 
naverbal from credo-3 <*kredzo 
/.... IE *kred-dhe- with CL -
WH I, 286-287. 
Denominative from fagus <. IE 
*bhi' gos • COmpare Cf"J to S -
WH I, 445. 
RUle 16 - C-Pa ttern 
Exceptions (continued) 
_ oJ 
floridus 
- oJ frigidus 
_ v 
fum:ldus 
_ oJ 
fumifer 
- ... lividus 
lubricus 
- '" lucidus 
Denominative froID flos, floris 
---
<*bhlO-
WH I, 518. 
*bhle- "blossom"-
138 
Deverbal from frig~-2 <:*srlgos. 
c , 
Compare f cto S - WH I, 547. 
Denominative from fii'mus < *dheu, 
*dheue, Greek: & ~ o'S 
WH I, 561. 
Denomina ti ve from fUinus. See pre-
ceding analysis. 
Formation from llveo-2 - "be bluel! 
< * (s) l1uejo (IE *sloi-quo -
with DR - WH I, 816. 
< *slubroa. Compare NE slip -
-
WH I, 822-823. 
Deverbal from luceo-2 <:*louqejo 
'With DR. Compare A.~ (}/(O~ -
WH I, 823-824. 
RUle 16 - C-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
_ v 
luridus 
_ c.) 
malifer 
_ u 
plurimus 
_ oJ 
pomifer 
139 
Denomina ti ve from ~ .( OT.J 
loidos - tm I, 829. 
Denominative from some <*luros> 
*lureo-2 - "be pale" - WI! I, 837. 
Formation from 1. malus -
"-
lIappletree", a Doric loan:~i >"o'j 
itself of Mediterranean origin. 
IE "app1e n is retained in Abel1a-
"apple(place).11 WIl II, 18. 
Denominative formation from plus, 
pluris < OL plous I ploirume 
< *plo-is-e-mos, with DR -
WH II, 327. 
Forma tion from pomus .(*p~ + e'mom 
< ~mo-3 - "plucked," with vowel 
lengthening after contraction -
WH II, 334-335. 
~---------------------------------------1-4--0 
Rule 16 - C-Pattern 
E}{Ceptlons (continued) 
" prodigus 
_ oJ 
pronuba 
- <.I providu8 
_ v 
publicus 
- ... Deverba1 from prod:t.go-3 
Qrod + ago-3 - "drive forward" -
WH II, 368. 
Formation from nubo-3, nup~, 
nuptum < *sneubho) 'With prefix 
.. 
pro- "on behalf of.1I So conubium 
-<. *co-sn. The short stem-vowel 
in the three forms is not accounte 
for - WH II, 370 and 183-184 under 
_ OJ 
Deverbalfrom provideo-2 
< pro + video-2 < *u:1d-. Compare 
)' 
'd(}Y - WH II, 784-785 under 
II 
video. 
OL poublicum with DR. Etymology i 
disputed7 probably of Etruscan 
derivation - WH II, 338-339 under 
poplicus. 
Rule 16 - C-Pattern 
Ej{ceptions (continued) 
~ 
putidus 
- .., 
roridus 
oJ 
semifer 
- oJ 
sedulus 
- v 
s1b11us 
Deverba1 from puJceo-2 < *pub:n i of 
same source as PUS; eYris «*puuos 
/ 
orpeuosj Greek: rrt.J°5 
WI! II, 391-392. 
Denominative from ros, roris 
~eres- II flow I \'Netne~,s," re1a ted to 
~-1 < *ersa-jo II move It - with 
assimilation of -8- WH II, 442 
under ros and I, 416 under !!!:E2.-1. 
_ u v 
Compounded of semi- and ferus -
WH II, 512-513. 
OJ ~sue. *se-
< d~lus. 
"without" + ~ 
/ 
Compare d())"'~ 5 
WH II, 509 and 507 under.§@£, sa 
" and I, 366 under dolus. 
oeverbaJ. from sIbl1o-1 < *sui, 
/ 
Greek (j '..5 t() < *suizdo? -
WH II, 531. 
~-------------' 
Rule 16 - C-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
_ OJ 
squa1idus 
_ oJ 
stridulus 
_ cI 
tabidus 
_ v 
turifer 
_ IJ 
vilicus 
Denominative from squalus 
<.. *squa-los, cognate with squama 
- WH II, 582. 
Deverbal from atrideo-, strIdo-3 
<:IE *strei-d- with DR -
WH II, 603. 
Denominative from tabum,~ tabes, 
a -bh- development from *ta(u)-. 
/ 
Greek r"l Pev is a -k- development 
from the same root - ~iI 11,639-640. 
Compounded of tus, turis < *tuuos, 
the latter borrowed from &u/().5 I 
" + fero-3 - WH II, 720-721. 
Denominative from villa (cognate 
vrcus> «*vic-sla, one 1 being 
_ u 
lost between -i- and -i-
-WH II, 790 and 789 under vilis. 
Rule 16 - C-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
- u 
vividus 
D-pattern - with short penult. 
Deverbal from vivo-3, the latter 
being denominative from *guiuos -
WH II, 808-810. Compare vlvus. 
Vu o,Jo,J voJ 
Examples are: bivius, croceus, dubius. 
Excepticns are: 
cereus 
devius 
f10reus 
fumeus 
Denominative from cera ~*qar-, 
- WE I, 202. 
~ 
Compounded of de + ~ -
WH I, 325 under de and II, 778 
under via. 
Denominative from flos, floris 
< *bhlo - WH I, 518. 
Denominative from 21..1rnus z*dhau -
WH I, 561. 
Denominative from lana <:*ue1ana -
WH I, 756. 
Rule 16 - D-Pa ttern 
'E~ceptions (continued) 
lineus 
luteus 
-milia 
mutuus 
-pineus 
1 ;: ':l -.z .• 
Denominative from llnum, which like 
is of non-IE origin -
WH I, 310. 
Denominative from lutum <: *loutom, 
perhaps - WH I, 841 - ~ith DR. 
Simplified spelling of mill1a, 
plural of mille < *sml-gzhlr-
lIone thousand" - <*smi- (compare 
~(.~I s;m-el) and tEL At 0(." 
Xi .AA (. 0(. J )(,-'~ (.0 C. < *gheslio-
with loss of several medial con-
sonants - WH II, 88-89. 
Development from *moitus, cognate 
of miito-l - "change" - ~"H II, 140 
and 137 under mUto-l. 
Formation from pinus, perhaps from 
oJ -
*pit(s)nosi cognate with opimus, 
-
- oJ-pituita - WH XI, 308. 
Rule 16 - D-Pattern 
sxceptions !continued) 
scrupeus 
serius 
sobrius 
splceus 
145 
Denominative fro~ rex, regis with 
~ lengthened root-vowel of rego-3 -
WH II, 432. 
Denominative from sCrUpus < *sqer-, 
*sqreu- "cut" - WH II, 501 and 
498 under scrautum. 
Related to OHG ~ "schwer" -
WH II, 521. 
Although surely related to ebrius, 
the etymology is not clear. 
Perhaps from: *90 (d) < se (d) and 
*omriiOs <:*emriios, «*emro-
WH II, 550 and I, 387-388 under 
ebrius. 
IJ 
Denominative from spica < * (s) pi-
*(s)pei - ~iH II, 574 and 306-307 
under pinna. 
Rule 16 - D-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
spumeus 
squameus 
strenuus 
tureus 
-
vineus 
146 
Formation f~om spuma - 1&8. 
WH (II, 580) do not list this 
adjectival form. Related to pumex 
and NE ~. 
-Denominative from sgyama, which is 
related to adjective 2. sgualus 
<: *squa-los - WH II, 583 and 582 
under 2. squalus. 
< *stere- "energetic. 11 Related 
~ u I 
to sterilis and (f"rf"1"""'15 
II sharp, ra't'l1" - WH II, 601-602. 
Denominative from tus, turis 
syncopated and lengthened from 
*tuuos, i. tself borrowed from the 
Greek: &:05 - WH II, 720-721. 
Denominative from vinum 'Which, 11k 
~ 
the Greek rr) Ol 110 S ) is a loan 
from a Mediterranean or Pontic 
language - WH II, 794-795. 
R"ul e 16 - D-Pa'ttern 
EJ{Ceptions (continued) 
vfteu3 Denominative from vitis ~ieO-2 -
"twist" - WH II, 804. 
Rule 16a. As with the nouns of the first and second declensions, 
a large group of quadrisyllabic adjectives (A.-Class) 
resemble the trisy11ables unJ.er Rule 16, n-Pattern 
(preceding), in that they have th~ antepenult and the 
penult short with the first syllable long whether it 
i::)e a prepositional or adverbial prefix or be derived 
from a noun, adjective or verb stem. 
Examples are: 
u V V V V u 
adsiduus, ambig-~1us, contlguus. 
EXceptions occur, espec:tally in the (long) quantity of 'the 
antepenul t: 
contrarius 
\J 
giganteus 
<.I 
idOneus 
Formation from contra-, the 
ablative singular masculine from 
*com-tro - WH I, 251. 
DenominativE: from ce'tus, plural 
I 
cete, a creek loanword: k""1T"'1 
1.&s. 
v v 
Denominative from gigas, gigantis, 
I 
a Greek loanword: ttl t:( 5 - 1.&s. 
Derivation is nncertain. Perhaps 
from *id-do - "there-to-ish" -
WB I, 671-672. 
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ltU1e 16&. 
IJCceptions (continued) 
v _ 
nefarius Begative thotacized denoDdnativa 
- ,,-from fas (nefas), related to fari, 
fibula - WB I, 458. 
pOmirius Denominative from p9igym .( *pO-8l11Om 
- WB II, 334-335. 
t.J _ 
rosarius 
u 
Denominative from rosa, itself 
c: , 
borrowed or developed from f 0 J()~ 
But the ~rd is a 
vagrant - WH XI, 443. 
v _ 
v1car1us 
t.J u 
Denominative from vicis, vicem, 
IJ 
Vice. Root etymology is not 
supplied by WH II, 781-782. 
v1narius POX'mation from vin\1!!, already 
frequently cited above - WH XI,794. 
RUle l6b. 
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A second group of quadrisyllabic adjectives (B-Class), 
many of them compounded of two stems, resembles the 
quadrisyllabic nouns (B-Class, First, Second and 
Third types) gathered under Rule 3b (see Chapter 
Three), in that they all have _tre penult short. Very 
few of these adjectives, however, have the suffix 
-.Y.!Y!!.. 
First Type - with the first syllable long "by nature" and the 
antepenult long by position or "by nature." 
All examples are given here, 
deterrtmus, fanaticus, tricesimus, vepallidus. 
second Type - with the first syllables long by position or "by 
nature" and the antepenult short. 
Examples are: egelidus, fatidicus, frigidulus. 
An exception is = 
incredulus Negative deverbal from credo-3 
*kredzo IE *kred-dhe -
WH I, 286-287. 
Third Type - With the first syllable short, the antepenult long 
by position or "by nature." 
All examples are listed here: 
olivifer, poeticus, sagittifer, salutifer, _s_o~~~~ 
An exception is: 
sementifer Formation from semen, s,!!ntis 
*se- in ~-3 - "sow" and 
~-3 - WH II, 512. 
ltUle 16e. 
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There are no quadrisyllabic adjectives patterned after 
the stylized quadrisyllab1c nouns of the C and D 
Classes gathered under Rules 3c and 3d. HoWever, 
there are some adjectival forms resembling the nouns 
in the E-Clasal the first and second syllables are 
short and the penult is long by position or "by 
nature. II 
First Type - with the penult long by position. 
Examples are: c"oJ "v ... '" furibundus, lutulentus, moribundus. 
EXceptions shaw quantitative variations in the first two 
syllables: 
lracundus 
_ c.J 
luculentus 
" semiustus 
Deverbal from irascor-l < ira (eira) 
< *eisa 'With R and DR -
WH I, 717-718. 
Formation from~, lucia and 
luceo-2 < *louk-s, *louqejo with 
DR - WH I, 8277 and 823 under 
luc:eo-2. 
_ oj 
COmpounded of semi- and uatum 
< 9;0-3, 'Which is related to the 
c.' :' < Greek I ~ uw) ~ u<Ta. (. *eus-o, 
'Wi th DR and R - WH II, 512 under 
_ c.J _ 
sem1- and 841 under uro-3. 
Rule l6e - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
II _ 
verecundus 
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II u _ 
Deverbal from vereor, vareri -
WH II, 757. 
second Type - with the penult long "by nature." 
1,1" _ uV_ vv-
Examples are: duodeni, furiatus, generosus. 
Exceptions show quantitative variations in the first two 
syllables: 
_ u 
criminosus 
- ... -delibutus 
_ u _ 
delicatus 
_ u _ 
fabulosus 
-Denominative from crimen 
<: *kri-men, krig-(s)men- with CL 
< * (s) qrei-. Compare NE scream -
WH I, 291. 
_ u 
Formation from p.p. of delibuo-3 
< prefix de- and weakened form of 
1100-1 (*loiba - WH I, 336. 
_ u _ 
Formation from p.p. of 2!-lic-~, 
- ... v 
OL de-lie-ere, intensive form was 
---
Ai-lectc> <. prefix de: but the 
verbal root is unexplained -
WH I, 336-337. 
Denominative from fabula 
< *bhi -dhla. Compare fari -
-
WH I, 437. 
BUle l6e - Second Type 
B~ceptions (continued) 
v - -harenoBuB 
" -irapudicus 
... -
insitivus 
matiitinus 
u -
obsoletuB 
152 
u _ 
Denominative from harena OL 
v -hasena with R. No IE cogna tea are 
discoverable - WH I, 634. 
Negative deverbal formation from 
... II -pudet-2, analogous to amicus in 
penult - WH II, 381. 
" PrefiXed formation from satum 
< 1. s'ro-3, "sow" - WH II, 522 
and LScS. 
Formation from Matuta (Miter) 
which, with matUruB, derives from 
*mi-tu- t'seasonab1ell-
WH II, 53-54 under maturus. 
v < CJ P.P. of .2.E.-solesco-3, prefix 9l2.-
v 
and inchoative form of 90leo-2. 
The latter is perhaps related to 
SOdiliS < *s~deo with the Sabine 
)1 
-,d- for -1-. Compare ~ tJo 5 
"custom" - WH II, 555. 
Rule l6e - Second Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
" -obstinatus 
v - -olorinus 
II __ 
salivosus 
v - _ 
supinatus 
- oJ -
viperinus 
153 
P.P. of obstino-l «prefiX ~- and 
*-stanare < sto-l) - WH I, 343-344 
II 
under destino-l. 
v ... -Denominative from olor, oloris -
"swan ll < *elor: <*el- "cry"-
WH II, 207-208. 
v -Denominative from saliva, related 
II 
to sal, salis - WH II, 468-469. 
u -Participial formation from sURinus 
/ II -
"supino-l, the root being 
u II 
related to sub, super - WH II, 633. 
.., 
Denominative from vipera 
<*vivr.-~ra < vfvus and eario-3 -
WH II, 796 and 255-256 under 
v pario-3. 
RUle 16f. 
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Adjectives of the first and second declension of five 
syllables (quinquesyllables) are so very few that it 
is necessary to include them only for fullness of 
treatment. Their syllabic structure (sometimes 
initial, sometimes terminal) warrants some comparison 
with the trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic adjective 
patterns and exceptions previously listed. All in-
stances are given here. 
_ _ tJ _ 
- '" -Compare criminosus. An obvious cali9inosus 
.. 
denominative from caligo, -~. 
But WH I, 138, list only 
__ u 
gligino-l. 
IJ " v harundineus 
_ u .. 
Compare gramineus. Denominati ve 
" c.I of harupdo, -.iai!., whose etymology 
is unsure - WH I, 634-635. 
... cJ _ v 
pecuarius v -Compare I:Qsarlus. Denominative 
u -from l2ecu I with vowel shortening 
before the suffiX - WH 11,270-271. 
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Rule l6f. 
E~mples (continued) 
<J 
Denominative from tabella, 
" <J diminutive of tabula, whiCh pro-
u -duced also tabellarius. Root was 
*tlafla, *tladhla - "board ll - with 
dissimilation of the first -1-. 
I 
Compare T", A L 4it. Both from IE 
*tela- "an even, flat board." 
v U 
WH II, 640-641 under tabula. 
v .. _ " 
trietericus Greek loall'Word: 'I ( ~ 11IJ f l ,f'o j 
- "a three-year period" - 1&8. 
- ., u-
semi-putatus II -Compare comatus. Compounded of 
_ v < ' 
semi- (compare '1/ t. - "halfl!) 
\I 
and p.p. of puto-l - "prune" -
_ u 
WH ZZ, 512 under semi- and 393 
.. 
under puto-l. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
ADJECTIVES OF THE THIRD DECLENSION 
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This Chapter organizes Latin adjectives of the third 
declension under eight rules, some with subc"'ivisions. As in the 
preceding Chapters, treatment begins with monosyllabic nominativ 
forms and continues in order through the multisyllabic forms I 
pari syllables preceding imparisyllables. 
The total number of these adjectives is suprisingly 
small. The largest listings occur under Rules 18, 19, 20, 22 
and 24 whiCh regularize respectively the dissyllablc pari-
syllables, dlssyllablc lmparisyllables (under Patterns A, Band 
C), the trisyllabic (also under Patterns A, B and C), quadri-
syllabic and quinquesyllabic parisyllables. The number of 
exceptions is not great and they are usually accounted for by 
familiar etymological reasons. 
Rule 20a seems at first sight to reverse Rule 20, in 
that the latter assigns a short stem-vowel to trisyllabic pari-
syllables, whereas the former assigns a long stem-vowel to 
adjectives suffixing -elis, -ilis and -iris. Observation will 
show I however, that the adjectives under Rule 20a are mostly 
derivatives from dis syllabic nouns of the first, second and 
third declensions, whose stem-vowel patterns have been found to 
be long in earlier Chapters. 
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Rules 21 and 23 are included for completeness of treat-
ment. Their adjective listings are very few. 
Without anticipating the conclusions of the final 
chapter, it is interesting to note that the common quantitative 
stem-vowel patterns found in the nouns of the third declension 
(Chapter Four) are likewise present in the adjectives of the same 
declension. A short appendix is added to this chapter. 
Rule 17. Monosyllabic imparisyllaoles (i.. e., whose nomina ti ve 
Singular is monosyllabic) show the stem-vowel short, 
even though occasionally it is long by position in the 
nominative case. Most of these are prefixed compounds 
whose nominative ends in -~ or -~. 
All examples are listed here: 
v ,; v (prae) ceps -cipis (prae)~ -petis 
(re) dux \I -ducis (com)~ v -:eotis 
\I 
" " 
v (con) jux -jugis (re)~ -sidis 
~ 
'" 
v (in) .Q.E!. -opis trux trucis 
Rule 17 (continued) 
SlCceptions are: 
- -dis, ditis 
-pernix, -nicts 
oJ par, paris 
plus, pliiris 
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The genitive is syncopated from 
_ v 
d1vitis, iL:c'1f the rp.gu1ar geni-
tive of dives < divus <OL deives 
< IE *deiuos. The nominative dis 
-is a back-formation from ditis -
WH I, ~-35 9 under dives and 
345-356 under ~. 
Denominative from perna - "ham, 
thigh" 'With suffix -1c - WB II, 290 
-The nominatlve par is probably 
reduced from *pars, CL thus 
accounting for the long-grade vowel 
( '\ 
Compare sal, salis against a 1\ 5" I 
'\ I 
ti "05 - WH II, 250-251. 
OL had plous and ploirume ( > plur1mus), a rhotacized forma-
tion from *plo-is-emos. But the 
ultimate root-form is muCh disputed 
WH II, 327-328. 
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Rule 18. Dissyllabic parisyllables (like the nouns of the third 
declension) show the stem-vowel long. Many are 
prefixed compounds. 
Examples are: acer , (ad)cllvis, comis. 
E~ceptions are the very common adjectives: 
v 
brevis 
... .. (bi) foris 
u gravis 
From *bre (X) ui *mregh-u-i, 
related to IE *mrghus. Compare 
(3 f~ X,}5 -"NH I, 115. 
A denominative (although omitted by 
v 
WH I, 529-530) from foris (fores) -
.. door. II Compare 6) J f~ < *dhura I 
f)u f/) - "window. II " Foris is the 
old form of the nominative plural: 
« *dhuor-es - we I, 529-530, and 
" cJ I, 105, under biforis, ~~ cite 
From *gura-u-is, related to 
" -*guer (a) -, *gu (e) ra (u) - "heavy. It 
Compare ;S4"ff.}'S (-t. (ffA.vf ~ (f); 
perhaps also related is (3ft -t9v5, 
but with long-grade vowel-stem -
WH I, 620-621. 
RUle 18 
Exceptions (continued) 
" u (bi) jugis 
<I 
levis (light) 
0.1 potis 
v pate 
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Formed from the same (but non-
v 
nasalized) root as jungo-3, like 
" oJ (£Q!!.) jux, -1ugis, jugum. But a 
long-vowel identical root is 
testified to by jugx1, junctum, 
1ugis (see Further Illustrations) 
, -
and 3lcJlV'(.)~1.. as against 
C" ' 
cJ "0 :J vt (. 0 V. The IE source 
*ieu-g is a development from IE 
*ieu- "bind" - WH I, 730-731 under 
<I 1ungo-3. 
c.) 
From *leguis, *leXuis. Compare 
{ A ~ Xu's J I A; C;~o 's -
v 
we I, 788-789 under 1. levis. 
/ 
Related to 1707V(et - "mistress" 
I 
and J f ((- 170 '7 S "master of the 
t.I 
house. II The stem .'E?2ll,- means 
basically "able, mighty" -
WH II, ]§,Q-351. 
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Rule 18 
E~ceptions (continued) 
v 
rudis The basic meaning is "unploughed, 
wild." The root-source is not 
v 
clear - 1~1 II, 447 under 1. rudis. 
RUle 19. Dissyllabic imparisyllab1es show the stem-vowel short 
whether the penult (in the genitive singular) is long 
by position or "by nature" or short. 
A-Pattern - with the penult (genitive singular) long by position. 
Examples are, in several instances, participial forms 
of short stem-vowel verbs: decens, CI frequens, 
v () (bi) pa tens. 
Exceptions are occasionally caused by syncopation and CL: 
clemens Perhaps formed by syncopation and 
CL from the participial form: 
*kle
' 
emen(os), ~*kle' (i)emenos 
<' *kl~iomenos - "inclined (to) II -
with change of declension (from 
second to third) after syncope -
WH I, 231-232. 
RUle 19 - A-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
palans 
priidens 
pUbens 
-vecors 
Present participle of palor-l -
"wander," probably related to 
pando-3 and denominative from 
*palos < *pand-slo-s. /I A Q V d w 
is not cognate - WH II, 241. 
I 
- '" Contraction of pro-videns, with 
COl!aequent vowel-change and 
iengthening - WH II, 378. 
Present particj.ple of pUbes co , 
denominative of pubes (is) and 
whose origin is muCh disputed. 
probably related to puer -
WH rI, 380 under pUbes. 
COmpounded of separative prefix 
ve- (probably related to ~-
163 
"away, apart") and -.£,Q£~), cordis. 
The prefix is very common in 
Russian, as ii- "apart" -
-WH II, 740-741 under 2. ~-. 
Rule 19 - A-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
vemens 
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" v Contraction of vehemens, related 
~ 
to veho-3, which is derived from a 
participial form *veh~menos, but 
With change of declension. Compar 
clemens above - WH II, 741-742 
" v under vehemens. 
B-pattern - with the penult (genitive singular) long "by nature." 
., V t:I 
Examples are mostly deverbals: atrox, (bi) color, 
EXceptions are: 
major 
majus 
.., 
dicax. 
Like fecundus, fetus, ~*dhe(i) 
"suckle ll - WH I, 474-475. 
<. *maj j -: hence, the stem-vowel i 
here long by position. Compare 
v v 
magis, magnus. Ma j or properly is 
a development from *maq-jos -
we II, 14 - with R. 
Rule 19 - B-Pattern 
~ceptions (continued) 
pejor 
pejus 
velox 
verax 
vrvax 
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<*pejj-i hence, the stem-vowel is 
long by position. Pejor <:*ped-Jos 
- WH II, 275 - with R. 
v 
Related to veles, -itis - "light-
armed sk.irmish, II both probably 
built on *ueg-slo-s - "leading 
v 
frcm. " Compare veho-3. Syncope 
and CL thus account for the long 
stem-vowel - l~ II, 744. 
Formation from verus, whose root 
appears lil~ewise in NHG ~ -
WH II, 768. 
-Deverbal, with viws, from ~-3, 
the latter a denominative from 
*gu!uos - "alive" - WH II, 808-810. 
C-Pattern - with the penult (genitive singular) short. 
OJ v 01 
Examples are: bilix -bil~cis 
v oJ c.I 
blpes -bipedis 
v 
celer v oJ -celeris 
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RUle 19 - C-Pattern (continued) 
E"ceptions are: 
-
-dives Denominative from divus, OL deives 
(with DR) < IE *deiuos -
WH I, 345-346 under deus. 
tiber Like the noun uber, related to 
A ~ o~f)a;'/ - a.,T"5 "udder. It The 
adjective may be a back-formation 
from ubertas. - WH II, 738-739. 
Rule 20. Trisyllabic parisyllables show the stem-vowel short, 
whether the penult is long by position or tlby nature ll 
or short. 
A-Pattern - with the penult long by position. 
Ey.amples are: 
v v c/ forensis, paluster, pedester. 
Exceptions are: 
v 
Denominative from funus (-eris) -
"burlal rite" by way of *funes-ris 
(-s-> -b-). Etymology of the 
root-word is uncertain. Perhaps 
from *dheu(e)-nos - "burial 
service" (*dheu - "die" -
WH I, 568. 
Rule 20 - A-Pattern 
E~ceptions (continued) 
pratensis 
167 
Deverbal from lugeo-2, by way of 
*lugos-ris. The medial change: 
-,:g:- > -br- is conunon in La tin 
(*sosrinus > sobr1nuB - "sister's 
child"), appearing also above in 
fiin~ris. Lugeo <*lOUgejO, with 
DR, accounts for the long stem-
vowel in 'che adj ecti ve and other 
derivatives - ~v.H I, 830-331. 
Denominative from Eratum - "meadow" 
- but properly meaning "rising 
ground or upturned ridge" from 
root *pra- "turn" up, "bend. II The 
latter appears in pravue - "twisteq 
bad" < ·pra-uoe, 
<: *pra-tom - WE 
-as pratum 
II, 358 under 
pratum and ~-359 under pravus. 
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Rule 20 (continued) 
a_pattern - with the penult long "by nature." These suffix -.i!!2. 
to a noun-stem1 hence they are all denominative. 
"" - .. Examples are: anilis, <h)erllis, fabrilis. 
An exception is: 
cIvilis Denominative from civis ~ OL ceivis 
with DR, <*kei-uos - IIhousehold-
ish, beloved. 1I Root *kei- "lie, 
I't 
lair." Com;.~a~e ,f'E~4L 
WH I I .ill-225. 
C-Pattern - with the penult short. 
U .... 
First Type - suffixing -~ or -bilis to a present tense verb-
stem; hence (mostly) deverbal. 
Examples are: 
v ttl c.. ... c) u 
agllls, docilis, facilis. 
II \J 
Exceptions suffix -ilis, -bilis (mostly) to supine (long) stems: 
_ u 
debills Compounded of negative prefix: *de 
.." 
and -*bel- "strong." Compare 
I 
;1~A n'wv < ~f$ fA ("wit" 
;.1 ;)...T{q- rc 5 <~;s;,>-,-rT05 
"better, best." WH I, 326-327. 
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Rule 20 - C-Pattern - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
- v (ad) fabilis 
_ <.I 
flebilis 
_ v 
futilis 
WH does not list this form under 
fab'~la < bha-~ (I, 437) or under 
ill-l < *fajor (I, 525-526) 1 but 
like them 1 t is clearly from the 
root *bha- .. :3peak. II Compare 
I 
rt~() C;~l. 
Deverbal from~, flere, fletum, 
~hose long stem-vowel derives from 
*bhle-jo, very likely related to 
*bhle- "bleat" - WE: I, 515-516. 
u Related to fundo-3, fusum 
Z *ghu-n-d-o < *gheu-d- II gush, 
/ .... 
pour" (Compare X f t.V, K1. X v /(a ) , 
- ("I 
the immediate source of futilis is 
futis (-is) :-: IIwater vessel" 
< *9heu- .. pour, II ~hich is a 
source also of (ef)fUtio-4. 
u WH (I, 563-564 under fundo-3) give 
an alternate spelling futtilis. 
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~le 20 - C-Pattern - First Type 
~~ceptions (continued) 
_ tI 
mobilis 
_ v 
nobilis 
_ u 
nubilis 
_ v 
rasilis 
Syncopated form with CL of 
v ... < v < ' *movi-bilis moveo-2 *mouejo-
"set in motion" - WH II, 116. The 
v y 
suffix -bilis here and in nObilis 
OJ (next 'Word) must derive from *bel -
_ OJ 
"strong, able" as above in debilis. 
v 
For OL SAobiliS, a deverbal from 
~)nosco-3, gnotum, a common IE 
/ 
verb. Compare i e" Yw cr k't<J 
we II, 176-177 under nosco. 
Deverbal from n\ibo-3 < *sneubho 
with later loss of initial ~- and 
DR. (Compare cOn~bium < *co-sn-
with long -0- as CL). But a short-
u 
vowel stem also exists. nuptus, 
_ u 
pro-nubus - WH II, 183-184. 
Deverbal from rasum «r.idO-3 
WE: II, 415. 
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Rule 20 - C-Pattern - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
... 
sutili::> 
_ v 
utilis 
Deverbal from sutum < ~-3 (*suuo 
< IE *seua-, which by DR perhaps 
accounts for the long stem-vowel 
of the supine. Compare /(4(/"- q-;;w 
(Attic Ka7-T <* "rdT-o--
"darn, mend" - WH II, 631-632. 
Deverbal from utor-3 (OL oit-ier l- ____ _ 
and oitile with DR. Source and IE 
cognates are much disputed -
WH II, 847-849. 
Second Type - with a variety of penultimate syllables, all short. 
Examples are: ~ v u V OJ v aLacer, celeber, (in)columis. 
There are no exceptions. 
Rule 20a. An important number of denominative adjectives suffix 
-elis, -alis, -iris to no~~-stems whose vowels are 
long "by nature. It This is a reversal of the Rule 20. 
Examples are: crlnalis, crUdelis, dotilis. 
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RUle 20a (continued) 
~ceptions simply retain the short stem-vowel of their noun 
,ources: 
u _ 
fidelis 
~ -
molaris 
v _ 
nivalis 
II 
With (Dius) Fidius - "god of oaths," 
a denominative from short-vowel 
u 
stem of fides (-ei) 'Which is 
related to the long-vowel stems 
!!92.-3, foedus < *bheidho, 
*bhoidhos, 'With DR. COmpare 
I' I' 
IT'i (t9r a.(. J TTE iTo c &a. and 
:> / 
('With short-stem) ~ ff I & ~", y -
WH I, 493-495 under fido-3. 
is another deverbal from the same 
source. Compare also ~~)."1 
"mill." - we II, 104-106 under 
v 
.!l2!2-3. 
v 
Denominative from~, n1v1s 
< *sn1guh-s. Compare n1 vem and 
I 
V/~~ - WH II, 169-170. 
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RUle 20a 
SlCC8ptions (continued) 
oJ _ 
sodalis Derivation from *suedhalis, Whose 
root appears in - "custom" 
and ('With 
1-
long-grade vowel) .", & () ~. The IE 
t,j 
source is *s(u)e-dh ~*s(u)e -
WB II, 552-553. 
II -trabalis " Denominative from trabs, trab1s. 
Related are 
< *terabnoj 
"dwelling" and NBG ~, NE thorp -
Rule 21. Trisyllabic imparisyllables have the first two 
syllables short, but the penult (genitive singular), 
long by position or "by nature." 
... 
1/ _ 
The only examples area locuples 
'" II 
melior 
u 1/ (im)pat1ens 
&> ... 
viridans 
" .::. -locupletis 
0.1 "'_ 
melioris 
...... -
-patient1s 
u v 
viridintis 
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RUle 21 (continued) 
z,cC8ptions shOW quantitative variations in the several syllables: 
" " sonioes 
II .,. ~ 
sonipedis 
oJ 
superstes 
" ... superstitis 
Compounded of sonus (-i), a 
v 
deverbal from sono-l (or 3) 
< *suen- II sound, It probably 
appearing in NHG Schwan and NE 
s'Wan - WH II, .lli.-560. 
v v 
Compound from *super-sta-t- II he 
who stands outside of oJ:.her 
parties" or "survivor." The pre-
v position super- and the verb sto-l 
are clear sources - WH II, 632-633 
Rule 22. Quadrisyllabic parisyllables have the first two 
syllables short, but the penult long "by nature." 
" tJ- U U - cJ ,,_ 
Examples are: cerea11s, capitalis, fluvialis. 
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RUle 22 (continued) 
Bltceptions show the first syllable long (by position or "by 
nature") : 
v _ 
consularis Denominative of consul, 'Which with 
v ~ 
consulo-3 is related to consilium. 
All point to the root *sel- .. take, 
(, 1\ 
seize", compare 11\zLV and 
c: \ I 
f AWfl 011 
- "booty" and NE ~. 
The prefix £2a is best understood 
~ in consulo-3 = "assemble the 
Senate." - WH I, 1.§.i-265. 
-.. .. -
militaris 
_ u 
Denominative from miles, militis, 
'Whose etymology 1s uncertain .. 
Perhaps related to 
r (')., s;i'v - WH II, 87 .. 
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RUle 22 
EXceptions (continued) 
v -
semitalis A clear denominative (not listed by 
_ v 
WIl) from semita - I' footpa th .. 
< *se-mi'ta - "going for itself" 
< se@ + *mita <. ~-l < *meja or 
u 
*me (j ) a - .. go" • For the -!!!!.B!. 
form, compare tra(ns)-mes, -mitis 
on the same verb-root - WH II, 513 
_ v 
under semita; 73 under !!D.Q.-l; and 
699 under trames. 
u 
Rule 23. Quadrisyllabic parisyllables suffixing -bilis show the 
first two syllables long. 
__ '" __ u __ u 
Examples are: mirab1lis, gltabilis, placabilis. 
Exceptions show quantitative variations in the first two 
syllables I 
\I _ v 
amabilis Denominative (not listed by WH) 
from elmo-l < *ama- Da child's 
caressing expression" seen also in 
u v '" _ 
gita and aScus - WH I, 40 under 
c.I U - U v 
.IIlQ.-li and 39 under amicus, amita. 
RUle 23 
pceptions (continued) 
..... v 
credibilis 
v _ v 
volubilis 
Add-
- v 
" -volatilis 
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Deverbal from credo-3 < *lirezdO' 
< IE *kred-dhe- "believe, II 'With 
CL after consonantal loss -
WI! I, 286-287. 
Deverbal from wlutum < volvo-3 -
oJ 
"roll." The root vol- is related 
to ~~cJwJ [(/\()W .lfF~/\-(.)-~""-'/ A I )\ / < \ 
C \ I 
~ ,\ (. (TlJ"w and to many words in 
other IE-derivative languages -
WH II, 832-834. 
u _ < v Deverbal from volatum .!2!Q.-l-
., 
"fly. II - WH II, 828 under 1 • .!2!Q.. 
u 
Rule 24. Parisyllables of five syllables suffixing -billS show 
the first two syllables short and the penult long 'tby 
nature. " 
"cJ_U U v_<..I v..,-'" 
Examples are: habltibllis, ±acrimabilis, memorabilis. 
~le 24 (continued) 
An exceptlon is: 
- -'" lamentabllls 
Unclasslfled is: 
IJ ~_ 
novendialls 
178 
Denominative from lamentum 
~*la-men-tom, related to litro-1 
- llbark" and to A a ('f(~ 
A ~ '1;U! va t _ .. sound off" and 
probably A~ft'w - "chat" -
WB I, 754-755. 
Formation from novem for <: *noven 
<. IE *neun + suffixedadjectlval 
form -dr-alls < *dius - "day. It -
u 
WB 0, 179-180 under nO!!IQ1 but 
they do not discuss the suffixed 
form explicitly. See WB I, 349-351 
under dies for ~. 
cs\PTBR BIGHT 
PART OBB. 
('l'BB PRESBNT-TElISE STEMS OF THE VERBS) 
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Chapter Bight studies the stem-vowel quantities of the 
_rbs of the four conjugations (together with the so-called -.!2. 
.-rbs). It 1s divided into two parts: Part One examines the 
,tem-vowel quantities of these verbs in the present-tense stems7 
part Two, the stem-vowel quantities in the perfect-tense, supine 
and past participle stems. A separate discussion 'Will introduce 
part TwO of this chapter. The paragraphs immediately follOWing 
introduce Part One, Which comprises aules 25 and 26. 
At first sight, the number of exceptions listed, 
especially under Rule 25 (treating monosyllabic present-tense 
verb-stems), may seem to belie the Rule or at least weaken its 
validity or usefulness. Closer scrutiny, however, should shaw 
that the exceptions are formations derived, for the most part, 
from nouns and adjectives 'Whose (usually long) stem-vowel quan-
tities they retain. 
If it is assumed, as the evidence seems to warrant, that 
the or1g1nal stem-vowel quantity of true (non-der1 ved) mono-
syllabic verb-s tems was generally short, then 1 t is less 
difficult to account for the exceptions to this pattern by 
shOWing their derivatory character. As a matter of fact, only a 
few t:~~ird conjugation verbs (suffixing -.!!. in their perfect stems) 
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}lave a long-grade stem-vowel tn the present-tense stem. 
Rule 26 classifies dissyllabic verb-stems according to 
the three patterns (A, B, C) followed in the preceding chapters 
in the study of nouns and adjectives. The conclusion, stated in 
the Rule, finds the stem-vowel short here also. The few 
exceptions occurring under these classifications are likewise 
attributable to the derivatory Character of the verbs involved. 
A few trisyllabic stems are analyzed and subjoined at the 
end, under Rule 26a7 and under Rule 26b, there is a brief study 
of the stem-vowel quantitative variations of monosyllabic vowel-
stem vert:; in their primary-tense conjugations. 
Rule 25. In the present tenses (indicative and subjunctive) 
monosyllabic verb stems of the four conjugations have 
the stem-vowel short. 
First Conjugation 
First Type - with the first person singular active indicative 
ending in simple -~. 
Examples are: v u v ~, g!Q., creme. 
Exceptions are, in great part, derived from nouns and adjectives: 
balo Imitative of the sheep· s tlba-a-a! at 
compare!, and ;1A~ RQ~4' II"\~~ 
(*ble- WB I, 95. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
ceno 
c1amo 
A lengthened-grade vowel-1tem 
rela ted to .Q.£-~lo-3 < *kel-
It concea 1 I cove r • It Compa re 
;fa. A u ~rw <. *ke1u-. Ca10 may be 
a denominative from cella < *cela -
"concealment" - WH I, 196-197. 
Denomina ti ve from cena < *qert-s-na 
related to < *qert - "cut" 1 compare 
/ 
k'zlfw - WH I, 198. 
v 
Related to 3. calo-l - "call," but 
using the root-grade of cla-.E!.!..7 
compare K4'\ i:V and H( - kA11'- V"k'w 
< *kle- WH I, 227. 
Formation from clarus , itself 
v 
related to 3. ~-l as in the pre-
ceding. The -~- element as in 
~-~. WH I, 228 lists only 
clareo and claresco. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~cept10ns (continued) 
(in) diso 
(de)cllno 
-conor 
curo 
WH strangely do not list this form. 
L&S assure the stem-vowel quantity. 
It must be a deverbal from 
(in) cUsum cUdo-3 - "strike. II 
Compare caudex (probably for caudo) 
<: *qau-. Compare NHG hauen, NE 
hew. ~1H I, 300-301 under 1. ciido. 
A development from IE *kll-na-mi 
< *klei- "lean. II Compare 
, 
/( A /1/ fA.) with future k).. tv / w I 
WH I, 262. 
An iterative-intensive form (thus 
with lengthened stem-vowel) relate 
to ko I//W - "strive" < *ken-
WH I, 262. 
Denominative from~. An OL fo 
coiraveront reveals the origin of 
-the -u- by DR - WH I, 314. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
-dito 
dono 
do to 
duro 
_ u 
A syncopated deverba1 from dlvito-1 
< diyes, d1vltis - "rich, II itself 
from di vus - "God l ': "he is rich 
(happy) whom God protects." 
.> I 
Compare the idea of E()- d~)p-wv 
-
- WH I, 358-359 under dives. 
Denominative from donum < IE 
~do-nom, as d;; f 01/ < IE * do-rom. 
Source is 1. do-1 (d / ~~(.. ) 
<: *di-dO-mi - WH I, 371-372 under 
dOnum and 360-361 under 1. do. 
Denomina ti ve from dO's, dotis I whose 
source is as in the preceding -
WH I, 361. 
Formation from durus , probably dis 
stmilated from *dru-ros ~*dreu-ros 
or *drou-ros < *dereu (o) "oak." 
I 
Compare dotU - WH I, 384-386. 
Russian shows derevo - "tree." 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
freno 
fumo 
(con) juro 
litro 
Denominative from frenum 
( * fre-nom , related to fre-..E:!!!., 
firmus - WH I, 546. Russian shows 
desr-zhit' - IIhold. " 
Denominative from fumus ~*dheu-, 
f 
*dheue. Compare &~(.a. tU - "I 
smoke" - WH I, 561-562. 
Denominative from 1. ius, juris -
.. lawn < OL j ous probably from 
*jouos «*joueses - WH I, 733-734 
under 1. jus. 
Related to lamentum, formed on a 
sound-root *la- which also yielded 
* latrom , our source here. Compare 
Aa./~III and A;fOSI ).....", fi~ 
perhaps from an early.JIAa or ~ '1-
WH I, 754-755. 
: 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
lego 
-1100 
limo 
mano 
me to 
metor 
Denominative from lex, lecu, 
.., 
related to lego-3 - "choose," but 
with long-grade vowel. Compare 
.., 
~: rego-3 - WH I, 779-780 under 
1. leso and 789-790 under lex. 
From *lolbajo, itself denominative 
from *lolba, wlth DR: compare 
A1./j3oro.~J ).,oc;1; 
WH I, 794-795. 
Denominative from l!!!!!.- "flle" 
~*(S)lel-ma or (s)ll-ma <:*Slel-, 
visible ln levis- "smooth" 
< *lei-uo- .. smooth") and"\ u"t> 5 
- WH I, 801-802 under l!m!. 
Origin is uncertain. Perhaps a 
denominative from some *ma-no-
"wet" - WH II, 30-31. 
Denominative from meta - "turn-mar~ 
< *me (1) ta < IE *me(i) -t- < *me1 -
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
miror 
moto 
milt) 
no to 
Denominative from mfrus 
< *smei-ros, with DR. Compare 
.,.M.- ~ ,do 5 J ft A () -~~ ~ Co cJ '1 ~ : 
<- ~- - assimilatedr and NE 
smile - WH II, 94-95. 
Intensive verb form from m5tum 
" v 
syncopated with CL from *movitum 
< m~veo-2, - WH II, 116. 
<. *moitajo, derived from some 
*moitos - "exchange,1I with DR. 
" Compare the Sicilian:~()' To) 
"a thank-gift. II The ultimate root 
is *mei t (h) - "change ll -
WH II, 137-138. 
WH II, 176-177 omit this form, 
giving only notp.sco-3 <C(g}nOSCO-3, 
notum,with which compare 
I 
tlte...)(rJrLU. But the true 
source can only be notum. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ccptions (continued) 
nudo 
-nugor 
nuto 
-paco 
palor 
Formation from nudus ~*nou(e)doS 
< IE *nogu-edhos - WH II, 185. 
Note CL after S. 
Denominative from nugae, the 
latter's origin being obscure -
WH II, 185-186. 
Deverba1 from nutum <:nY2-3 , 
< *ne11o, *-nouo. Compare ,....f~ 
<*(s)neuso <*(s)neu- "twitch" -
WH II, 189-190. 
Denominative from pax, paciS 
< IE *pak- "make fast." Compare 
I 
""'1IV~l - WH II, 231-232 under 
~ u 
paclsco and 245-246 under pango. 
probably formed on some adjective 
*pilos, with eL, <: *pand-s1o-s, 
v itself a deverbal from pando -
"open wide." - WH II, 241. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (continued) 
With p1Eilo-l, PiPio and pIpito-l, 
related to ", 1T0 5 - "a young birdll 
I 
and 11',7TIAJ - "bird." No further 
derivation is known. - we II, 309. 
placo Denominative from some form 
*plakos- "plain," related to 
II placeo-2 (whose basic meaning is 
"even, ~") but with lengthened 
stem-vowel - WH II, 313-314. 
ploro < .plor-o, a "sound root" like 
vi-pu15 - WH II, 323-324. 
-poto <: IE Aorist root *po(i)-, *p1-
J '" , 
whence .". II/fA) I 7T'7 4 I 7Tc 105 
&I 
WH I, 103-104 under ~$ 
rimor Denominative from rima - "crack," 
probably from *rei-rna or *ri-ma -
WH II, lli.. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
~c,,;;::>t ions (eon tinue d) 
-roro 
(cor) rUgo 
seitor 
senitor 
Denominative from ros, roris 
< *e-res- " flow, wet't with 
lengthened vowel. Compare 
I 
kaT- ~ faw - "gush" -
WH II, 442-443. 
Denominative from ruga < IE *rug-
*ruq (*uerg-, *uerq- "dry, 
shrink" - WI! II, 448-449. 
Deverbal from seitum < scio-4, 
I I 
related to (/"Xaw - "slit", (J")!a5"U 
- "limp-beeause-injured." Basic 
meaning seems to be "to cut, to 
disturb. II WH II, 495-496. 
Denominative from scrautum -
IIquiver" or "case" with DR. (CEt. 
scrotum < IE *sqreu-d (h)-
< *sq(e)reu <*sqer- "cut."-
~iIi II, 498. 
Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (continued) 
Deverbal (with causative vowel-
oJ 
lengthening) from sedeo-2, with 
<' c.' 
which compare ~ S~e..I.,1 ~ do s 
as against sedes, is -
WH II, 507-509. 
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solor As meaning "I make whole or com-
spume 
fortable I" solor is related to 
(' ( ~ V (. < it <T t - ~ A"., -~ t II I am 
c l 
gracious" and L ~ f W S 
<:*Si-s1euos, *si-s1a-ous -
"gracious," as well as to NaG 
selig, NE silly - WH II, 556-557. 
-Denominative from spuma, itself 
related to 12umex. No further 
derivation is given by 
WH (II, 580). 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~ceptions (continued) 
spiro 
st!po 
Denominativ'e from spes (plural: 
spares), as meaning "swollen with 
v hope," probably related to spatium 
and derived from *spe(i)-
"stretch" - WH II, 573-574 under 
u 
spes and 1§.§. under spatium. 
< *speis - "blow" with DR and R. 
Compare IE *speus) pustula -
"blowpipe" and IE *spes-> 
, / \ 
(/""11"1. () S / q-7T'1 1\ a f. () v ~ "whistling 
or blowing places" - WH II, 575. 
< *st!a (1) -, *steia- "thicken. II ..!. "'\ Compare (TTitt, rrrlOV 
-
"pebble" and Latin stiria - "droP"J 
more proximately Greek has 
I / I 
(J" Tf l ItA.)) rrr( Je-.ftJ S / vr, lTr() } 
- Wi! II, 593. 
II".: I 
,I 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (continued) 
sudo 
trano 
tutor 
Denominative from sudor < *suoidos, 
..... 
With DR. Compare Ionic: (do) . , 
<J' c. , 
Attic:' 'fLUS I (Of WW I NE sweat 
- WH II, 623-624. 
Contracted from trans-no-l prefix 
trans + no-1, nav1, the verb from 
*sna-jo. Compare v' f j'w < *sna-gho 
The IE *sna Itflow" - yields: 
, 
*sne-t-> YO TO S - "8outhwind" 1 
I 
*sne-p-> Neptunus 1 *sm~u-> Y4.. w 
"flow" whence vi ;"(')."5 I N1flt)~ 
I 
*sneu- > Yfw 
WE: II, 172. 
- "I swim" -
Formation from tutus <:'tueor-2 1 
oJ 
tuitus and tutatus whose etymology 
1s uncertain - WH II, 713-714. 
7 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - First Type 
E~c;ptions (continued) 
ve10 Denomina ti ve from velum W:1O;3e 
etymology is disputed. The form 
vexil1um probably points to 
II 
*uexlom as source from ~-3; but 
this suggestion also presents 
difficulties - WH II, 745-746. 
-venor Perhaps denominative from some 
*u~(i)-na or *ue(i)-ena. The 
source is unclear - WB II, 749-750. 
vito Perhaps from *vi-ito- "go along 
the way I" 'With contraction 
lengthening - WH II, 805. 
First Conjugation 
Second Type - with the first person singular indicating active 
ending in -io. 
<.I v v 
Examples are: (con)cilio, crucio, furto. 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation - S(!cond Type (continued) 
Exceptions are: 
ferior 
glorior 
Denominative from ferlae (OL 
fesiae) (note R). With festus, the 
latter is related to fanum 
~*fas-nom, the common ultimate 
root being: *dhes- "a sacred 
object or custom" - WI! I, 481 unde 
feriae and 453-454 under fanum. 
Denominative from gloria, whose 
etymology is uncertain. Perhaps 
from *gno-ria <. *gno-rus (Compare 
I tV-fA) F,/",tJ 5 ) like gnarus from 
gno-!!£Q. - WH I, 609-610. Here -1-
subst1tu'tes for original -n.-. 
Second Conjugation - with the first person singular active 
indicative ending in -~. 
Examples are: 
(,) u c.I 
caleo, careo, caveo. 
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Rule 25 - Second Conjugation (continued) 
E~ceptions are, in some instances, derived from nouns and 
adjectives: 
caneo 
deleo 
flaveo 
frigeo 
Denominative from canus (L&S) 
< *cas-nos: compare £ascus -
"old. tI WH strangely do not list 
caneo-2 under canus , I, 156. 
" Contracted compound of de + habeo. 
Compare dego «de-;go - WH I, 326. 
A present back-formation from 
de-levi < *-leiuai, with DR, 
- ... 
originally a perfect of delino. 
Compare ob-liv-iscor and levis -
If smooth If - WH I, 335-336. 
Denominative from flavus 
< *bhla -uos I *bh1e-uos) I NHG 
~, NE ~ - WH I, 513-514. 
Denominative from frigus ~*srigOSf 
<" <'-' 
compare f'/O S, f (tf W 
WH I, 547. 
Rule 25 - Second Conjuga~ion 
E~ceptions {continued) 
flo reo 
lugeo 
lureD 
oJ -(re) nideo 
pareo 
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Denominative from f108, floris, 
related to *bh10- "bloom ll , < *bhle 
- "swell" - WH I, 518-519. 
<:*lougejo with DR. Compare 
).. f utA).. f~S I Au (f"'s - ·sad" -
WH I, 830-831. 
Denomina ti ve from some 'f: lures I 
which yielded also lur1d~ -
WH I, 837-838 under luridus. 
probably formed by the confusion 
cJ -of ~-nitor "strive" with rid.eo -
II 1a ugh" - ~m II, 429 and .!1!. under 
nitor. 
Related to an old second Aorist: 
v -1 
TT ~ JT4 f ~l V - "shaw" and 
/ 
TTf. 7T ~ f t U'iT!r () t/ - "we11-
pointed-out" - WH II, 252-253. 
RUle 25 - Second Conjugation 
s~ceptions (continued) 
puteo 
rIdeo 
aquileo 
strid(e)o 
suadeo 
Denominative from some *putos -
"stink", related to gus, puris 
( ff: 0 S ) <" *puuos or .peuos. 
'/) " I Compare 1T()Ow I 7Tuov I 1T()~ 
WH II, 391-392 under pus. 
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< *urizd- "be ashamed, blush" -
WH II, 433-434 - with CL. 
Denominative from 2. squilus 
< *squa-losf related to ~-~ -
"fish scale" - WH II, 582 under 
2. sgyilus. 
From an IE "sound-root" *strei-d-, 
with DR: itself related to IE 
, I 
*strei-g-> 1jJ1..5'V I Ii 7(r/4. 
"shrill, squeak" - WH II, 603. 
Formation, with suavis, on an old 
adjective *suadvu-. Compare 
<If Co,' cl I 
'>? (IUS (Doric: a QU5 ), 7?(/OV~ 
<*<rf i dtJ Va- - WH II, 611-612. 
Rule 25 - Second Conjugation 
Exceptions (continued) 
tibeo 
Third Conjugation 
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Denominative (with tabesco-3, alone 
cited by WH) from tibes, -is, and 
tibum < *ta (u) -. "melt" a + suffiX 
-b (h) 7 + suffiX -k> 1 1/ ,f'WI 
I 
rr, /( f J w V' _ "melting)" -
WH II, 639-640 under tabes. 
First Type - with the first person singular active indicative 
ending in simple ~. 
Examples are: 
Exceptions are: 
~ .., u 
bibo, SI..ge., cano. 
Probably from *ce-zdo - "walk in" 
< particle ce - "hi ther" + * s;d -
"go" with Sand CL. With the 
e J I latter, compare 0 () 5 - II road, 
way" - WH I, 193-194 under 2. cedo. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (continued) 
(con)cludo 
-co go 
como 
credo 
The verb element is claudo-3 with 
DR, < *qliui- + -d- (present-tense 
formative). Compare clavis 
< *qlau-7 Attic: *,A~/5 k'Af/Jo S . I I 
Old Attic: k A ~ 5 
( 
WH I, 229-l1.Q.. 
COntracted lengthening from 
v v prefixed compound £2 + ago -
WH I, 242. So also cogylo-l 
<: *co-:gulo, a denominative from 
vv 
coagulUlll - "clabber ll - WH I, 240 
under coagmentUlll. 
A contracted compound of prefix 
v '" 29- + !!9-3 with lengthening 
following contraction -
" WH I, 400-402 under .!!!Q.-3. 
< *krezdo (IE *kred-dhe, with CL 
- WH I, 286-287. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (continued) 
(in) cudo 
dado 
dego 
demo 
Probably from *caudo with diph-
thongal resolution: <: *qau- + 
present tense verbal suffix -d-
WH I, 300-301 under 1. cUdo. 
WH (I, 362 under duim) locates dado 
(with e-do-3, prodo-3, etc.) under 
1. do- "give." (Pref:tx de- means 
"hence, from here" - WH I, 325). 
See also WH I, 360-363 under 1. do. 
Although strangely not listed by 
v " WE: (who do mention abigo-3, 
v 
ambigo-3), this is clearly con-
tracted and lengthened from 
- .., -
.Q!. + ago-3 like cogo-3 above. See 
u 
WE: I, 23-24 under 1. ago-3. 
Like the preceding, a contracted 
- 1.1 
compound of .Q!. + ~-3 -
v 
WH I, 400-402 under ~-3. 
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RUle 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
dico 
dido 
duco 
(tra) duco 
< OL deico, deixi), but dictum: 
/ 
compare d I t. /r'v~ l 
"show, point" - WH I, 
(IE *deik-
1!§,-349. 
oJ .., 
~.~. dicax, indico-l, ibid. 
< dis ( > d1 + d-) + do-3. Compare 
dido above - WH I, 360-363. 
-
< OL ab-~-, a-~-, (IE 
v U 
*deuk-r but ductum, ~, ducis: 
tra ~trans + ~ - WH I, 377-378. 
< *bheidho with DR. Compare 
/ 
lT11 & ~ a£.. With foedus 
< *bhoidhos, compare li / IT(N ~4, 
u 
Shortened stem-vowel yields fides, 
fi<i8liS and ; 7J ( & ~ "? v' 
WH I, 493-495. 
< OL f~ (*dhi9-o ~dhigu-o­
or I perhaps better, < *dheig-
*dheigu, with DR - we I, 495-496. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
~ceptions (continued) 
-fio 
(defio) 
(ad) £1190 
frlgo (parch) 
labor 
(fieri < OL fiere) <,IE *bhU-iiO> 
*fiO). flo by analogy from fiS 
< *bhu-i-si and fit <*bhU-i-iti. 
/ / 
Compare f()W I Lesbian POl. t.V-
"produce." De£10 < de-prefix + 
e" 
- ~ ~1 but note suffio, infit, and 
_ v 
def1.t - WH I, E,Qi-505. 
< *bhlaxig-, *bh11g-. Compare 
I 
Aeolian-Ionic: ~Alj.9~ - "switch" 
and &A.t'j'Sw by crossing &Aa~ -
"switch" and fAa.'w - "hurt" -
WH I, 517. 
I 
Related to ffUd'w - "roast," 
/ 
eff () Jrr 0 S . Both from 
-
*bher(e)g-, *bhrig- *bhrug-
(*bher- "cook" - WH I, 548-549 
under 3. fr1go. 
v 
Related, with labo-l, to *lab-, 
v 
*leb- "sleep" "hang down" -
WH I, 379. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (continued) 
(in) lIdo 
-liquor 
milo 
nit~r 
With DR, from laedo-3 - WH I, 749. 
< *uleiqu- with DR. Compa re 
\I V < ... liqueo-2, liquo-l *uliqu-. The 
root-meaning is "wetness, fluidity" 
- WH I, 812. 
Denominative from ludus < OL 
loidos, with DR, related to 
I A 0 l. J" fO) - WH I, 829-830. 
< *_-~lo <. *macs-volo 
<:*~91S-V~lo by syncopation and 
CL - WH II, 17 and~. 
< *nlvitor < *kneiguhetor with DR 
or~nlvltor <:*kniqUhetor with CL 
after S. Cognate is con1veo -
"blink, squint." Compare NHG 
(h)neigen, nicken. - WH II, 171: 
and WH I, 261 under conlveo. 
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RUle 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
nolo 
nubo 
pedo 
(ex) plodo 
< *novolo <*ne-vOlo with Sand 
CLr *ne vis, *ne volt. nolim, 
nolle by analogy with nolo, nolens, 
nolui. The base ~lo -<IE *u:l -
)1 
"'Wish. .. Compare f A - J -~ a." I 
) / ~/l 
t- [AOrA(.,) ~ t\ cJwf - "wish" 
, I / 
and, with volup-.:E!:!, £ AliI S I 
) 1 ~ A1Tl J" S - WH II, 828-830. 
< *sneubho - "marry" 'With DR. 
oJ v Note nuptum, nuptiae, but nupsi, 
nubilis - WH II, 183-184. 
From *pezdo with CL. Compare 
;3 d~ ~ I ;3r:J ~ A() f;5: j3rJ- <*bZd 
< IE *bezd - WH II, 273-274 under 
1. pedo. 
Diphthongal resolution of plaudo-3, 
a dialectical development -
WH II, 319. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
pono 
(pro) dO' 
promo 
(con) quiro 
rado 
< *pozno - "put aside" 
< *p~-s (1) no (prefj.x po- + sino 
'With Sand CL. The OL perfect 
.., -posivi (Catullus: #34 deposivit) 
<It posseivei contracted to pos ~).!. 
then pos!i > standard classical 
form: v v posui - WB II, 335-336. 
Compounded of pro + 1. do, as in 
didO above - WB I, 360-363. 
-
IJ 
Compounded of pro + !!!!2.-3 with 
vowel contraction and lengthening 
as in demo-3 above - WB I, 400-402 
u 
under .!.!!!2.. 
With DR, from guaero-3. See L&S. 
WB (II, 396-397) strangely do 
not discuss this Change or list 
this form under quaero. 
WH II, 415 give no etymology_ 
Ri'strum < *rad-trom is a deverbal 
from the same root. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
EXceptions (continued) 
-repo 
rodo 
scrtbo 
sido 
sumo 
c ' 
<IE *rep- fI crawl. fI f [ lTw 
"incline" is not related, accordln 
to WH II, 430. 
Related to racio-3 above, the -.2,-
being unexpla:f.ned - WH II, 439-440. 
< IE *sqeri.bh- "lcratch, tear" ~ 
I 
related to q-J!4 ft rt4 ~Ii£ 
("scratch") and (j'"~(/f(tp~5 -
"sketch" - WE II, 499-500. 
() 
Related to sedeo-2. Compare 
~j fA) <* "i-zdo- "set", Z dfV'w 
< *sedrujo. Compare NE ";::;i tit 
(middle voice) and "set" (active 
transitive) - WE II 509. 
Distinguish (sub) sldo-3 and 
\oJ (dis)sideo-2. 
., 
Prefix *subs + ~-3 through the 
process < *suzmo <*sus-e-mo with 
CL - WE II 630-631. 
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Rule 25 - Third Conjugation - First Type 
Exceptions (cont tnued) 
triido 
vIso 
vIvo 
Third Conjugation 
Prefix trans-> tra- + do; as in 
dado above. - WH II 630-631" 
-
< *tr-eu-d- with DR. Related to 
/ 
-*ter- "bore." Compare Tj>t.lW 
WH II, 710. 
II 
Related to va dum 1 Anglo-Saxon 
wadan: NE ~ - WH II, 723-724 • 
.., 
Related to video-2, visumr but 
properly from *ueid-so (-~ as in 
~- so) - WE II, 784-785 under 
.., 
video. 
Properly denominattve from *guiuos:: 
(vi vus) > *gutuo- WE II! 808-810 
Second Type - with the first person singular acti.ve indicati.ve 
ending in -~, with the -~ vocalized. 
Examples are: - OJ V (con)~1 (di) luo) t futuo, metuo, 
v 
minuo-
There are no exceptions. 
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RUle 25 (continued) 
Fourth Conjugation - with the first person singular active 
indicative ending in -Ja. 
EXceptions are: 
fInio 
lenio 
metior 
Examples are: " " 'I> (a)perio, ferio, polio. 
Denominative from finis, itself 
-probably related to .1L92.-3 by way 
of *fig-snis - "stake, marking a 
boundary" - WH I, 502-504. 
Denominative from lenis ~*le-nos 
/....*le(i)- IIrelax"-
WB I, 782-783 under 2. linis. 
Denominative from <:*me-tis-
~ 
"rule (r)" 1 compare ~..., rl5 
I 
"plan", ,Pv,.,-rl~W - "decide" -
all from <*me- umeasure"-
WH II, 81-82. 
aule 25 - Fourth Conjugation 
EXceptions (continued) 
mOlior 
mugio 
munio 
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Denominative from mO!es perhaps by 
way of .( *mOlis. Compare/", ~,l,o S 
- "effort" and, with short vowel, 
I 
,P-0AtS - "scarcely," the latter 
perhaps with the short vowel of 
II 
molestus which may be formed by 
'" analogy with modestus -
WB II, 101-102. 
< *mii-g- *m1i- "sound root." 
compare./'" ()j w < -It ~ 'tf~ LV,/ 
I 
~ (.)f~()S - "sigh" and 
, 
? V XtJ. ~~(. - "growl" -
WH II, 119-120. 
Denominative from rnoene < (moenia) 
< *moi-ni < *mei- "strengthen." 
Related are m\irus, pOmeri\U!l 
~*pos-moirion, meta, all with DR 
- w.a II, 100-101. 
Rule 25 - Fourth Conjugation 
Exceptions (continued) 
nutrio 
sopio 
veneo 
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< OL noutrio, 'With DR. With 
nutr!x, a development from *noutri, 
related to a verb *nuo - "drip." 
The verb may be a denominative of 
nUtor or of * (s)nutri, *(8)neutri-
IIcause milk to flow" -
WH II, 190-.!.ll .. 
A long-stem causative verb-stem 
related to IE *suep - "sleep.1f 
.. 
Compare (short-stem) sopor -
WH II, 561 under 1. sopio. 
Denominative from (venus) venum -
.> , 
"sale, t1 related to W Vt~4C. 
( J v' () S ) -" sell" < IE *uesno- I 
*uosno- "stock" for sale - with 
CL - WH II, 753-754 under venus do 
not suggest a compounded ven (ym) + 
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RUle 25 (continued) 
The so-called -i2 verbs. These borrow their personal endings 
from both the third and fourth conjugations. 
Examples are: .. v "oJ '" capio, cupio, (cale) facio. 
There are no exceptions. 
RUle 26. In the present tense (indicative and subjunctive), 
dis syllabic verb-stems of the first, second and third 
conjugations have the stem-vowel (the antepenult of 
the first personal singular present) short, whether 
the penult is long by position or "by nature" or 
short. 
A-Pattern - with the penult long by position. 
First COnjugation 
Examples are: 
E..'\[ceptio!ls are: 
U 01 c.I 
corysco, freguento, ministro. 
Compounded of the prefix de + 
lecto-l (with vowel weakening) 
<:lacto-l, the latter an inten-
sive for.m from 1~cio-3 <:*laqu-i6. 
lJ Related to the last are lacesso-3, 
lJ laqueus- "snare" - WH I, 744-745 
\I 
under lacio-3. 
Rule 26 - A-Pattern - First Conjugation 
EXceptions (continued) 
lamentor 
-
Denominative from lamentum 
< *la-men-tom, related to a 
"sound root-word" < * la-> 
/ \ / \ f 
Aa.(l,Iv/ 1\CA.'r'fVlcr"" 1\"'1,?EW 
- "chatter" - WH I, 754-755. 
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titillo Probably a pure "sound 'Word": not 
cognate with T / I'~ At(,) - "twitch" -
WB II, 685. 
Second Conjugation - there are no relevant examples or 
exceptions. 
Third Conjugation - these are intensives in -~ and 
inchoatives in -~. 
u u u Examples are: capesso, capesco, (con)ticesco 
Exceptions are, for the most part, derived from nouns .;md 
adjectives: 
claresco Like claro-l, denominative from 
clirus < 910-1, but with long-
gra de vowel. Compa re )( fA. A ( ~ I 
kl- Id"'( - .. R'<J ~kle -
WB I, 228 under clarus and 227 
under clamo. 
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Rule 26 - A-Pattern - Third Conjugation 
E~ceptions (continued) 
ditesco 
f1avesco 
11vesco 
Apparently ,deverba1 from dito-1, 
syncopated from dlvito <:d1veS, 
- II divitis - "rich," itself from 
dIvus: "he is rich whom God pro-
tects." Ditesco, however/is not 
listed by ~iH I, 358-359 under 
-dives. 
-Denominative from vanus. Related 
" v to Ylco-l, yaCUUS and NE want -
"lack. .. V'."H II, 731-732. 
Like f1aveo-2, denominative from 
flaws < *bh1ci'-uos, < *bh1e-uos -
WB I, 513-514. 
-Deverbal from 1iyeo-2 
~*(S)11UejO' the latter from an 
adjective *(s)11-u08 - "blue-ish." 
-Compare lividus - "blue-black" -
WH I, 816. 
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Rule 26 - A-Pattern - Third Conjugation 
sxceptions (continued) 
mItesco 
notes co 
pubesco 
- " Like mitigo-l, denominative from 
mitis < *mei-tiso- < IE *mei-
<*mi- "softll - WH II, 96-97. 
Immediately from adjective notus 
r 
(compare (VIA) If) S ), itself built 
on the long-grade vowel stem of 
nosoo-3, Datum - WH II, 176-177 
under nos co • 
Denominative from pijbes, pUpis, 
1 tself of doubtful and much-
disputed origin. probably related 
to puer < .pouero-s or .pouaro-s. 
v This root contracts to -por- "boy, 
slavell in Marcipor - IIslave of 
-Marcus" - WH II, 380 under pubes 
and 382 under puer. 
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Rule 26 - A-Pattern - Third Conjugation 
Exceptions (continued) 
putesco 
raresco 
tabes co 
Like l?uteo.-2, denominative from 
some *putos, related to pus, pUris 
( ,,-'/1) S ) < *puuos or *peuos. 
Compare "J I)w - WH II, 391-392 
under pus. 
Denominative from .:rarus, perhaps 
... ~I 
(IE *ere. Compare f fr () S and 
~- "net" - WH II, 418-419 
under rarus. 
Denominative, with tibeo-2 (not 
listed by wa), from tabes, tabis 
and tabum (*ta(u) - "melt" + 
suffix -bh = *ta(u)bh-. Compare 
I 
T?J-k ... w - WII II, 639-640 under 
tabes. 
B-Pattern - with the penult long "by nature." 
First Conjugation 
Examples are; 
,,- ,,- 0,)-
corono, decoro, fatigo. 
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Rule 26 - B-Pattern - First Conjugation (continued) 
g;Kceptions are: 
(de) solor 
divino 
maturo 
WH (II, 556-557 under solor-l) 
list consolor, but not desolor, 
clearly compounded of privative 
prefix 9i + solor-l. Cognates 
,I c:: I 
are: L ).~l. I r A4.<ik~a.(. 
< *sele-. 
Compound formation of d1S-> dl-
and adjective latus - "wide" 
<: *stla-tos. The weak grade 
occurs in latus, lateris *stela " v v < 
- with loss of s-initial -
WH I, 772 under 1. latus. 
- -Denomina ti ve from di vim1d. OL 
deivinus ~IE *deivos, *deieu(o)-
WH I, 359 and (under ~)345-346. 
Denominative from maturys 
< *ma-tu - WE: II, 53-54. 
Rule 26 - B-Pattern (continued) 
second COnjugation - there are no relevant examples or 
exceptions. 
Third Conjugation 
The only examples are prefixed compounds like: 
t,J - u _ fJ -
resido, reguiro, resedo. 
There are no exceptions. 
C-Pattern - with the penult short. 
Firat Conjugation 
Examples are: CI. ""..., .,v blatero, celebro, celero. 
Exceptions are, for the most part, derived from nouns and 
adjectives: 
- oj 
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(dis)crimino Denominative (though not listed by 
WH) of dis-crimen < prefix dis -
"apart, separate" + crimen fr"om 
cerno-3 < *cri'-no < * (8) qerei 
.( * (s) qer - "cut. n Compare 
I .J 
kftvw <~ /(f( Vl t.V and 
A " /(P0tA. (tt kf"i';JkCl.. with long-
grade vowel - WH I, 205-206. 
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Rule 26 - C-Pattern - First Conjugation 
Exceptions (continued) 
v 
destino 
" dissipo 
... " flagito 
CI Compounded of prefix de +- stanare 
" -from IE *sta-na, with shortened 
grade of sto-I. Meaning is "make 
C I 
fast." Compare ((J"TdlIt'W 
c' < llJ <rryc. - WH I, 343-344. 
v 
Compounded of prefix dis - "apart" 
and -slpo-l (or s~po-l) ~*RUP-' 
< *suep-, <*seup - "throw, 
shake II - vm I, 356-357. 
_ c.I 
Related to flagitium - "criminal 
- " act." Flagito-l is an intensive-
iterative form of *flago-3 
" ... oJ (compare ago: agito), itself 
rela ted to flagrum - "whip, 
scourge." Meaning is (1) "scourge 
then (2) "demand" - WH I, 508-510 
- " under flagitium. 
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Rule 26 - C-Pattern - First Conjugation 
Exceptions (continued) 
_ (J 
libero Denominative from l1ber <:*le1b-
< *loib < *loub- < IE *leudheros 1 
> I ~ ~ A f.() C7Efo 5 compare 
WH I, 791. 
~ 
macero "I soften, weaken, make thin" is 
related to macer1a (mac~ries), 
whose ground meaning is tla wall 
kneaded of clay." Basic root is 
unclear. A parallel root *mag -
I I 
"knead" y1e1ds/ ~tf.()SI rtl.tts 
/A- a.f~ va l - WH II, 3-4 and 2-3 
_ cJ 
under macer1a. 
_ u v 
mitigo Like pur (!).9.Q.-l - "make pure" 
< purus + 190-3, the latter with 
v 
weakened grade -igo-1. This is 
compounded of mitis <*me1-tiso 
-< IE *mei-, *ml- v "soft" + .i.5J2-1 
- WH II, 96-97. 
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Rule 26 - C-Pattern - First Conjugation 
EXceptions (continued) 
_ oJ 
milito 
- II 
munero 
- .. 
navigo 
- ... 
:umino 
_ Col 
Denominative from miles, militis 
whose etymology is uncertain: 
c l I 
perhaps rela ted to ~'A () S 
WH II, 87. 
Denominative (not listed by WH) 
_ _ u 
from .!mlo"lUS, muneris - IIgift." 
Archaic f(',.cn\ was moenus, with DR 
and R I <. *mei - "exchange" -
WH II, 128 and ~m I, 254-255 under 
commUnis. 
... Compounded of navis + .as2,-3 on the 
- ., basis of a postulated *nav-agos -
cJ 
"dri ving a ship. 11 The -~ - is 
u 
weakened to -i-£2-l. Compare 
- WH II, 148. 
Denominative from 2 • .!Y!'!!!. - t'cud-
chewing mouth or throat" by way of 
*rUmno-l. Compare rUmo-1, from 
_v 
rumino by S - WH II, 450 under 
2. rUina. 
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Rule 26 - C-Pattern - First Conjugation 
Exceptions (continued) 
_ u 
roboro 
_ cJ 
semino 
_ v 
sibilo 
Second Conjugation 
_ _ \1 
Denominative from robus, roboris -
v 
"oak" I with R, related to ruber, 
_ oJ 
robigo (compare 
J AI' ~ f v V"ffJ $ ), the -0- of robus 
being dialectical - WH II, 483. 
_ _ u 
Denominative from semen, seminis 
<:*se-. The same root yields 
s:ro-3 - "SOW " <*se- or better 
v _ 
*s91-), rho·tac1zed from *s1-so -
., 
WH II, 512 and 522 under 1. sero. 
Denominative from s1bilus < *sui -
I 
a II sound-word" i Compare ~<5 c..v 
WH II, 531-532. 
v v 
The only e;;~ct. aple is: misereor. 
There are no exceptions. 
Third Conjugation 
~ '" u \I The only examples are: neglego, per1mg_ 
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Rule 26 - C-Pa"ttern - 'rrhird Conjugation (continued) 
The only exception is: 
- .., divido 
Fourth Conjugation 
v 
Compare viduus - "empty" 1 
I 
"widow" i .,; - ;'0[0 S 
\I 
vidua -
"unmarried. II Source of all is IE 
*uidheuo- "separated." Thus 
WH I, ~59i and II, 785-786 under 
v1duus. The prefix ~- <. dis i di 
II 
before -c - WH I, 354 under dis-. 
The only example is: tI U sepelio. 
There are no exceptions. 
Rule 26a. Only a few trisyllabic verb-stems occur in the first 
and third conjugations. These show pattern 
variations in the quantities of the first three 
syllables. All examples are analyzed here. 
First Conjugation 
_ v " 
debilito 
mostly compounds, with the first syllable 
long and the antepenult long or short. 
_ v OJ 
Denominative from debi1itas 
< deb1lis with weakened vowel 
<*de-b;l-iS - "weakened. 1I 
Compare t.~ AT/f.c.)V - "better" and 
) I 
tt - !it A T~f()5 - "not stronger1 
simple. II - WH I, 326-327. 
Rule 26a - First Conjugation 
E}~amples (continued) 
_ " v 
munifico 
II v 
sollicito 
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- cJ Like considero-l, compounded of 
prefix de- and a denominative 
- - v 
verbal from sidus, sideris. 
WH I, 263-264 suggests that both 
verbs derive from the mariners' 
and/or augurs' practice of ~on-
sulting the stars. 
Compounded of munia - "gift" with 
DR (*me i - "exchange" -
WH I, 254-255 under cOmmUnis1 and 
-fico-l < -fex, ficis < fa"cio-3. 
.. v 
In effect, munifico-l is a 
... 
denominative from mUnifex -
oJ 
WB I, 440-444 under facio. This 
word 1s treated on page ~. 
Formed from the perfect participle 
" t.J 
solli-citus - "completely a:r.oused,' 
itself compounded of sollus -
"totus - whole" and the perfect 
t.J 
partiCiple -citus cieo-2 -WI! II, 

Rule 26a - Third Conjugaotion 
Ey.amples (continued) 
v II -proficiscor 
OJ " -reminiscor 
oJ oJ _ 
sterilesco 
226 
... 
Deverbal from Eroficio-3 < pre + 
t.I facio with inChoative suffix 
-.1sco {r} - °hl'I1 I, 440-,i11 under 
u facio. 
u v 
Formation related to memini 
< t.I oJ ' *me-mon-ai7 com;.:>a re /" ~ D VA 
"desire." Root is *men - "think." 
v 
The prefix ~- and L~e suffix 
-rsco{r) surround the short-grade 
vowel-stem: -mi'n- <*men -
WH II, 65-67. 
u v 
Denominative from sterilis, of 
- "unfruitful" are cognates -
WH II, 589-590. 
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Rule 26b. In their primary tenses, monosyllabic vowel-stem 
verbs require special analysis because their stem-
vowels coincide with,anq!or assume the function and 
(usually) the quantity of, the regular thematic vowels 
of the several conjugations. Thoroughness, therefore, 
seems to demand consideration of the stem-vowel 
quantity of these verbs where it is pertinent. 
In their primary tenses, indicative, subjunctive I 
infinitive and imperative, monosyllabic vowel-stem verbs show 
the following patterns in stem-vowel quantities: 
(1) the stem-vowel is long "by na ture" 
a - in the second person singular active: stas, 
b - in all verb forms, active and passivs, of more 
than one syllable: 
stamus stemus stabam stare state 
statis starem 
Of for, the relevant forms are: 
fatur 
(2) the stem-vowel is short in the third person singular 
active of the indicative and subjunctive and in the 
first person singular of the present subjunctive: 
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Rule 26b (continued) 
(3) the final -Q of the firs-t person singular, present 
indicative, active and passive, is generally con-
sidered common: st&, f6r. 32 
The following monosyllabic vowel-stem verbs observe the patterns 
illustrated above, wherever they ha,re the relevant forms. These 
verbs are listed in their present infinitive forms: 
First Conjugation: nare, flare. 
u 
Second Conjugation: flere, nere (sew), (re)plere, reri. 
Fourth Conj uga tion: (ac) eire, (ne) quire, scire. 
It is important to remember, however, that the stem-vowel is 
short in verbs of the second and fourth conjugations whenever it 
precedes a thematic vowel: 
u v ~ 
e.g. fleam, (ne) qucam, sciam. 
Exceptional stem-vowel quantities occur in some forms of two 
important verbs: 
" Firsc Conjugation ~ and it.s compounds has: 
<I 
damus 
.. 
dabam '" dare 
" 
... oJ oJ 
datis Clabo darem datur 
32Lat1n Versification, L. T. Butler, S. J. (Allyn and 
Bacon, New York, 1917), p. 19. 
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pXllo 26b (continuec~) 
Third Conjugation - in the simple tense[) of 'the inlicative, 
subjunctive, infinitive and imperative, the 
stem-vowel of (con) dere (and its other 
compounds) coincides with and/or assumes the 
function and quan'ci t,y (long or short) of the 
regular thematic vowel of the third conju-
gation. Thus 
(1) the stem-vowel is short in the present indicative, 
imperative, infinitive and in ti1e latter's 
(derivative) imperfect subjunctive: 
" (con) dis " -dimus " (con) de 
v 
" 
v 
-dit -ditis -dite 
\J 
-de rem 
(2) the stem-vowel (i.e., the thematic vowel) is long 
in the imperfect indicative: 
(con)de'bam. 
(3) the stem-vowel is variously long or short in 'the 
future indicative and present subjunctive according 
to the n~les of final syllables in the singular 
forms: and in the first and second persons plural 
according to dle regular conjugational principles of 
the thema tic vowel. Thus 
(con) dam 
\I 
-det 
-demus -CIamus 
II 
-dat -datis 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
PART TWO 
(THE PERFECT-TENSE AND SUPINE/P7\ST PARTICIPLE STEMS 
OF THE VERBS) 



Rule 28. Present tense consonant-stems suffixing consonantal -y 
(or retaining it from the iJrcsent a-tern) to form their 
perfect stems and -~ to form their supine/past parti-
ciple stems likewise show a leng-thened stem-vowel in 
the latter forms. 
~-Pattern - verbs retaining the identical present-tense stem-
vO'Wel. 
First Type - verbs of the first and second conjugations whose 
present tense stem-vowel is short and whose stem-
ending is (also) consonantal -y: 
First Con1ugation - only two examples occur: 
oJ 
-juVi -jutum (ad) juvo 
( " -j uva -i:urus) 
u lavo (1 & 3) lavi lautum > lotum in 
vulgar speech -
vlli I, 773-775. 
(lava tum) 
Second Conjugst!:on - all examples are listed here: 
a. 
cavi caveo (cautum) 
" faveo favi (faut~) 
01 foveo fovi "-t 35 ;co~um 
" movi moveo _ <.. v u motum *mou i tum 
VIi th CL after S 
-
WH II, 116. 
35 - ( Fotum, although not explicitly analyzed by WH in 
I, 466-467, under favilla), nevertheless seems to derive by 
contraction with CL from *fovetom like votum .( *vQvetum. Jutum 
1s not mentioned at all under iuvo (~I I, 736-737). The 
development seems to be this: Jlltum ~ juvtum 'With CL. 
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Rule 28 - A-Pattern - First Type - Second Conjugation 
Examples (continued) 
IJ paveo 
" voveo 
pavi 
vOVi vOtum < *~v~tum -
with CL after S -
WB II, 837. 
second Type - Third Conjugation verbs whose present tense stem-
vowel is (also) long (by position and/or "by 
nature") • 
-cresco crivi 
(de) cerno I... *cr1no -crivi 
WH I, 205-206 
niscor ... - .... -.. 
nos co novi 
pisco pi vi 
(ad) scisco 
-acrvi 
v 
spray! .perno 
Here also belongs one dis syllabic 
(ob) li vis cor < probably 
* (ob) 11veo <. levis-
"smooth" 
ere tum 
-cretum 
riitus (sum) 
no tum 
(pas turn) 
-sci tum 
spretus 
present-tense stem: 
(ob) 11tus _" 
(*(ob)livitus 
with S. 
Rule 28 (continued) 
a-Pattern - verbs varying the stem-vowel in the perfect-tense 
anq/or supine/past participle stems. 
There are no examples in the first and second 
conj uga tions • 
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r.bird Conjugat10n - w1t~h the perfect-tense stem-vowel long and 
- the supine/past part1c1ple stem-vowel 
generally short. 
(cog) nos co -no vi v -n1tum 
v 
1100 ... levi litum 
llv1- WB I,807-808 
... (linu1) 
() 
sev1 v sero sa tum 
(seru1) 
(con) sero .. (-sev1) -situm 
v 
stv1 u sino s1tum 
U Col () ... (pano 
<*pO + ... posui pos1tum) <*pozno s1no 'With S and CL WH II, 335-336 
() -posiv1 
II 
sterno I _ 
COmpare (f" T 0 f Y~ , 
stravi stratus 
- WH II, .2.2.Q.-59l.) rrrfwTo's 
oJ 
tero tr1vi tritum 
<ProbablY *tre1, *tr1- WB I1,672-673. 
Fourth con1ugat1on - only one example occurs: 
- ... (de) 11nio ... 
-litum 
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RUle 29. Some present-tense consonantal-stems form their perfec 
tense stems without suffix, but simply by lengthening 
the stem-vowel. Some of these, however, suffix -~ or 
-t (with consonantal assimilation or loss) in the 
supine/past participle forms. 
A-Class - with the identical stem-vowel throughout. 
First Conjugation - there are no examples. 
-
Second Con1ugation 
" sedeo 
~ (dis)sideo 
\I 
video 
Third Con1ugation 
cI 
emo 
CI U (red) 1mo 
" lego 
v (col) ligo 
1.1 (odium) 
II 
scabe 
sedi 
-sidi 
edi 
emi 
-imi 
legi 
-legi 
adi 
scaDi 
(sessum) 
(se.sum) 
visum 
esum 
(emptum) 
(-emptum) 
(lectum) 
(-lectum) 
(per)osus 
TWo exceptions suffix -8 (with consonantal loss) in the perfect 
and supine/past participle: 
- ... (di)vido --visi --visum 
-JIlitto mist (missus) 
RUle 29 - A-Class (continued) 
gourth Con1ugation - there is only one example: 
" venio veni (ventum) 
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a-Class - with or without vowel variation in the several forms. 
Only the third conjugation and the -i2 verbs provide 
examples, all of whiCh are here listed: 
Third Con1ugation 
'" 8g0 igt (actum) 
One exception shows the present tense stem-vowel long: 
" -co-egi " co-actum - WH I, 242. 
-io verbs 
~ 
capio capi (captum) 
-cepi (-ceptum) - ... (de) cipio 
" facio fect (factum) 
_ u 
(de) ficio -feci (-fectum) 
fadi (fossum) II fodio 
fugt 
" oJ _ (fugiturus) v fugio 
jeci (jactum) v jacio 
v .. (ad) tcio -jeci (-jectum) 
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Rule 30. A few nasalized consonantal present-tense stems have 
simplified (i.e. non-nasalized) perfect and supine/past 
participle forms whose stem-vowels are long- The 
fourth principal part suffiXes -~ (twice with con-
sonantal loss) or -t. All examples belong to the third 
conjugation and are listed here: 
A-Pattern - with the identical stem-vowel throughout _ 
frendo (frisum) (frensum) 
oJ fusum fun do fudi 
... 
linquo liqu1 (-lictum) 
" rUpi (ruptum) rumpo 
.. (victum) vinco vici 
Exceptions show the perfect tense stem-vowel short ("by nature"). 
(in) cUmbo 
u 
scindo 
v 
findo 
OJ (-cubul) 
scid! <. earlier 
'*sclcrd1 -
WH II, ill,-494. 
V fJ (-cubitum) 
fidi Z '*flf1d1 - (fissum) 
WH I, 500-501 
B-Pattern - with stem-vowel variation in the forms. 
v frango 
fJ pango 
oJ (com)pingo 
frigi (fractum) 
fragenda occurs in 
Georgics II, 400. 
pegi (pactum) 
" u (pep1gi) - WH II, 245-246. 
(pactum) 
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Rule 31. Third conjugation vowel-stems (ending in -~ in the 
present indicative first person singular) retain, in 
the perfect tense, the short stem-vowel of the present, 
but lengthen it before the supine/past participle 
suffix -t. All examples are listed here. 
l~o lui36 u U (luiturus) 
_ oJ 
u 
-lutum (di)luo -lui 
v (pol) luo \I -lui -lutum 
(ab)nuo -nui36 -nutum 
oJ ., 
sputum spuo spui 
oj 
'" autum suo sui 
01 
" -utum (ind)uo -ui 
Here also belong two apparent exceptions: 
solvo <: *s~ + luo - (solvi) 
u _ 
solutum 
WH I, 834-835 under 
2. !.Y.2.. 
volvo <. originally (vol vi) 
'" " trisyllabic: *voluo 
tJ -
vo lu tum 
- WH II, 832. 
One exception occurs, \.vhose supine stem-vowel is short: 
(ob) rUo '" -rui II -rutum 
36Quite unexpected (and not used by Horace or Virgil) is 
WH's quantification of lui <earlier lui (I, 834-835 under 
2. luo; and nui - II, 189-'190 under!lYQ.. They also quantify as 
common the stem-vo''iel of rutum - II, 453 under 1. E.!!Q.. (See 
a"love) • 
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Rule 32. Monosyllabic vowel-stem and consonant-stem verbs show 
a short stem-vowel in their reduplicated perfect-tense 
stems (as well as in their supine and past participle 
stems where the latter are relevant). All examples 
are listed here. 
~-Pattern - vowel-stem verbs (occurring only in the first, second 
and third conjugations). 
first Con1ugation 
do 
oJ 
steti stc 
Second Con1ugation 
reor 
v datum 
oJ 
statum 
(staturus) 
ratus (sum) 
one exception has an alternate supine/past participial form with 
long stem-vowell 
tueor 
lb~rd Con j usa t~aOn - occasionally wi t'h 
last two forms. 
v II 
bibo bibi 
" (ab) do 
-didi 
oJ (con) sisto -stiti 
Exceptions show the supine stem-vowel 
'" 
oJ '" cado cecidi 
~ 
-cidi '" (oc) cido 
vowel 
long: 
t~itus: < tutatus 
with contraction 
and CL. 
variation in the 
~ 
'" (bibi turus) 
tJ 
-ditum 
'" 
-stitum 
(casurus) 
_ < v -cas~ *cad-sum 
*cad-tum. See 
Buck, 2E.. cit. I 
or 
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Rule 32 (continued) 
B-Pattern - consonant-stem verbs (occurring only in the third 
conj uga tion) • 
First Type - nasalized and with the stem-vowel long by position 
in the present-tense and the supine/past participle 
stems: but s:l.mplif1ed (i.e. non'-nasalized) in the 
perfect tense stems, sometimes with v,. ~I/el variation. 
-_ ... _-
1/ pango 
... pungo 
" tango 
tJ (at) tingo 
iii \IIi' 
memini 
" oJ peJ2,igi (pactum) 
-pegi in compounds 
oJ " pupugi (punctum) 
(tactum) 
v 
-tigi 
One exception shows the stem-vowel long "by naturel! in the supine 
and past participle stem with, and by reason of, consonantal 
lossl 
oJ 
tun do 
" ~ (re) tundo 
.. U 
tutudi 
tu(n)si -
WH II, 716-717 
u 
-tudi 
tusum 
tu(n) sum 
-tusum 
Second Type - with the present tense and supine/past participle 
stem-vowel long by position an.d occasionally 
varied in thE: tt..ree forms. 
-
oJ v 
disco didici 
(per) cello v -culi (-culsum) 
analogous to -puli - WH I, 225-226) 
pello v v pepuli (pulsum) 
Rule 32 - B-Pattern 
second Type (continued) 
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one exception shows the supine/past participle stem-vowel long 
"by nature. U 
tollo (sus)tuli (sub)latum 
tUli (perfect of defective fero) 
(OL tulo *te-tuli 
-
litus < *t 'l~tos 
with CL. (abbreviated above -
WH II, .2§,i-689). 
One most unusual exception retains, in the reduplicated perfect-
tense and supine stems, the long ("by nature") ste~vowel of the 
present tense: 
pedo v -pepedi " peditum 
~peZdo with CL. , compare;1 dtw "stink" <. *bzd - with S7 j3 tJ t ).. (.) fO/S - WH II, 273-274 under 1. pido. 
One exception presents two supine forms, of whiCh one is the 
syncopated form of the others 
" alo (alul) altum 
CI U 
ali tum - WH I, 3.1-32. 
u (co)alesec tJ (-alui) t,I " -alitum 
Third Type - with the present-tense stem-vowel short, the supine/ 
past participle stem-vowel long by position, and 
varied in the perfect tense. 
u 
cano 
v 
pario 
v u (re) perio 
v .. peperi 
rep (p)eri 
(cantum) 
(partum) 
(-pertum) 
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Rule 33. A few consonant-stem verbs (mostly intransitive and of 
the second and third conjugations) I lacking a supin .. ; 
(anq/or past participle), build a future active parti-
ciple on an assumed (and regularly formed) supine stem. 
The future participle retains the stem-vowel quantity 
(long or short) of the present-tense and (assumed) 
supine forms. 
second Conjugation 
-
caleo 
" careo 
cJ 
nOceo 
pareo (obey) 
(ad) pareo (appear) 
v placeo 
v taceo 
<J 
valeo 
U ... IJ '" (calitum) caliturus 
... ... (car1tum) '" u cariturus 
... ... (do11tum) cJ .., do Ii turus 
v cJ 
nocitum (est) '" '" nociturus 
- .., (par1tum) 
_ v 
pariturus 
- ... (paritum) - .... pariturus 
.. u U IJ 
placitum placiturus 
v " (tacitum) u v taciturus 
u cJ (valitum) .. v valiturus 
Third and Fourth Conjugation and -io. Verb,S 
... 
fugio 
v jacio 
'" morior 
&I 
orior 
'" 1-'ario 
.. U (fugitum) ... ... fugiturus 
" .., (jacitum) v v jaciturus 
jactum 'With s 
u ~ v v (moritum) morit'.lrus 
mortuus (sum) with s 
u ~ v ~ (oritum) oriturus 
ortus (sum) with s 
&) v (paritum) IJ V pariturus 
partum with S 
l 
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Rule 33 (continued) 
TWo exceptions in the first conjugation build the future parti-
ciple not on the given supine, but on an assumed one, 
II irregularly" formed: 
v (juvatum) IJ - -juVO juvaturus 
jutum with CL juturus 
v (sonatum) ~ - -sono sonaturus 
son~tum 
CHAPTER NINE 
CONCLUSIONS 
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It is now the task of this last chapter to collate and 
summarize, as far as possible, the conclusions suggested by the 
patterns and analyses of the preceding chapters. 
Comparison of the preceding thirty-three rules discovers 
common quantitative patterns recurring among the nouns and 
adjectives of the five declensions which make it possible to 
subsume several rules under one or more patterns. When to these 
are joined Rule One (concerning the quantity of initial-vowel 
stems) and Rules 2S and 26 (concerning the vowel-quantity of 
verbs in their present and perfect tense and supine/past 
participle stems), most of the thirty-three original rules can 
be reduce~ to eight general principles which control the great 
majority of words 37 studied in the preceding chapters. 
It should be helpful, therefore, to list these general 
prinCiples or conclusions before subjecting them to further 
analysis. They are as follows: 
37 The eight principles do not include the rules which 
attempt to regularize quadrisyllab1c and quinquesyllablc nouns 
and adj ect1 ves. Nor do they include rules (marked a, b, c sub-
jOined to arabic numerals) which treat special types of words. 
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I - The stem-vowels .I., .!., 1., .2 and y. are short when 
38 
initial, and evan when preceded by the letter 
38 h or i. 
This principle is equally valid for nouns, 
adjectives and verbs (together with their deriva-
tives). u V y Some examples are abies, habeo-2, 1doneus, 
., ... 
ocellus, juba. 
Important exceptions occur in all these 
classifications, but hardly such as to nullify the 
value of the principle. 
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II - Monosyllabic imparisyllables show the stem-vowel 
long in the nominative case, but sometimes long, 
sometimes short, in the genitive case. 
Because of its ambivalence in the genitive-case 
forms, this principle is hard to summarize and to 
illustrate. 
0.1 V _ \J 
Except for vir, viri; spes, !EA! and 
_ v 
~, re1, all illustrations are provided by the 
third declension. cOs, cotisJ sCl, solis, as agains 
.e2.!., bovls (and AAPs, a8piSl ~, c~CiS). 39 
Third declension adjectives, however, are 
exceptional to the principle stated above, showing 
a short stem-vowel both in the nominative and 
genitive cases: 
yet dis, ditis, par, pAriSI and plus, pluris occur 
for etymological reasons. 40 
39Rule 4 with its various patterns. 
40aul e 17. 
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III - D!ssyllabic parisyllables show tile stem-vowel long. 
This is borne out in nouns of declensions one, 
two, three, as, for instance, in baca1 clavus, 
donum: 41 biliS, rete. 42 Moreover, although the 
nouns native to the fourth declension have a short 
.; .., 
stem-vowel (as 1n domus, qelu), yet the vast 
of nouns in this category are supine derivatives wi 
th3 stem-vowel long, as in casus, flatus. 43 
Adjectives likewise follow this principle, as 
in blmus, -A, _.Ym.44 and CAg) c11vls, _~. 45 
Exceptions occur in a few second declension 
nouns and adjectives whose nominative singular ends 
v 
in -~: ... " oJ v 46 caper and macer. But the pattern is so 
regular as to include also a few third declens :i.on 
" u 
adjectives with the same termination: celer, 
4lRule 2. 
42Rule 5. 
43Ru1e 11 together with its exceptions. 
44Rule 15. 
45Rule 18. 
46Rules 15 aL ~ 15a, respectively. 
{~J gener. 47 Besides these, some very common 
adjectives of the first three declensions violate 
the principle: bOnps, ma1uS148 br~vis, gravis. 49 
47Rule 19. 
48see exceptions under Rule 15. 
49see exceptions under Rule 18. 
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'" 'I 
1,1:1 
I' 
II! 
il Ii, 
,I 
',I 
:1
1 
'il!l, 
Ii ,I 
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IV - Dissyllabic imparisyllables show the stem-vowel shor~ 
regardless of the form or quantity (long by position 
or "by nature," or short) of the genitive case penul 
The BIOst numerous examples occur in the nouns 
and adjectives of the third declension, such as 
.. V' v'" (nouns) 91gas (q1gantis), £Alor, ceres and 
v v \,I v 50 (adjectives) decens, Qa) color, bilix. Here also 
belong a few adjectives of the first and second 
... &I v \,I 51 declenSions, like bifer, bifera. 
A significant number of third declension nouns 
oj 
whlch suffix -1I!D., -minis regularly show the stem-
- .... 
vowel long: for instance, {gJJV crimen, -criminis. 
(I &I (0 " (Only columen and teqimen (trisyllable impari-
syllables) violate this rule).52 
If viewed in their genitive case (singular) 
form, these imparisyllables show the same patterns 
as the following (v infra) trisyllabic parisyllables 
the stem-vowel is short, regardless of the form or 
quantity of the genitive case penult. 
50See Rule 8 in its various patterns and types, and 
Rule 19 (for adjectives). 
51See Rule l5a. 
52 
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v - Trisyllabic parisyllables show the stem-vowel short. 
Among the nouns, this principle finds a very 
large number of illustrations, especially in the 
first three declensions: c~milla, camelus, crsium,S3 
... " - v v 54 palumbes, canalis, steropes. 
Nouns of the fourth declension also exemplify 
u v 
the principle: crepitus. But about half, mostly 
supine deverbals, show the stem-vowel long. Such 
- - 55 is balatus. 
The principle is also prolific in adjectives of 
v " -the first three declensions: ben i gnus , canorus, 
u oJ CI.. 56 v <I - oJ ... 
bibulus, bivius: forensis, anilis, agilis, 
ala"'cer. 57 
Exceptional adjectival types are frequently 
derived from dissyllabic noun and adjectives stems 
and regularly suffbc -alis .. elis: crinalis, 
crude1is. 58 
53Rule 3 with i'ts various patterns. 
54Rule 6 'With its various patterns. 
55Rule 12, together with its exceptions. 
56Rule 16, with its various patterns. 
57Ru1e 20, with its various patterns and types. 
58Rule 20a. 
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VI - Trisyllabic ~parisyllables show the stem-vowel short 
These are third declension nouns, with a few 
OJ 
examples in the fourth declension: potestas , 
oJ 
oJ - 1.1 - oJ U 59 ... oJ 60 
cadaver, )?a la tro , dicio1 and facies. 
A few third declension adjectives also 
illustrate the principle: 
V <J c) U 61 
10cUples, meliOr. 
If, again, viewed in their nominative case 
(singular) form, these imparisyllables are likewise 
reducible in pattern to the preceding trisyllabic 
parisyllables. There is a particularly noteworthy 
.,,,, U 1.1 .... U 
pa ttern-resemhlance in: casia, clipeus, cis!ym and 
grcto 62 (as well as in the verb forms: man!s>, 
CJ U C) ... 63 
morior-3, caPio, ). 
59Rule 9 and its various patterns and types. 
60Rule 13. 
61Rule 21. 
62see under conclusion IV preceding_ 
63see below, page 255, under conclusion of the verb 
syntheses. 
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VII - In their present-tense stems, verbs (both mono-
syllabic and dis syllabic in stem) show the stem--
vowel short. 
It is interesting that this principle embraces 
only two rules in the body of the text, namely, 
Rules 25 and 26. It receives abundant illustration 
from the four conjugatlons and the -1& verbs: CI cavo 
V oJ '" V oJ 
and <ssm> cl110 r £a leo 7 ~ and futuo r W perio; 
capiO - for monosyllabic verb-stems1 64 cOrusco, 
cOrOna, bllt~ro - for dissyllabic verb-steme. G5 
Exceptions are very numerous, but they are in 
great part derlvatives from dissyl1abic nouns and 
adjectives ShOWl (above in Conclusion II) to have 
long stem-vowels according to their own principles. 
G4Ru1e 25 with its analyses of the verbs of the four 
conjugations and the -12 verbs. 
65Ru~.e 26 with its patterns. 
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VIII - In their perfect tense and supine/past participle 
stems, verbs show the stem-vowel long. 
Illustrations are abundantly supplied from the 
four conjugations and the -io verbs: 66 
v 
-juvi -jutum (ad-juvo) 
v 
fovi (foveo) fotum 
(cresco) crevi cretum 
... 
-(edo) edi esum 
oJ 
fudi fusum (fundol 
" veni (ventum) (venio) 
v (capio) capi (captum) 
Some exceptions occur with the perfect-tense 
stem-vowel shor:: before another vowelc 67 (luo-3) , 
v _ 
lui, -lutum, or with supine stem-vowel short: 
.. (cog-nosco), -novi, -nitum. 
66Rules 28, 29 and 30, with their patterns and types in 
the conjugations. 
67 Rule 31. 
68 
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More important exceptions occur in reduplicated 
perfects (and occasionally supines) whose stem-vowel 
is short: 68 
(do) v dedi 
v 
datum 
(pango) .., IJ pepigi (pactum) 
Rule 32 with its patterns and types. 
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The preceding reduction of the rules to eight basic 
patterns is perhaps suffiCient evidence that the vocabulary of 
Virgil and Horace is amenable to classification, at least as 
regards the stem-vowel quantities of very many of the nouns, 
adjectives and verbs whiCh they employ. 
, I . 
Indeed, the vast majority of their nouns and adjectives , I , . 'I 
are dis syllabic and trisyllabic, and if the latter term is 
allowed to assume to itself dissyllabic and trisyllabic impari-
syllables, as suggested above, then four of the eight basic 
patterns are further reducible to two, which state that 
(1) d1ssyllables show the stem-vowel long and (2) trisyllables 
show the stem-vowel (antepenults) short. 
Similarly I two basi"! patterns (corresponding to the two 
rules stated in Chapter Eight) adequately describe the stem-
vowel quantities of verb-stems in their simple and perfect 
tense and supine/past participial forms: namely, that (1) the 
s1mple (present) tense stem-vowel is short and (2) the perfect-
tense and supine/past participial stem-vowels are long. 
Granted these two reductions (from thirty-three to 
eight7 and six of the eight to the four above-mentioned), there 
1s some warrant to conclude that s1x principles control the 
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stem-vowel quantities of the nouns, adjectives and verbs used by 
two of Rome's most prolific versifiers. 
The number of exceptions to these six basic patterns is, 
of course, formidable. Yet, that even many of these are not 
beyond rationalization (especially where it is necessary to 
explain a long stem-vowel when the rule calls for a short), has 
been shown by the etymological analyses in the preceding 
chapters. 
The most common reasons assigned for the long stem-
vowel where a short is expected have been the following: 69 
(1) diphthongal resolution (archaic moenus > mHnUS1 
quaero> (r~) quiro. 
(2) compensating lelgthening following consonantal losS 
(traps + *ml-t- > trimes, tramltisJ trans + n2 » 
txino-l. 
(3) compensating lengthening coupled with syncope 
(*fove-m- fomes, fOmit1s1 *vovetom votum. V,", > __ v .... > 
69In a few instances, even the comprehensi va scholarship 
of Walde-Hofmann and their fellow-researchers hesitates with 
etymological uncertainty (as in fUnus - I, 568-569 - and frlqus, Irros - I, 547-548.) 
(4) deverbalization with retention of the long stem-
vowel (clamo [< calo-l, as in 
/(, - ~A; -v..{-'w]> clamor. 
(5) denominalization with retention of the long stem-
vo\'el (lydus [ <. OL 101dos ] > liido-3; 70 c1vis 
r < OL ceivis as in /(EYU4l.] > £ivilis. 
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On the other hand, rationalization or explanatlon of a 
short stem-vowel where the rule calls for a long is a more 
challenging task. Some litt.le help thereto is available from 
severa 1 sources which mus t, nevertheless, be used with much 
caution I 
7°Another aid is available in verb-st.udy whlch is only 
slightly referred to in Chapter Elghtl namely, the principle 
that verbs suffixing the aorlst-A normally have the present-
tense stem-vowel long_ These examples will suffice for many _ _ v 
others: luceo-~1 duco-dux1. An exception is teqo-~. 
Contrariwise, verbs whose perfect tenses suffix -iv-, -ul-, -iv-
generally show the present (and ~rfect) tense stem-vowel short. • 
., ., - .... v'" v u-Examples are £I,Y2.-cavayi1 caleo-911ui1 ~-petixJ.. But the 
latter principle should subserve Rule 25. 
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(1) Greek loanwords: V / v I A. 010 j - chorus; Itp.", T"ff - crater. 
(2) Greek cognates: JtAt>1 _. dOlus; v/cr)or - n~VUSI 
_ brevis. 71 
I '" / 
/( f..) tAj VI K'v V C> 5 '" vk I 
- £anis i (8fet (J S 
(3) deverbals (when derived from, or concurrently built 
v 
on the same root as, the present-tense stems): vaQOt'l 
c) u v 
yagus; tyqjlo; f:gcm. 
(4) denominatives: _... o. oJ v V ~, pedis: pedum7 forest ~)foris. 
Not included in the preceding reductions are the rules 
describing (1) monosyllabic impar:.syllables (nouns and adj ecti ves 
of the third declension), (2) quadrisyllabic and quinquesyllabic 
parisyllables (nouns and adjectives of the first, second and 
third declensions) and imparisyllables (nouns of the third and 
fifth declensions), and (3) monosyllabic vowel-stem verbs. 
Although not amenable to more simple reduction, the 
cumulative number of these recalcitrant words and patterns does 
not seem large enough to impair the value of the preceding 
71eaut1on 1s necessary here since Greek cognates, like 
Latin words, may show the same root with a long or a short 
stem-vowel. The perfect parallel, with shifting vowel sequence 
is shown in: fldo-3, fldus: fides, fldeljls and 7Ttc'ew1 
V1./()05 -., -011': rTeV &auv rJ 5, Compare also gnosCO-3 and 
.!lQ.:9l. I I 
i'l I 
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reduced classifications. Moreover, certain etymological 
principles can be invoked, at times, to help standardize even 
the irregularities. 
(1) In the analysis of monosyllabic imparisyllables,72 
recourse to the following methods have been of some help: 
(a) Greek cognate forms: ;10: S I ;So ({")0'5 bOs, 
oJ 
bovis. 
(b) Classification of deverbal nouns in -~ with 
lengthened stem-vowel as in (lex) legis, (rex) 
- ~ u u 
regis, (vox) vOcis: lego, rago I ]2£2.. 
(c) Nominative-case consonantal loss: " .£2.£ (d) , 
u _ <.J 
fel (n-), J?a£ W, paris. 
(2) Quadrisyllabic and quinque syllabic nouns and/or 
adjectives of the first, second73 and third declensions74 are 
structurally of two kinds: they are either prefixed compounds 
(whose second element is rarely found in simple form and the 
vowel of whose initial syllable therefore becomes the "ad hoc" 
stem-vowel) or suffixed compounds (whose first element consists 
72Rules 4 and 17 with exceptions. 
73Rules 3&-f and 16a-f. 
74Rules 10 (nouns) and 22, 23, 24 (adjectives). 
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of 1 stem with vowel-quantity usually discoverable from 
principles heretofore explained). 
These two facts suggt~~ the chief methods available for 
determining the stem-vowel quantity of words in these categories1 
namely, 
(a) the vowel-quantity of the prefixes (usually long 
by position or "by nature") : - '" &I - _ ""' deliciae, d1ludtwm, 
_u v"'_v vV-oJ _c)\J 
cont'lgium, retinacul\U!1, redimiculup17 eqelldus 1 
_ .,j v _ 
semipu ta tus • 
(b) retention (as 101g or short) of the stem-vowel 
quantity of the derivative source-word: 75 
Cf.1dus) > ffducus > fiducia t v1num > vinar1us 1 
.; > t) - ... v V ... > v v_ canis canicula7 ceres, cerer1s ce;ealis7 
m1ror-l> miribi11S 1 g~n~ro-l > 9~n~ratorr 
gu~ror-3 > gu;r1-mO"nia 7 (V!g110-l) > v1911ans> 
u v _ > _ v_ v > 
viqilantiar £Ali90 caliginoSUS7 (valeo-2) 
v _ _ u __ 
yaletudo, yaletudinis. 
75W1th rare exceptions (as when various derivatives build 
now on an aboriginal long, now on a short, stem-vowel - fides 
fldelis: f1do-3 > fidus, foedus), this method solves stem-vowel 
quantity problems of most words of more than three syllables. 
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(c) Greek loanwords retaini:,g the vowel-quantities 
'" _ _ t.I 
of the Greek: tYw vw 77Et () Y - conop}fW1 
J( w~ ~d{~ - comoed1a: Jrl'>A c> /('~(Tc'4. -
V oJ _ 
co10casia. 
Likewise, in ~~e analysis of quadrisyllabic imparisy11ab1es 
(nouns of the third and fifth dec1ensions76), the methods just 
suggested are again serviceable: namely, 
(d) the vowel-quantity of prefixes (usually long by 
_ ., cJ _.. r.J 
position or Itby nature"): semi-homor pro-gen;1es, 
(e) retention (as long or short) of the stem-vowel 
quantity of the derivative source-word: 
valeo-v~lerl > vlletudo: canus > canities. 
(3) The problem of analyzing monosyllabic vowel-stem 
verbs77 is perhaps best resolved by reference to: 
(a) the quantita;.:ive rules for final syllables: 
1 - long are final -as, -es: staS, stes. 
2 - long are monosyllabic imperatives, second 
personal singular: 
- Col _ 
~, {re)ple (except in 
'" the third ~""njugation: (con) de.) 
76R~les 10 and 14. 
77'Dn1. ?hh 
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v 
" 
v () .., 
3 
-
short are final -at, -at, -.!!],: stat, ~, 
v 
~. 
'" 
4 
-
cornman a:.._ final -0 <.!:.) : J!:!:.Q., for. 
(b) the principle that d1ssyllabic forms have the 
stem-vowel long: stamuB, stibam, starem. 
" .... 
The two exceptions remaining are d§-~ and 
\,I 
_ oJ 
(can) do-dere, whose treatment in the text is 
adequate. 
In spite of the large nunwer of exceptions discovered 
and analyzed under the various rules, definite patterns of 
stem-vowel quantity do seem to emerge from the study of the 
nouns, adjectives and verbs in the vocabulary of Virgil and 
Horace. Indeed, given the fact that all of Virgil's work. and 
that of Horace, exclusively of the Odes, was written in the 
dactyliC hexameter, it should have been anteriorly possible to 
surmise that such would be the case. For versification, 
especially when quantitatively measured, is impossible unless 
large numbers of words fall into the same, or similar, patterns. 
The purpoL. ~ of this study, as intimated in the intro-
ductory chapter, was practical, rather than theoretical: it 
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sought to establish (almost ·visual) nor: is whereby the stem-vowel 
quantity of certain words could be immediately determined. But 
theory was necessarily invoked when the analysis of exceptions 
required the help of etymology. No doubt, this is only proper: 
no Latin (or Greek) scholar can be ignorant of, or ignore I the 
history of his language. Perhaps the present effort will prove 
to be worthwhile, even if it Will have aChieved nothing more than 
to underscore this fa ct ~ 
Appendix A 
Further Illustrations of Rule 1 in Chapter Two 
(Stem-vowel is initial letter) 
, 
l 
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RUle 1. Further illustrations. Nouns, adjectives, and verbs are 
indiscriminately listed in alphabetical sequence. 
~ II oJ 
a- ha-, JA- in1tial 
- ' 
'" abies a damantinus alumna 
acanthus aditus alumnus 
acerbo-l ador amabi11s 
acerbus adoreu8 amaracus 
acernus, a, urn adulescens amarantus 
acerra adulter amaror-l 
acervus adyturn amaror-l 
acesco-3 aenus amarus 
acetum agaso, onis amator 
acidus agellus amellus 
acies ager ames, itis 
aCinaces, is agi11s amicio-4 
acinum, i ago-3 amicitia 
acinum, i ag1to-l amiculus 
acipenser alabaster amicus 
aconitum alacer amo-l 
acumen alienus amoenus 
acuo-3 a11quis amomum 
acus a10-3 amor 
:::a /""11 i-" Q :::I 1 411Q :In'rl1''''/"''lD 
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~ 
anethum apis asellus 
anhelitus apium asilus 
anhelo-l aqua a sinus 
anhelus aquila atavus 
aniela, ae aquilo avaritia 
ani11s aquor-l avarus 
anima aquor-l avena 
animus aquosus avena 
anus, us aranea aveo-2 
aper arator avidus 
aperio-4 aries avis 
apex arieta avitus 
apio-3 aro-l avus 
u habena habito-l harunc1ineus 
habeo-2 habitus harundo 
habilis (h) arena haruspe:>: 
habitabilis (h) arenosus 
oJ jaceo-2 jaculo-l 
jacio-3 jaculum 
~ 270 
" 
u oJ 
§.-, h!!-, i§!.- initial 
oJ 
ebulum egeo-2 epulo-l 
ebur egestus epulor-l 
eburnus elegus equa 
ech1nus elementum eques 
edax elepbantus equinus 
edo-3-eat emo-3 (red) imo-3 equito-l 
e<Jenus epulae equus 
t.I (h)ebenus babes 
hebeo-2 habeto-l 
., jecur 
" 
oJ 
.1-, bi.- initial 
'" id.:)neus imitor-l iter 
imago inanis itero-l 
imitabil1s inula 
hibiscus hirudo 
h1lar1s hirundo 
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.. ... ~ 
2,-, bg,-, i2.- initial 
cJ 
ocellus olor opulento-l 
oculus olorinus opulentus 
odium onager opus 
odor onero-1 opuscu1um 
odoro-l onus orichalcum 
odorus onustus origo I" 'I 
1
1
1
1
1
,1, 
olea opacus orior-4 "I" 
!'III, 
oleo-2-grow opella oryza 
II 
oleum opera os, ossis 
'II, 
olidus operio-4 oVile 
1,;,11 
III: 
I' 
oliva opifex ovilis j;'1 II 
il,1 
olivetum opimus ovis Iii 
!'Iil 
ill 
olivifer ops, opis ovo-l I'" 
i'li 
olivum opulentia ,I' 
,!,I 
'I' I', 
(h) alit~r holusculum ~ 
(h)olus (h) omasus 
... jocur jocus (Jovis) 
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.. ~ 0.1 
Y,-, hu-, .iY,- initial 
.. 
ulula ululo-l uterque 
ululatus uter uterus 
u (h)umerus humo-l 
hum111s humus 
.. juba jugulum juvenor-l 
jubar jugum juventa 
jubeo-2 juvenalis juventas 
jugal1s 
jugo-l 
juvenca juventus 
I 
"1 
,,, 
juvencus juvo-l I 
jugulo-l juven1s 
Appendix B 
Further Illustrations of Rules 2 and 3 in Chapter Three 
(NOuns of tile First and Second Declensions) 
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Rule 2 - Further illustrations (continued) 
rivus spica sudurn velum 
ruga spina sura vena 
ruta spinus tabum vicus 
sacrum spira talus vinum 
scala spuma tela virus 
scriba squama telum vita 
scutum stiva tofus votum 
seta (saeta) sucus tophus zona 
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Rule 3. Further illustrations. A-Pattern • 
... batillum co thurnus magister 
cabellus crocotta magistra 
cachinnus culullus medulla 
camilla cylindrus metallum 
canistrum favilla minister 
capella fenestra minlstra 
capillus feretrum mitella 
capistrum flagellum nov'erca 
carectwn gemellus palaestra 
catella genesta papilla 
caterva labellum patella 
catillus lacerna pharetra 
cavema lacerta podagra 
cerebrum lacertus popellus 
cheragra lapillus pus1llus 
chiragra latebra sagitta 
colubra libellus sacellum 
columba l1gustrum salictum 
columna lucellus senecta 
corolla lucema sepulcrum 
corymbus macellus slgillum 
J 
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Rule 3. Further illustrations. C-Pattern 
v ... baculum fabula patera 
balanus famula patina 
barathrum famulus pedica 
calamus ferula pelagus 
calathus fulica philyra 
camera feminll. platanus 
capulus laganum polypus 
casula lapathus populus 
catulus lasanus sagulum 
cerasus loculus satira 
cinara macula satura 
cithara manica satyrus 
coluber medica scopulus 
corylus medicus siligua 
crotalum merula situla 
cumera modulus speculum 
cumulus mon i tum stabulum 
cytisus nebula stimulus 
digitus numerus stipula 
domina papula stomachus 
dominus parochus strigula 
{Q ... ,.. .. tn,1,,<::t\ 
, 
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Rule 3 - C-Pattern (continued) 
... II 
tabula trutina vitula 
thalamus tunica vitulus 
titulus trichila zephyrus 
tribulus (tribolus) 
D-Pattern 
/;I lituus casia spatium 
cavea lolium spolium 
chorea minium statua 
cisium modius strophium 
cuneus muria studium 
clipeus palea tilia 
fluvius platea tinea 
folium pluvia tinia 
fovea pluvius top is 
furia preciae trabea 
galea pretium trahea 
genius puteus trivium 
gladius senium venia 
gremium socius vicia 
laqueus solium vit1um 
I 
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Rule 3a. Further illustrations. Quadrisyllables - A-Class. 
oJ 
concilium lanicium princip1um 
conjug1um luc1n1um prod1g1um 
conloquium not1tia reliquiae 
cons ilium materia remigium 
" deliciae militia servitium 
desidia navigium solstitium 
diluvium nequitia subsidium 
dimidium notitia supercilium 
div1t1ae perfid1a suppl1cium 
fastidium primitiae tugurium 
flasitium praes1dium 
(All instances of the quadrisyllables (Classes B, C, D ~nd E) and 
of the quinquesyllables are given in the body of the text, 
Chapter Three). 
Addenda: Two words of five syllables: 
U _ Col 
pudicitia 
" u supercilium 
Appendix C 
Further Illustrations of Rules 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 
in Chapter Four 
(Nouns of the Third Declension) 
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Rule 4. Further Illustrations. 
A-Pattern - with genitive stem-vowel (also) long. 
cos fas mos ros vas (vasis) 
crus flos mus rus vis (vires) 
dos lis pus tus 
B-Pattem - with genitive stem-vowel short. 
v 
crux (crucis) nex prex 
dux nux vix (vicis) 
flX nix (con jux) 
grex pix 
Rule 5. Further Illustrations. 
bilis frater pubes 
biris grates renes 
ciris labes rete 
civis manes rupes 
clades mater sedes 
clavis moles strages 
crates naves vates 
crinis naris vepres 
finis panis vitis 
1 
funis proles 
I 
j 
Rule 5 (continued) 
Note also: 
com-pages 
prae-sepe 
Rule 6. (All examples are listed in the body of the text). 
Rule 7. Further Illustrations. 
crimen 
(dis) crimen 
flamen 1 & 2 
gramen 
limen 
lumen 
momen 
numen 
Rule 8. Further Illustrations. 
semen 
(sub) temen 
stramen 
vimen 
283 
(All examples of the A-Pattern are given in the body of the text). 
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B-Pattern 
First Type 
u 
calor labor sonor 
color liquor soror 
dator pavor stupor 
decor puder tepor 
dolor rigor timor 
favor rubor tremor 
fragor saper tenor 
fremor sator tumor 
furor sopor vapor 
Second Type 
v draco ligo strabo 
dolo nero trigo 
oJ 
litro rapo 
C-Pattern 
First Type 
" ceres genus procer 
cicer latus siser 
cinis piper venus 
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Rule 8 - C-Pattern (continued) 
Second Type 
v glomus decus pecus 
v (de) decus lepus penus 
femur nemus scelus 
Third Type 
v 
calix filex podex 
carex filix rumen 
culex frutex salix 
culix latex silex 
Fourth Type 
.., 
caput pedes seges 
comes poples 
Fifth 'rype 
.., 
lapiS pugil vepres 
merops tripes vigil 
pecus tripus 
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Rule 9. Furtiler Illustrations. 
A-Pattern 
cicatrix senectus voluptas 
nomisma vetustas sacerdos 
potestas voluntas supellex 
satelles 
B-Pattern 
First Type 
cadaver papaver salutor 
foramen propago senator 
levamen putator virago 
sacra tor vorago 
Second Type (All examples are 9i ven in the body of the text). 
Third Type 
bitumen lacunar tribunal 
cacumen legumen volumen 
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Rule 9 (continued) 
C-Pattern 
First Type 
feritas palear 
" ... 
cmiflo fidicen paries (-etis) 
v " co lumen genitor reguies (-etis) 
cucumis genitrix specimen 
domitor laquear tegimen 
domitrix meretrix tegumen 
facinus nebulo 
Second Type 
" 
... 
dicio regio (re) 1igio 
oJ 
ditio satio (se) ditio 
.., 
legio statio (super) st:i tio 
v 
ratio (pro) ditto 
Rule 10. (All examples are listed in the body of the text). 
Appendix D 
Further Illustrations of Rule 11 in Chapter Five 
(Nouns of the Fourth and Fifth Declensions) 
II: 
'II' I' 
" 
28:· 
Rule 11. Further Illustrations. 
v domus lacus situs 
fretus (fretum) manus specus 
gelu metus status 
genu nurus tribus 
gradus sin'.ls veru 
Rules 12, 13 and 14. (All examples are listed in the body of 
the text). 
Appendix E 
Further Illustrations of Rules 15, 15a, 16, l6a, b , e, in 
Chapter Six 
~djectives of the First and Second Declensions) 
! I 
• 
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l1.ule IS. Further Illustration':>. 
-bimus flavus provus spretus 
bini gratus primUs totus 
brutus lotus (lautus) promus trimus 
crudus latus pronus tutus 
canus mirus purus udus 
carus mutus quinus unus 
denus natus rarus vanus 
dirus nonus ravus varus 
divus notus sanus verus 
durus nudus senus vivus 
fetus planus serus 
fidus plenus solus 
Rule l5a. Further Illustrations. 
.... 
bifer niger seaber 
lacer piger tener 
maeer ruber uter 
miser saeer vafer 
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Rule 16. Further Illustrations. 
A-Pattern 
v 
benlgnus nefandus rotundus 
colurnus nefastus scelestus 
co rus cus novellus sallgnus 
disertus paternuflJ secundus 
malignus petulcus sinister 
maniplus proplnquus superbu;3 
modestus proterws supernus 
" 
molestus .)usl1lus tremenduE) 'I 
vetustus 
B-Pattern 
II 
- lutosus canorus quietus 
comatus marinus remotus 
caducus meracus serenus 
caprinus napaeus sever.lS 
decorus novenus sonorus 
1'1 
dolosus petitus 1" 1
1
, 
soporus 
'II' 
:I
i 
ferinus peritus supinus ',II , ' 
i'I!1 I, ,I 
il 
fragosus procerus supremus ';'1 
'II 
"I, 
fricatus profanus to'.,}at.us 
Iii! 
lupatus pudicus treceni ' I !I',II 
~ I 1'1< I,': 
quadl."imus virosus II 
iilill 
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Rule l6a. Further Illustrations. 
Quadrisyllables - A-Class 
oJ v 
adsiduus eximius perpetuus 
ambiguus femineus populeus 
continguus funereus praecipuus 
conspicuus gramineus purpureus 
continuus indiguus sidereus 
dividuus ingenuus triticeus 
egregius innocuus vim1neus 
exiguus inriguus vipereus 
Rule l6b. Further Illustrations. 
Quadr1syllables - B-Class 
First Type (All examples are given in the body of the text). 
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Rule l6e - E-Class (continued) 
Second ~rpe 
vv ., duodeni lapidosus recidivus 
furiatus latebro8us resupinus 
generosus maculosus salebrosus 
genuinus malesuadus sinuosos 
inlmlcus nemorosus spatlosus 
inopinus ocreatus tabulatus 
lacrimosus peregrinus tenebrosus 
pha re tra tus vltiosus 
Rule l6f. (All examples are given in the body of the text). 
Appendix F 
Further Illustrations of Rules 18, 19, 20, 20a, 
22, 23 and 24 in Chapter Seven 
(Adjectives of the ~lird Declension) 
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Rule 18. Further Illus tra tions. 
lJ 
acer mitis putris 
(ad) cllvis (com)munis qualis 
comis (1m)munis (bi) remis 
(in)famis (in)"plumis suavis 
jugis (in)plubis talix 
levis -smooth (e)nodis vilis 
(1m)manis (in)punis 
Rule 19. Further Illustrations. 
A-Pattern 
u 
decens potens (im) pudens 
frequens recens (in)solens 
(bi) p~tens repens 
B-Pattern 
u 
itrox fugax sagax 
(bi) color loquax salax 
dicax minax sequax 
edax minor tenax 
(ef) ficax minus (per) tinax 
ferax procax (per) vicax 
ferox rapax vagax 
vn,..~Y 
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Rule 19 (continued) 
C-Pattern 
~ 
bilix (de)gener trilix 
bipes memor triplex 
celer pugil vetus 
duplex teres vigil 
Rule 20. Further Illustrations. 
A-Pattern 
oJ forensis perennis sequester 
paluster rebellis 
pedester salebris 
B-Pattern 
OJ -
anilis ovilis (curulis) 
(h) er111s seni11s (manis) 
fabrilis viri11s 
C-Pattern 
First Type 
v " agilis gracilis s1m11is 
docilis habi11s stab1lis 
facilis hum1l1s sterilis 
fragilis pari11s 
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Rule 20 - C-Pattern (continued) 
Second Type 
u tJ hilaris viridis 1,1 alacer 
I' 
" 
celeber saluber volucr:r iii! 
I 
(in)columis tenuis 
Rule 20a. Further Illustrations. 
crinalis funalis regalis 
crudelis letalis rivalis 
.dotalis muralis talaris 
fatalis natalis venalis 
feralis navalis vitalis 
Rule 21. (All examples are given in the body of the text). 
Rule 22. Further Illustrations. 
" oJ_ cerealis genitalis penetralis 
capitalis glacialis pluvialis 
fluvialis (ex) itialis popularis 
furialis muliebris puerilis 
genialis mediocris 
Rule 23. Further Illustrations. 
mlrabilis (ex) orabilis (ir)ritabilis 
mutabilis placabilis spirabilis 
!I~ 
Rule 24. Further 
01 II _ 
habitabilis 
lacr1mabilis 
memorabilia 
miserabilis 
Illustrations. 
numerabilis 
penetrab1lis 
revolub1lis 
(ex) saturabills 
(dis)sociabilis 
(ex) superab111s 
tolel~bilis 
venerabllls 
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III ~II~ 
Appendix G 
Further Illustrations of Rules 25 and 26 
in Chapter Eight, Part I 
(The Present-Tense Stems of Verbs of the 
Four Conjugations and the -io verbs) 
, 
I: 
, 
I 
'I I 
II ~ I,i 
I L: 
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Rule 25. Further Illustrations. 
First Conjugation 
First Type 
IJ 
cavo gravo nato roto 
calo (ad) juvo neco sacro 
(con)cito labo nego (con) secro 
cremo lavo nigro seco 
cubo 1evo novo sono 
crepo (ad) 11go paro str1go 
(de) d1co liquo peto tone 
dolo lito plico va co 
domo loco precor vagor 
flagro mico probo veto 
(per) foro minor puto vibro 
frico migro quadro voco 
fugo (per)molo rigo volo 
(per) furo moror rogo vomo 
voro 
r 
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Rule 25 - First Conjugation (continued) 
Second Type 
ii, 
" 
1::1, 
(con)cilio lanio slnuo (con)tinuo 
crucio radio spatior vario :1 
furio remeo spolior viduo 
glacio satio socio vitio 
laqueo (con) silior tenuo 
Second Conjugation 
c~leo licet piget stupeo ill "I 
I 
careo liqueo pIa ceo taceo 
caveo madeo (dis)pliceo teneo 
decet maneo pudet (con) tineo 
doceo medeor (re)pleo tepeo II 
It 
doleo mereo (r) rigeo timeo 
':'1 
fateor (pro)mineo rubeo tumeo 
'ill 
(con)fiteor moneo seateo va leo " II 
II 
faveo move 0 sedeo vereor 
I, 
foveo niteo (ad) sideo video ,Iii! 
jaceo noceo sileo vigeo "ii 
la~:eo pateo soleo vireo 1:1 1 
libet paveD studeo voveo It 
I ill 
1,1 
Ilj 
Rule 25 (continued) 305 
, 11 
~ ! I 
TIlird Conjugation , I 
First Type 
v 
bibo furo premo sino 
cade geno (com) primo (con) sulo 
(re) cido gero queror strepo 
cano lavo rego tego 
(re) cino lego (cor) rigo tero 
colo (col) ligo rude traho 
co quo lino scabo tremo 
II 
(oc) culo loquor sequor veho I 
fero me to sero (1 & 2) vole (velle) 
framo peto (d1s) sido 
Second Type 
" futuo minuo (re)st1tuo 
metuo statuo tribuo 
Fourth Conjugation 
<J (a) perio nequeo (red) im10 (trans)s1lio 
ferio polio (re) perio sttio 
(de). 1n10 potior salio ven10 

Rule 26 - A-Patt(3rn (continued) 
Tnird Conjugation 
oJ 
capasso 
capasco 
(de)hisco 
facesso 
fatisco 
gravesco 
lacesso 
(de) litesco patesco 
macresco (per) timesco 
madesco (con)ticesco 
nigresco (con}tremisco 
nitesco prehendo 
pacisco quiesco 
paciscor rigesco 
Fourth Conjugation (There are no examples). 
B-Pa-ttern 
I'1rst Conjugation 
.. 
-corone recuse soporo 
de co re refuto supin~ 
fatigo saluto trucido 
labore sereno vaporo 
307 
rubesco 
senl3Co 
silesco 
suesco 
tepesco 
tremesco 
tumesco 
viresco 
veneno 
voluto 
302 
Rule 26 (continued) 
C-fattern 
Firs t Conj uga tiOil 
.., u blatero gemino numero stabulo 
celebro genero pavito > t.imulo 
celero glomero penetro strepito 
(prae) cipi to lacero peragro simulo 
comitor lacrimo populor stomachor 
crepito maculo propero supero 
cubito medico (r) reboo temaro 
cumulo meditor recito terebro 
dominor memoro (r) rog:tto titutJO 
domito minitor .l."U'tilo tolero 
dub1to miseror saturo trepido 
duplico moderor scalera tumulo 
fabrico modulor (ad) similo veneror 
fodico monito solido vigilo 
fugito neglto speculor volito 
Second, Third and Fourth Conjugations (All examples are given in 
the body of the text). 
Rule 26a. (All examples are discussed in the body of the text). 
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